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Abstract
Renewable chemical fuels can be synthesized via solar-driven
electro-, photo-, and thermochemical splitting of CO2 and H2O. The
latter approach utilizes the entire spectrum of concentrated solar
radiation to supply high-temperature process heat for the production
of CO and H2 (syngas) via metal oxide redox cycles. Conceptually,
syngas is produced via two reaction steps. A metal oxide is first
reduced at low partial pressure of oxygen (pO2) and high temperature
using concentrated solar radiation as the energy source. In the second
non-solar step, the metal oxide is re-oxidized at a lower temperature
with CO2 and H2O to produce syngas. Using mature catalytic fuel
synthesis processes, syngas can be further processed into conventional
liquid hydrocarbon fuels. Several metal oxides have been tested,
among which ceria evolved as the state-of-the-art material. Redox
cycles employing ceria redox materials require, however, high
temperatures which challenge reactor design. As an alternative, in this
thesis, the solar thermochemical splitting of H2O and CO2 to produce
syngas via redox reactions using nonstoichiometric perovskite oxides
is investigated and compared to ceria.
Using first principles calculations, the redox thermodynamics and the
thermochemical stability of 297 perovskites for solar thermochemical
CO2 splitting are predicted. Experimental measurements using
thermogravimetric analysis, X-ray diffraction and transmission
electron microscopy confirm the computed redox and stability trends.
The redox energetics reveal that choosing the appropriate set of redox
conditions is detrimental to draw correct conclusions on the redox
performance, particularly concerning the CO2 gas flows during
oxidation. A gas environment in a thermogravimetric analyzer of
100% CO2 will highly favor the oxidation behavior of perovskites,
while small CO concentrations in the inlet stream, which are usually
present in a realistic solar reactor, will result in the opposite effect.
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Experiments and computations further reveal that perovskites are
thermochemically stable with strongly endergonic reduction
enthalpies. To conclude, at realistic redox conditions relevant to an
industrial implementation, none of the perovskites outperforms stateof-the-art ceria, which maintains its favorable oxidation
thermodynamics even in presence of CO in the CO2 inlet stream.
Perovskites offer, however, the potential to conduct the fuel synthesis
cycle at lower temperatures, which comes at the cost of additional
energy penalties of CO/CO2 separation and heat exchange.
To understand how redox thermodynamics of perovskites are affected
by varying the concentration ratios on the A- and B-sites, the
equilibrium thermodynamics of the LaxSr1-xMnyAl1-yO3-δ perovskite
family (0 ≤ x ≤ 1, 0 ≤ y ≤ 1) and La0.6Ca0.4Mn0.8Al0.2O3-δ is investigated,
and compared to those of ceria as a baseline. Oxygen
nonstoichiometry measurements from 1573 to 1773 K and from 0.206
to 180 mbar O2 show a tunable reduction extent, increasing with
increasing Sr content. Maximal nonstoichiometry of 0.32 is
established with La0.2Sr0.8Mn0.8Al0.2O3-δ at 1773 K and 2.37 mbar O2.
As a trend, oxygen capacities are most sensitive to the A-cation
composition. Partial molar enthalpy, entropy and Gibbs free energy
changes for oxide reduction are extracted from the experimental data
using defect models for Mn4+/Mn3+ and Mn3+/Mn2+ redox couples.
Perovskites exhibit typically decreasing enthalpy changes with
increasing nonstoichiometries. This desirable characteristic is most
pronounced by La0.6Sr0.4Mn0.4Al0.6O3-δ, rendering it attractive for CO2
and H2O splitting. Generally, perovskites show lower enthalpy and
entropy changes than ceria, resulting in more favorable reduction but
less favorable oxidation equilibria. The energy penalties due to larger
temperature swings and excess oxidant are discussed in particular.
Using electronic structure theory, it is concluded with a practical
methodology estimating thermodynamic activity to rationally design
perovskites with variable stoichiometry and valence.
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In a next step, the surface activity of La1-xSrxMn1-yAlyO3-δ (0 ≤ x ≤ 1, 0
≤ y ≤ 1), and La0.6Ca0.4Mn0.6Al0.4O3-δ is analyzed, to understand the
origin of beneficially increased redox capacities when doping these
compositions with Al. Oxygen nonstoichiometry measurements at
1623 K and 15 mbar O2 show that increasing strontium content
increases oxygen nonstoichiometry, with La0.2Sr0.8Mn0.8Al0.2O3-δ
reaching a maximum oxygen nonstoichiometry of δ = 0.351
molO mol -1ABO3 . X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy identifies
manganese as the only redox active metal at the surface. All La1compositions exhibit surfaces enriched in manganese
and depleted in strontium. It is discussed how these composition
differences of the surface from the bulk lead to the beneficially higher
reduction extents and lower strontium carbonate concentrations at the
aluminum-doped surfaces. Using first principles calculations, the
experimental reduction trends are validated and the mechanism of the
partial electronic charge redistribution upon perovskite reduction are
elucidated.

xSrxMn1-yAlyO3-δ

As an alternative route to increase the solar-to-fuel efficiency of solar
thermochemical CO2/H2O splitting via rational materials design, this
thesis introduces a rationale for designing metal oxide redox materials
for oxygen separation via “thermochemical pumping” of O2 against a
pO2 gradient with low-grade process heat. Electronic structure
calculations show that the activity of oxygen vacancies in metal oxides
pinpoints the ideal oxygen exchange capacity of perovskites.
Thermogravimetric analysis and high-temperature X-ray diffraction
for SrCoO3-δ, BaCoO3-δ and BaMnO3-δ perovskites and Ag2O and
Cu2O references confirm the predicted performance of SrCoO3-δ,
surpassing, with an oxygen exchange capacity of 44 mmolO2 mol-1ABO3
δ

exchanged at 12.1 µmolO2 min −1 g −1 at 600-900 K, the performance of

state-of-the-art Cu2O at these conditions. The redox trends are
understood due to lattice expansion and electronic charge transfer.
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Finally, the redox thermodynamics of La0.5Ba0.5CoO3-δ,
Pr0.5Ba0.5CoO3-δ and Y0.5Ba0.5CoO3-δ are predicted using electronic
structure theory for thermochemical separation of O2 with process heat
at low to intermediate temperatures. For the first time we demonstrate
closing of the energy balance of thermochemical oxygen separation,
employing Y0.5Ba0.5CoO3-δ which is identified as the most promising
composition of tested compositions. Y0.5Ba0.5CoO3-δ surpasses the
performance of state-of-the-art Cu2O reaching an oxygen exchange
capacity of 0.064 molO mol -1ABO3 between 563 and 773 K at 0.01 bar O2
and 0.2 bar O2, respectively. Furthermore, for the first time,
thermochemical O2 production using Y0.5Ba0.5CoO3-δ between 573 and
873 K at 0.2 bar O2 and 1 bar O2, respectively, is demonstrated.
Finally, packed bed reactor experiments are conducted to illustrate the
potential of both processes for implementation at industrial scale
which is outlined with a process model.

Zusammenfassung
Erneuerbare chemische Treibstoffe können mittels Sonnenenergie
durch elektro-, foto-, und thermochemisches Spalten von CO2 und
H2O synthetisiert werden. Letzteres nutzt das gesamte Spektrum
konzentrierter
Sonneneinstrahlung
aus,
um
Hochtemperaturprozesswärme für die Produktion von CO und H2
(Synthesegas) zu produzieren via Redoxzyklen mit Metalloxiden.
Synthesegas wird konventionell in zwei Reaktionsschritten
hergestellt. Zuerst wird ein Metalloxid durch konzentrierte
Solarenergie bei tiefen Sauerstoffpartialdrücken (pO2) und hohen
Temperaturen reduziert. Im zweiten, nicht-solaren Schritt, wird das
Metalloxid bei tieferen Temperaturen durch CO2 und H2O oxidiert,
wodurch Synthesegas produziert wird. Das Synthesegas kann weiter
zu konventionellen Flüssigtreibstoffen verarbeitet werden mit Hilfe
von ausgereiften katalytischen Prozessen. Mehrere Metalloxide
wurden dazu getestet, wobei sich Ceriumdioxid (CeO2) zum
Standardmaterial entwickelt hat. In der vorliegenden Arbeit wird das
solar-thermochemische Spalten von H2O und CO2 untersucht, um
Synthesegas via Redoxreaktionen mittels nonstöchiometrischen
Perovskiten zu produzieren. Die Resultate werden dabei stets mit
denjenigen von CeO2 verglichen.
Mit Hilfe von elektronischen Strukturberechnungen werden die
thermodynamischen Eigenschaften der Redoxreaktionen und die
thermochemische Stabilität von 297 Perovskiten berechnet für solar
thermochemische CO2 Spaltung. Experimentelle Messungen via
thermogravimetrischer
Analyse
und
HochtemperaturRöntgendiffraktion bestätigen die vorausgesagten Redox- und
Stabilitätstrends. Die Bedeutung der realistischen Wahl der
Redoxkonditionen wird systematisch aufgezeigt, sodass korrekte
Schlussfolgerungen aus der Redoxleistung gezogen werden können,
im Speziellen wenn es um die CO2 Gasflüsse geht während der
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Oxidation. Im Speziellen wirkt ein Oxidationsgasfluss von 100% CO2
begünstigend auf das Oxidationsverhalten von Perovskiten. Im
Gegensatz dazu beeinträchtigen kleine CO Konzentrationen im
Einlassgas deren Oxidationsverhalten. In realistischen Solarreaktoren
liegen solche CO Konzentrationen während der Oxidation vor und
sollten daher in Experimenten eingesetzt werden. Die numerischen
Berechnungen und die Experimente zeigen auf, dass Perovskite
stabiler sind bei grossen endergonischen Reduktionsenthalpien.
Zusammenfassend kann gesagt werden, dass die Redoxleistung keiner
Perovskite diejenige von CeO2 übertrifft, wenn realistische
Redoxbedingungen benutzt werden.
Um ein besseres Verständnis zu erhalten, wie sich die
Redoxthermodynamik von Perovskiten verändert, wenn das
Konzentrationsverhältnis auf der A- und B-Seite geändert wird, wurde
die
Gleichgewichtsthermodynamik
der
LaxSr1-xMnyAl1-yO3-δ
Perovskitfamilie (0 ≤ x ≤ 1, 0 ≤ y ≤ 1) und La0.6Ca0.4Mn0.8Al0.2O3-δ
untersucht, und mit derjenigen von CeO2 verglichen. Dazu werden
Sauerstoffnonstöchiometriemessungen zwischen 1573 und 1773 K
und zwischen 0.206 und 180 mbar O2 getätigt. Dabei zeigt sich, dass
sich das Reduktionsausmass vergrössert mit grösser werdendem
Strontiumanteil. Die maximale Nonstöchiometrie von 0.32 wird mit
La0.2Sr0.8Mn0.8Al0.2O3-δ bei 1773 K und 2.37 mbar O2 erreicht. Dabei
zeigt sich, dass die Sauerstoffkapazitäten am sensibelsten auf die AKationzusammenstellung reagieren. Mit Hilfe von Defektmodellen
für Mn4+/Mn3+ und Mn3+/Mn2+ Redoxpaare werden die partielle
molare Enthalpie, Entropie und freie Gibbsenergie von den
experimentellen Daten abgeleitet. Es zeigt sich, dass Perovskite
typischerweise eine abnehmende Enthalpie mit steigenden
Nonstöchiometrien aufweisen. Diese vorteilhafte Eigenschaft ist bei
La0.6Sr0.4Mn0.4Al0.6O3-δ am ausgeprägtesten. Generell zeigen
Perovskite tiefere Enthalpie- und Entropiewerte als CeO2, wodurch sie
zwar ein vorteilhafteres Reduktionsverhalten, aber ein schlechteres
Oxidationsverhalten aufweisen. Die Energieeinbussen, die aus den
grösseren Temperaturunterschieden zwischen Reduktion und
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Oxidation und dem Oxidationsgasüberschuss resultieren, werden hier
im Speziellen diskutiert. Mit Hilfe von elektronischen
Strukturberechnungen, die die thermodynamische Aktivität von
Perovskiten mit verschiedener Stöchiometrie und Valenz schätzt, wird
die thermodynamische Analyse abgerundet.
In einem nächsten Schritt, wird die Oberflächenaktivität von La1(0 ≤ x ≤ 1, 0 ≤ y ≤ 1), und La0.6Ca0.4Mn0.6Al0.4O3-δ
untersucht. Diese Studie soll zu einem besseren Verständnis verhelfen
über die redoxaktiven Elemente und mögliche Segregationen an der
Oberfläche. Zudem wird untersucht, weshalb Aluminium gedopte
Lanthan Strontium Manganite ein höheres Reduktionsausmass
aufweisen
als
solche
ohne
Aluminium.
Sauerstoffnonstöchiometriemessungen bei 1623 K und 15 mbar O2
zeigen, dass grössere Strontiumkonzentrationen zu grösseren
Sauerstoffnonstöchiometrien führen. La0.2Sr0.8Mn0.8Al0.2O3-δ erreicht
dabei die grösste Sauerstoffnonstöchiometrie mit einem Wert von
0.351 molO mol -1ABO3 . Ausgewählte Oberflächen von Perovskiten

xSrxMn1-yAlyO3-δ

werden via Röntgenphotoelektronspektroskopie analysiert. Es wird
aufgezeigt, dass Mangan das einzige redoxaktive Element ist. Zudem
weisen alle Zusammensetzungen von La1-xSrxMn1-yAlyO3-δ
Oberflächen mit Mangananreicherungen und Strontiummangel auf.
Dies erklärt die höheren Reduktionen und reduzierten
Konzentrationen an Strontiumkarbonaten an Aluminium-gedopten
Oberflächen. Mit elektronischen Strukturberechnungen werden diese
experimentellen Trends validiert und es wird aufgezeigt, wie sich die
partiellen elektronischen Ladungen nach der Reduktion verändern.
Sauerstofftrennung und -konzentration von Gasmischungen ist zentral
für mehrere nachhaltige Energietechnologien, wie z.B. für die
Herstellung von Flüssigtreibstoffen durch CO2, H2O und
konzentrierter Solarenergie. In dieser Arbeit wird eine Methode
eingeführt, mit der Metalloxide für Redoxreaktionen zur
Sauerstofftrennung designt werden. Die Sauerstofftrennung erfolgt
durch das thermochemische Pumpen von O2 gegen einen pO2
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Gradienten angetrieben durch Proesswärme. Elektronische
Strukturberechnungen
zeigen,
dass
die
Aktivität
von
Sauerstoffleerstellen in Metalloxiden die Kapazität der
Sauerstoffaktivität von Perovskiten bestimmt. Experimente mit
thermogravimetrischer
Analyse
und
HochtemperaturRöntgendiffraktion mit SrCoO3-δ, BaCoO3-δ und BaMnO3-δ, sowie
Ag2O und Cu2O als Referenzen, bestätigen die vorausgesagten
Redoxtrends. SrCoO3-δ, erreicht dabei eine Kapazität des
Sauerstoffaustausches von 44 mmol O2 mol-1 bei einer Rate von 12.1
µmol O2 min-1 g-1 zwischen 600 und 900 K. Diese Leistung übertrifft
diejenige des Standardmaterials Cu2O bei diesen Bedingungen. Die
Redoxtrends werden durch die auftretende Gitterausdehnung und dem
elektronischen Ladungsaustausch erklärt.
In einem nächsten Schritt werden die thermodynamischen
Redoxeigenschaften berechnet von La0.5Ba0.5CoO3-δ, Pr0.5Ba0.5CoO3-δ
und Y0.5Ba0.5CoO3-δ, mit dem Ziel günstige und ungiftige Materialien
für die thermochemische Sauerstofftrennung zu finden. Zum ersten
Mal
konnte
die
Energiebilanz
für
thermochemische
Sauerstofftrennung geschlossen werden, indem Prozessabwärme des
solar-thermochemischen
CO2/H2O
Spaltungszyklus
und
Y0.5Ba0.5CoO3-δ benutzt wird. Dieses Perovskit übertrifft die
Redoxleistung
des
Standards
Cu2O
mit
einer
-1
Sauerstoffaustauschkapazität von 0.064 molO mol ABO3 zwischen 563
K bei 0.01 bar O2 und 773 K bei 0.2 bar O2. Zudem wird zum ersten
Mal der thermochemische Prozess zur Sauerstoffproduktion
demonstriert mit Y0.5Ba0.5CoO3-δ zwischen 573 und 873 K bei 0.2 bar
O2 und 1 bar O2. Die dazu aufgestellte Energiebilanz zeigt, dass dieser
Prozess mehr thermische Energie benötigt als der Standardprozess die
kryogene
Destillation.
Schliesslich,
zeigen
Festbettreaktorexperimente auf, dass beide Prozesse auf industrieller
Ebene implementierbar sind.
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Nomenclature
cp, air

molar heat capacity of air (J mol-1 K-1)

cp, O2

molar heat capacity of O2 (J mol-1 K-1)

cp, YBCO

molar heat capacity of Y0.5Ba0.5CoO3-δ (YBCO)
(J mol-1 K-1)

Eel

electrical energy ( kJ mol -1O2 )

Eth

thermal energy ( kJ mol -1O2 )

o
∆ r GCO
2

standard Gibbs free energy change of CO2 formation:
CO + 0.5O2 = CO2 ( kJ mol -1O2 )

∆g Oo 2

standard partial molar Gibbs free energy change of
metal oxide reduction ( kJ mol -1O2 )

∆g Oo 2*

computed standard partial molar Gibbs free energy
change of metal oxide reduction ( kJ mol -1O2 )

∆g Oo 2*,lim

computed limited standard partial molar Gibbs free
energy change of metal oxide reduction ( kJ mol -1O2 )

∆GV[O]
o

∆hO2

computed Gibbs free energy change of oxygen
vacancy formation (eV)
standard partial molar enthalpy change of metal oxide
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Chapter 1
1 Introduction
Introduction
The worldwide demand for energy has continuously been rising over
the past decades and is predicted to grow by nearly one third between
2013 and 2040.11 It is projected that energy-related CO2 emissions will
increase to 36.7 Gt in 2040, which is 16% higher than in 2013.11 Thus,
the transition away from fossil fuels as primary energy source to
alternative and sustainable fuels and electricity production is of great
importance to ensure long-term energy supply and limit global
warming.12 Solar energy has attracted particular interest since it is the
most abundant renewable energy source. If 0.8% of the Sahara surface
would be used to harvest solar energy, the world’s primary energy
demand could be covered.13 Of particular interest is the substitution of
conventional oil based fuels for the transportation sector since
transportation accounts for 64% of the global oil consumption.13
While hydrogen and batteries could potentially be used for shortdistance passenger transport, other transportation sectors such as
aviation and long distance car and truck travel require higher density
fuels per volume, i.e. synthetic hydrocarbon fuels. Furthermore,
synthetic hydrocarbon fuels, derived from biomass or directly from
CO2 and H2O, are compatible with the global transportation
infrastructure. Hence, no adaptation in the car and aircraft fleet or the
distribution infrastructure is necessary. The dissociation of H2O and
CO2 using solar energy can be achieved via electrochemical,
photochemical, and thermochemical splitting of H2O and CO2.14-20 The
latter approach utilizes the entire spectrum of solar radiation in the
form of high-temperature process heat for the production of CO and
H2 (syngas) via metal oxide redox cycles and benefits from high
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thermodynamic efficiencies and the possibility to directly produce
syngas.15, 21-30 Furthermore, solar thermochemical cycles do not
compete with food production since the process can be performed on
uncultivable land, for instance in the desert.

1.1 Solar-driven Thermochemical H2O and CO2
Splitting Using Metal Oxide Redox Materials
H2O and CO2 can be dissociated into H2, CO and O2, respectively, by
either the direct route or using metal oxide redox materials as
intermediates. Direct solar thermolysis of H2O and CO2 into H2 and
CO, respectively, imposes challenging engineering problems because
of the inherently high dissociation temperatures of above 2500 K.31
Furthermore, fuel and oxygen are released together, which requires
high-temperature gas separation or rapid quenching to avoid
recombination. To avoid these issues, the two-step solar-driven
thermochemical splitting of H2O and CO2 based on metal oxide redox
reactions is investigated in this thesis. Here, process temperatures are
much lower compared to direct thermolysis. Moreover, gas separation
and quenching are avoided because fuel and oxygen are released in
separate steps. A schematic representation of such a two-step solardriven thermochemical splitting of H2O and CO2 is shown with Figure
1.1. Using concentrated solar energy, an oxidized metal oxide (MOox)
is reduced endothermically, releasing O2. The reduced metal oxide
(MOred) is then re-oxidized exothermically at lower temperatures
through CO2 and H2O, producing H2 and CO (syngas) in the process.
Syngas can further be processed to liquid hydrocarbon fuels via
Fischer-Tropsch or other catalytic processes.32 Finally, if CO2 is
captured from atmospheric air, the materials cycle is closed and the
solar-made fuel can be considered carbon neutral.33-36

Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of a two-step solar-driven
thermochemical cycle for the syngas production using metal oxide redox
materials, with MOox and MOred representing metal oxides in oxidized and
reduced state, respectively.

The key performance indicator of this process is the solar-to-fuel
energy conversion efficiency, ηsolar-to-fuel. It is defined as the ratio
between the heating value of the produced H2 and CO, Qfuel, to the
solar energy input, Qsolar, and all energy penalties due to the fuel
production, Qpenalties, such as the inert gas consumption, electricity and
pumping work to drive the chemical reactions:

ηsolar-to-fuel =

Qfuel
Qsolar + Qpenalties

(1.1)

In the past, several materials classes have been assessed among which
volatile and non-volatile cycles have evolved as the two main
categories among the used redox cycles. Non-volatile redox cycles
employ metal oxides which remain solid during oxidation and
reduction, while volatile redox cycles use metal oxides that undergo
gas-solid phase changes.24 Volatile redox materials, such as Zn/ZnO37,
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and SnO/SnO239, generally have a greater oxygen exchange
capability per mass of oxide, i.e. increased fuel production, than nonvolatile ones. Furthermore, reduction of volatile materials is
thermodynamically more favored compared to nonvolatile ones due to
increased reduction entropies from gas phase products.24 However,
challenging engineering problems are yet to be solved.40, 41 For
instance, produced Zn vapor and O2 after reduction need to be rapidly
quenched to avoid recombination and their separation can cause
significant energy penalties.40 Using a 100 kW solar reactor for CO2splitting above 2000 K, ηsolar-to-fuel dropped from 3% to 0.2%, after
quenching of the reactor product stream was included in the
calculation.41
Non-volatile redox materials are further divided into
nonstoichiometric and stoichiometric compositions. Stoichiometric
materials include for instance Fe3O4/FeO studied by Nakamura et al.26
This cycle requires temperatures of above 2000 K, causing sintering,
liquefaction, vaporization and eventually loss of redox active
material.42 Upon doping with Ni, Zn, Co or Mn, forming mixed-metal
ferrites and using inert supports such as SiO2, ZrO2, Al2O3 and yttriastabilized zirconia (YSZ), the process temperatures can be decreased
significantly.43-50 Using mixed-metal ferrites, H2 production was
demonstrated using several reactor concepts at temperatures between
1073 and 1723 K51-53, reaching H2 conversion rates of up to 28% at
1273 K for 60 minutes at a partial pressure of steam of 0.47 bar.52
However, sintering and side reactions between the materials and the
supporting structures remains challenging.
In contrast to these stoichiometrically reacting materials,
nonstoichiometric compounds only release a small portion of the
oxygen contained in their unchanged crystal lattice. Hence, their
lattice has to accommodate changes in anion or cation vacancy
concentrations.24 Nonstoichiometric materials benefit from increased
chemical and morphological stability and faster reaction kinetics than

stoichiometric compositions.24 However, their oxygen storage
capacity is smaller which negatively impacts ηsolar-to-fuel.24

1.2 The Ceria Cycle
Among the nonstoichiometric materials, ceria (CeO2) has become the
benchmark redox material for the two-step solar thermochemical
H2O/CO2 splitting cycle due to its high morphological and
crystallographic stability, its favorable oxidation thermodynamics and
kinetics and its fast oxygen conductivities. 14, 21, 22, 24, 25, 54-68 On the
downside, CeO2 requires high reduction temperatures of typically
above 1723 K and low pO2 below 10-3 bar O2 to reach reasonable
oxygen nonstoichiometries, δ, in the range 0.02 – 0.04 resulting in
technically challenging process conditions. 22, 25, 69, 70
Oxygen nonstoichiometries can be calculated with:

δ = ∆ms

Ms
MO

(1.2)

where ∆ms is the relative weight loss of the reactive sample at
equilibrium (in g/g), and Ms and MO are the molar mass of the sample
and of monoatomic oxygen, respectively (in g/mol). The oxygen
exchange capacity, ∆δ (in molO mol-1ABO3 ), is then defined as the
difference in the oxygen nonstoichiometry of the metal oxides after
the oxide reduction (δred) and after the oxide oxidation (δoxi), which is
equivalent to the specific amount of fuel produced per redox cycle:
∆δ = δ red − δ ox

The process is depicted with Eqs. (1.4), (1.5) and (1.6):
CeO2 reduction:

(1.3)
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δ

CeO 2 → CeO 2-δ + O 2
2

(1.4)

CeO2 oxidation:
CeO 2-δ +δ H 2 O → CeO 2 + δ H 2

(1.5)

CeO 2-δ +δ CO 2 → CeO 2 + δ CO

(1.6)

In the endothermic solar reduction step (cf. Eq. (1.4)) CeO2 is reduced
under the release of oxygen, reaching a nonstoichiometric state. In the
exothermic oxidation step, CeO2 is re-oxidized through H2O (cf. Eq.
(1.5)) and/or CO2 (cf. Eq. (1.6)), releasing H2 and CO in the process.
Since CeO2 is not consumed, the net reactions are the splitting of H2O
and CO2 into syngas and oxygen, released in different steps. It was
previously shown that the CeO2 cycle can be conducted with a
temperature and pressure swing or isothermally using pressure
swing.66 δ of CeO2 strongly depends on pO2 and temperature, as shown
with Figure 1.2 by Panlener et al.70

Figure 1.2: Equilibrium oxygen nonstoichiometry, δ, as a function of oxygen
partial pressure, pO2, for CeO2 between 750 and 1500°C.70

In principle, CO2 and H2O splitting are favored when the pO2 at a
certain δ and temperature for CeO2 is below the pO2 of the produced
CO/CO2 and H2/H2O gas mixtures, respectively. The pO2 of CO/CO2
gas mixtures is defined by:
 K ⋅ pCO2 
pO 2 =  f

 pCO 

2

(1.7)

1
O2 and pCO2
2
and pCO are the partial pressures of CO2 and CO, respectively.

where Kf is the equilibrium constant of CO2 ↔ CO +

Theoretical solar-to-fuel energy conversion efficiencies for a process
using CeO2 vary between 4 to above 30%, depending on taken
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assumptions.66, 71-76 In particular, reaction temperatures, flow models
(i.e. countercurrent vs. mixed flow), pO2 and sensible heat recovery
extents are decisive.76 In the first ever experimental production of
kerosene from solar thermochemical H2O/CO2 splitting using
simulated concentrated solar radiation, Marxer et al.25 achieved a ηsolarto-fuel value of 1.72% for a conversion of CO2 to CO without sensible
heat recovery. 291 stable redox cycles were performed, using
reduction temperatures between 1723 and 1873 K with power inputs
of 2.8 to 3.8 kW and argon flow rates ranging from 2 to 10 L min-1,
while oxidation was conducted between 973 and 1473 K.25 Reticulated
porous ceramic (RPC) foam structures with dual scale porosity made
of pure CeO2 were used in a solar cavity-type reactor.25 ηsolar-to-fuel was
tremendously improved with a new type of solar cavity-reactor,
reaching 5.25%, when reduction was conducted at pressures of 10
mbar, instead of purging inert gas at atmospheric pressure. Solar
radiative power inputs of 4.1 kW at 1773 K was employed.77
Oxidation was conducted with CO2 at atmospheric pressure at
temperatures between 873 and 1273 K.77 They revealed decreased heat
losses and a 73% higher fuel yield with vacuum operation during
reduction compared to atmospheric pressure with inert gas purging.77
These promising results establish CeO2 as benchmark redox material
for of solar-driven thermochemical H2O/CO2 splitting cycles using
CeO2 in terms of efficiency, material durability and reactor
technology.
In an attempt to increase reduction extents, and thus the specific fuel
production per mass, or to lower reduction temperatures, a variety of
dopants have been investigated theoretically and experimentally, such
as Cr6+, Zr4+, Hf4+, Fe3+, Sc3+, Gd3+, Y3+, Sm3+, Mn2+, Ni2+, Cu2+, Ca2+
and Sr2+.54, 56-60, 73, 78-80 Scheffe et al.73 computed thermodynamics and
equilibrium H2 and CO concentrations as a function of pO2 and
temperature for Gd3+, Y3+, Sm3+, Ca2+ and Sr2+. They showed that at 1
bar O2 and above 1673 K, theoretical ηsolar-to-fuel is greater for pure
CeO2, reaching 20.2% at δ = 0.1 and pO2 = 10 ppm bar.73 Takacs et
al.79 further demonstrated increased reduction extents of Zr doped

CeO2 under all investigated conditions, i.e. between 1573 and 1773 K
at pO2 = 4.6·10-3 to 2.3·10-4 bar O2. However, oxidation of Zr doped
CeO2 turned out to be thermodynamically less favorable, resulting in
lower ηsolar-to-fuel values under most conditions compared to pure
CeO2.79 Mn2+, Ni2+, Fe3+, Cu2+ and Cr6+ were also shown58, 59 to
increase the O2 release during reduction. For instance, Kaneko et al.59
showed that at 1673 K in Ar pure CeO2 released 0.427 cm3 g-1, while
Mn2+ and Fe3+ doped CeO2 released 1.545 and 1.860 cm3 g-1,
respectively.

1.3 The Perovskite Cycle
Perovskites are another materials class that have been investigated to
increase reduction extents compared to pure CeO2. Perovskites,
although largely studied for solid oxide fuel cells81-92, were only
recently discovered as potential alternatives to CeO2. 16, 28, 65, 68, 69, 93-100
They represent a promising class of redox materials since about 90%
of all metals are stable in this crystal structure.101 This allows for
materials properties that are tunable by the cation composition,
including a large range of oxygen nonstoichiometries accessible at
relatively low reduction temperatures and high oxygen vacancy
conductivities.16, 24, 65, 69, 95-100, 102 They are schematically represented
with ABO3-δ, where A and B are metal cations in twelve- and sixcoordinated interstices, as shown with Figure 1.3 for SrTiO3.
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Figure 1.3: Cubic unit cell of SrTiO3: Sr2+ ions in blue, Ti4+ ion in grey and
O2- ions in red.

The two-step redox cycle with perovskites is represented with:
Perovskite reduction:
1
1
1
ABO 3-δ ox →
ABO 3-δ red + O 2
δ red − δ ox
δ red − δ ox
2

(1.8)

Perovskite oxidation:
1

δ red − δ ox

ABO 3-δ red + H 2 O →

1

δ red − δ ox

ABO 3-δ ox + H 2

1
1
ABO 3-δ red + CO 2 →
ABO 3-δ ox + CO
δ red − δ ox
δ red − δ ox

(1.9)

(1.10)

Conceptually, a perovskite is first reduced endothermically at low pO2
and elevated temperatures using concentrated solar energy. The
reduced perovskite is then re-oxidized exothermically at lower
temperatures with CO2 and H2O to produce syngas.64
To develop and test perovskites for solar thermochemical fuel
production, computational and experimental studies have been
conducted.16, 65, 69, 93-100, 102-112 Emery et al.112 presented a computational
study, calculating 5329 cubic and distorted ABO3 perovskite

compounds out of 73 elements via high-throughput density functional
theory (HT-DFT). They used the thermodynamic stability and the
oxygen vacancy formation energy as selection criteria and identified
139 compositions to be suitable for water splitting applications, such
as CeCoO3 and BiVO3.112 They calculated the stability of a perovskite
by subtracting the convex hull energy at the ABO3 composition from
the DFT formation enthalpy of the perovskite, which they defined as
the energy difference between the total energy of the ABO3 compound
and the chemical potentials of the A, B and oxygen species.112 Other
computational studies screening for suitable perovskites include Deml
et al.107 who used first-principles calculations to study the correlation
between intrinsic material properties and the energy to form a single,
charge neutral oxygen vacancy in 45 binary and ternary oxides. They
found that the enthalpy of formation of an oxide will increase with
increasing band gap.107 Another study by Deml et al.109 showed that
the oxide enthalpy of formation and the minimum band gap energy
correlate with oxygen vacancy formation energies in La1-xSrxBO3
perovskites (B = Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni). That is, a decreasing oxide
enthalpy of formation and band gap energy will lead to a lower energy
to form a single, neutral oxygen vacancy.109 Meredig et al.111 showed
that a low enthalpy of reduction and a large positive solid-state entropy
of reduction of the oxide would be thermodynamically favorable for
the two-step thermochemical splitting of CO2 and H2O. Calle-Vallejo
et al.104 studied the formation energies of perovskites using DFT. The
computational values of 20 perovskites at 298 K agreed well with the
corresponding experimental ones, deviating by about 0.75 eV.104
Castelli et al.105 demonstrated a computational screening of 2704
cubic ABO3 perovskites with respect to band gap and stability, defined
as the formation energy of the perovskites, relative to the two metals
A and B in their most stable structures. Their procedure resulted in ten
promising candidates for photoelectrochemical cells with improved
light absorption, such as AgNbO3.113 Curnan et al.106 assessed the
relative oxygen vacancy formation energetics of LaBO3, SrBO3, (B =
3d transition metals) and similar materials and showed that oxygen
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vacancies are easier to form with increasing unit cell size.106 They also
computed rhombohedral and orthorhombic distortions from cubic
structures showing that oxygen vacancy formation is energetically less
favorable in the noncubic perovskites.106 Experimental studies,
investigating perovskites for thermochemical H2O/CO2 splitting
include a work by Scheffe et al.65 who investigated the redox activity
of La0.7Sr0.3MnO3-δ and La0.6Sr0.4MnO3-δ predicting their reduction
extents to be more than six times larger at 1600 K and two times larger
at 1800 K than that of CeO2, with all materials tested at 10-5 bar O2.65
Including the metal oxide oxidation, McDaniel et al.69 illustrated that
doping La0.6Sr0.4MnO3-δ with Al resulted in nine and six times greater
H2 and CO yields, relative to CeO2, when reduced at 1623 K and pO2
= 0.200 mbar and re-oxidized at 1273 K under 40 vol% H2O and CO2,
respectively.69 Recent studies by Cooper et al.96 and Takacs et al.95
confirmed these high reduction extents with Al-doped LaxSr1-xMnO3-δ
and showed reduction extents further increased when replacing Sr by
Ca. Similarly, Yang et al.16 showed that increasing the Sr content up
to x = 0.4 in La1-xSrxMnO3-δ increases fuel yields, but decreases fuel
production rates when oxidizing at 1073 K with 20 vol% H2O.
In summary, reduction of perovskite redox materials is
thermodynamically more favorable than that of CeO2 at identical
temperature and pO2, which is, however, at the expense of
thermodynamically less favorable perovskite oxidation. Deml et al.108
reported a computational and experimental investigation of doping in
LaxSr1-xMnyAl1-yO3-δ (LSMA), demonstrating the tunability of density
functional theory (DFT) calculated oxygen vacancy formation
energies for these perovskites. Studies testing perovskites other than
LSMA include La1-xCaxMnO3, Ln0.5Sr0.5MnO3 and Ln0.5Ca0.5MnO3
(Ln = La, Nd, Sm, Gd, Dy, and Y) where the Y-doped perovskite
showed the highest oxygen release, since Y introduces the highest
lattice distortion due to large cation size differences.99, 100 Furthermore,
LaxA1-xMnyB1-yO3 (A = Sr, Ba, Ca, Y; B = Al, Mg),102 LaxSr1-xMO3 (M
= Mn, Co, Fe)97 and BaxSr1-x(Co,Fe)O397 were shown to reduce more
than CeO2, but also at the expense of oxidation yields. Bork et al.98

investigated La0.6Sr0.4Cr1-xCoxO3 and showed that Co doping with x =
0.2 increased the CO2 splitting yield 25 fold compared to CeO2 cycled
between oxidation at 1073 K and 1 bar CO2 and reduction at 1473 K
at 10-5 bar O2.
To understand how the electrochemical and catalytic activities relate
to the material structure, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) has
been employed to investigate lanthanum manganites with perovskite
structure.114-117 On one hand, Wu et al.117 applied XPS to show that the
Mn ions of La0.5Sr0.5MnO3 (LSM50) are in +3.5 oxidation state, while
the Sr and La ions are present as Sr2+ and La3+. Heating the perovskite
in ultra-high vacuum at 600°C was found to decrease the Mn oxidation
state to +3.3, indicating that the Mn ions are the redox-active sites for
the oxygen exchange.117 On the other hand, Liu et al.116 reported that
the substitution of La3+ with Sr2+ in La1-xSrxMnO3 (x ≤ 0.3) increases
the concentration of Mn4+. Analogously, the binding energy (BE) of
the La 3d electrons in that perovskite composition was found to
decrease, indicating weaker binding compared to the La 3d electrons
in LaMnO3116 due to a decrease in the ionicity of the La-O bond
induced by the increased Mn oxidation state. Deng et al.115 analyzed
LSM40 using XPS and found a decreasing concentration of adsorbed
oxygen correlating with an increased concentration of Mn4+ formed by
doping LaMnO3 with Sr2+. Beyond the LSM composition, Batis et
al.114 reported that incorporation of Ca2+ into La1-xCaxMnO3 (LCM)
does not significantly alter the oxidation state of La3+ but increases
carbonate concentrations, mainly CaCO3.114 Carbonates are
detrimental to the surface activity of redox materials as they decrease
the concentration of redox active sites at the surface.118 Merino et al.4
found analogously that the oxidation state of La3+ in LaCoO3 does not
change by doping with Ca, while the oxygen deficiency in the bulk
and at the surface increases with increasing Ca content. As expected,
the oxygen deficiency at the surface is found larger than that of the
bulk.4 Additional XPS studies that correlate the surface composition
of perovskites with their redox activity include a report by Simner et
al.119 showing how Sr concentrations in (La0.6Sr0.4)0.98Co0.2Fe0.8O3
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(incorporated Ce0.8Sm0.2O1.9 cathode-electrolyte interlayers) at the
cathode-electrolyte and cathode-current collector interfaces correlate
with the catalytic activity of the cathode. Similarly, Rida et al.120
showed that Sr segregation in La1-xSrxCrO3 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 0.3) can decrease
the catalytic activity, while increasing Sr content can increase catalytic
activity.

1.4 Thermochemical Oxygen Separation Coupled to
Solar Thermochemical Fuel Production
A critical drawback of the thermochemical splitting of CO2 and H2O
is the inert gas consumed to lower the pO2 for shifting the
thermodynamic equilibrium of the reduction step to lower
temperatures.121-124 This, in turn, requires separation of O2 from the
offgas.121, 125 The separation of oxygen has been a requirement in a
variety of commercial applications such as oxy-combustion,
autothermal gasification of carbonaceous feedstock, and for O2
removal to avoid catalyst passivation by O2 in fuel cells and when
deoxygenating biofuels to make these more akin to petroleum-derived
fuels.126-128 Industrially, O2 can be separated from air by pressure
swing adsorption (PSA) with zeolites and carbon molecular sieves, by
ceramic ionic-electronic conducting (MIEC) membranes,129-131 and by
cryogenic distillation. PSA and MIEC membranes cannot produce
high-purity inert gas130 and separating O2 from gas mixtures at low
pO2 with membranes relies on a stripping gas with even lower pO2.
These separation technologies require an input of electrical work
ranging from 100 to 350 kWh per metric ton O2,129-133 which penalizes
the solar-to-fuel energy conversion efficiencies. Since solar
thermochemical cycles are inherently characterized by heat losses, it
would be beneficial to utilize an oxygen separation technology driven
by waste heat, e.g. from the solar thermochemical H2O/CO2 splitting
cycle, schematically depicted with Figure 1.4. The left cycle in Figure
1.4 represents the solar fuel production cycle with oxidized and
reduced metal oxides, i.e. MOox and MOred, respectively, the Fischer-

Tropsch synthesis and potential carbon capture. At the outlet of the
high-temperature reduction step, the Ar/O2 gas mixture at high
temperature is introduced into thermochemical solid-state O2
separation (TSSOS, Figure 1.4 right cycle) that strips O2 from the gas
mixture using a second oxygen exchange material, here a perovskite.

Figure 1.4: Schematic representation of a two-step thermochemical oxygen
separation using perovskites (right cycle), with ABO3 and ABO3-δ
representative for oxidized and reduced perovskites, respectively, coupled to
a solar-driven thermochemical cycle for the syngas production using metal
oxide (MO) redox materials (left cycle), with MOox and MOred representing
metal oxides in oxidized and reduced state, respectively. δ represents the
oxygen nonstoichiometry.

For a perovskite with ABO3-δ stoichiometry the TSSOS redox cycle
can be represented with:
Perovskite oxidation:
1
1
1
ABO 3-δ red + O 2 (g) →
ABO 3-δ ox
δ red − δ ox
2
δ red − δ ox

Perovskite reduction:

(1.11)
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1
1
1
ABO 3-δ ox →
ABO 3-δ red + O 2 (g)
δ red − δ ox
δ red − δ ox
2

(1.12)

Conceptually, O2 is stripped from a gas mixture at low pO2 via
oxidation of the perovskite at low temperatures. This yields as an
output of the oxidation step an inert gas with a lowered pO2, while
concentrated O2 is evolved from the solid at an elevated temperature
and increased pO2 via partial reduction of the metal oxide. In principle,
these reactions are analogous to the electrochemical oxygen reduction
and evolution reactions (ORR/OER), where the bonding of O/OH or
OH/OOH reaction intermediates to the catalyst surface controls the
catalytic activity of the electrode surface.134-137
TSSOS with metal oxide redox materials such as Cu2O/CuO,121, 138
Mn3O4/Mn2O3,138 and CoO/Co3O4138, 139 utilizes low-grade process
heat and does not require electricity. TSSOS has the potential to
separate and concentrate O2 at low pO2 via temperature-swing.121 The
current state-of-the-art TSSOS redox material, Cu2O, has a maximum
∆δ of about 200 mmolO2 per mol Cu2O, exchanged at approximately
10 µmol O2 min-1 g-1 Cu2O when cycled between 1120-1450 K.121 The
ideal catalytic activity of a surface is determined by an intermediately
strong bonding of the key reaction intermediates, which facilitates
coverage of the surface with reactants and desorption of products from
the surface, as described by the Sabatier principle.140

1.5 Thermochemical Oxygen Production
Comparable to TSSOS, which produces inert gas, thermochemical
solid-state oxygen production (TSSOP) produces oxygen. Oxygen is
a highly demanded industrial gas, i.e. in the chemical, steel and
petroleum industries.141 Prospective applications of pure oxygen
includes for instance the burning of fuels in combustion power plants,
such that the combustion gas only consists of CO2 and H2O which can
easily be separated.142 So far, cryogenic distillation is state-of-the-art

for large scale oxygen production.130, 141 This process requires 0.35
kWh of electrical energy (Eel) to produce one cubic meter oxygen with
a purity of 99.5%.143 In contrast to cryogenic distillation,
thermochemical oxygen production offers the possibility to be
combined with a thermal cycle and be fueled by process waste heat
e.g. from a solar thermal or coal power plant, similar to TSSOS.
TSSOP can also be represented with Eqs. (1.11) and (1.12)), but using
a different set of redox conditions than TSSOS. Conceptually, O2 is
stripped from ambient air via oxidation of the perovskite at low
temperatures. The oxidized perovskite is reduced at higher
temperatures and pure oxygen, thereby producing O2.

1.6 Thesis Goal and Outline
This thesis aims to understand how to tailor perovskites for solardriven thermochemical splitting of CO2 and separation and production
of O2 at a specifically chosen set of process conditions. Computational
materials science is combined with experimental characterization
methods to facilitate the search for promising materials.
In chapter 2 a rational design of perovskites for solar thermochemical
CO2 splitting is introduced, using first principles calculations. The
redox activity and thermochemical stability of 297 perovskites with
simple ternary up to complex quintenary compositions are calculated
and validated using oxygen nonstoichiometry measurements, X-ray
diffraction and transmission electron microscopy.
In chapter 3 equilibrium thermodynamics of LaMnO3 perovskites with
various Ca/Sr A-site and Al B-site doping are extracted from dynamic
oxygen exchange experiments using oxygen defect models for
Mn4+/Mn3+ and Mn3+/Mn2+ redox couples. Employing DFT, the
thermodynamic activity is estimated to rationally design perovskites
with varying A and B concentration ratios, validating the experimental
findings.
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In chapter 4 oxygen nonstoichiometry and surface activity of La1(0 ≤ x ≤ 1, 0 ≤ y ≤ 1) are investigated using
thermogravimetric analysis and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy.
The reason for the higher reduction extents and lower Sr carbonate
content of La1-xSrxMn1-yAlyO3-δ (0 ≤ x ≤ 1, 0 ≤ y ≤ 1) compared to Alfree La1-xSrxMnO3-δ (0 ≤ x ≤ 1) is assessed. Electronic structure theory
calculations are used to compute the electronic charges upon reduction
and to validate the experimental reduction trends.

xSrxMn1-yAlyO3-δ

In chapter 5, a rationale for the design of perovskites for
thermochemical oxygen separation is established. Using oxygen
nonstoichiometry measurements and high-temperature X-ray
diffraction for SrCoO3-δ, BaCoO3-δ and BaMnO3-δ perovskites and
Ag2O and Cu2O references, the DFT-predicted redox performance
trends are confirmed.
In chapter 6 the principles developed in chapter 5 are employed to
design a perovskite that can close the energy balance when TSSOS is
coupled to the solar fuel production cycle. It is shown via
thermodynamic analysis, energy balance calculations and packed bed
reactor experiments that Y0.5Ba0.5CoO3-δ is an ideal redox material for
TSSOS and TSSOP.

Chapter 2
2

Design Principles of Perovskites for Solar Thermochemical CO2splitting

Design Principles of Perovskites for SolarDriven Thermochemical Splitting of CO2

2.1 Motivation
In this chapter DFT is employed to efficiently screen for ABO3,
AA’BO3, ABB’O3 and AA’BB’O3 perovskite compositions for
thermochemical CO2 splitting, using seven A (Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba, Y, La,
Ce) and nine B (Ti, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zr, Al) elements,
considering only non-toxic, non-expensive and stable elements. From
these 16 A and B elements 63 ABO3, 77 AA’BO3, 67 ABB’O3 and 90
AA’BB’O3 perovskites are computed. Using recently established
scaling relations144-146, the reaction thermodynamics are calculated
based on the DFT-computed free energies of oxygen vacancy
formation, ∆Gv[O]. The perovskite phase stability and the stability
against carbonate formation are further computed, both referring to 0
K and 0 bar DFT stability for 63 ABO3 perovskite compounds and for
all possible combinations of the phases in the A-B-O ternary phase
diagram. The computational results of the redox energetics and
perovskite stability are validated using experimental investigations.
Figure 2.1 illustrates how many perovskites are computed (orange)
and experimentally tested (grey) and in which section the respective
description can be found.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of the number of computed (solid lines)
and experimentally tested (dashed lines) perovskites with respect to their
thermodynamic properties (grey) and thermochemical stability (orange) and
in which section they can be found.

2.2 Materials and Methods
Sample preparation — All perovskites were synthesized with a
modified Pechini method, employing stoichiometric amounts of
La(NO3)3·H2O (Sigma Aldrich, 99.999%), Sr(NO3)2 (Sigma Aldrich,
98%), Mn(NO3)2·4H2O (Alfa Aesar, 98%), Al(NO3)3·9H2O (Alfa
Aesar, 98%), Ca(NO3)2·4H2O (Alfa Aesar, 99%), Y(NO3)3·6H2O
(Alfa Aesar, 99.9%), Co(NO3)2·6H2O (Sigma Aldrich, 98%),
Ni(NO3)2·6H2O (Sigma Aldrich, 97%), C2H6O (Alcosuisse, >96.1%
vol) and C6H8O7 (Fluka Chemika, ≥99.5%). The ratio between the
metal cations and citric acid was 1:1.5. SrTiO3 was purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich (99%). The solid products were ground using mortar
and pestle and sintered in air at 1573 K for 24 h with heating and
cooling at 2.5 K min-1.
Solid-state analysis — RT-XRD and HT-XRD were performed in the
Bragg Brentano geometry using Cu Kα radiation (20-80° 2θ, 0.01°
min-1 scan rate, 45 kV/20 mA output, PANalytical/X`Pert
MPD/DY636, Philips). The HT-XRD experiments were performed at
673, 873, 1073 and 1273 K, with heating at 10 K min-1 and a gas flow

of 1 L min-1. All volumes are given at standard conditions, here 1 bar
and 20°C. Before each HT-XRD scan, the temperature was held for
one hour to establish thermodynamic equilibrium. TEM analyses were
performed for SrTiO3, SrCoO3, SrMnO3 and BaCoO3 employing the
high angle annular dark field detector used in scanning transmission
electron microscopy (HAADF STEM) imaging mode and
complemented by elemental distribution analyses using a the SuperX
EDX system of a FEI TalosF200X instrument, operated at 200 kV
acceleration voltage. The surfaces of SrTiO3, BaCoO3, SrMnO3 and
SrCoO3 were sampled at 17, 8, 9, and 9 different locations,
respectively.
Thermal analysis — Reduction and oxidation experiments were
performed using a TGA (Setaram Setsys Evolution) to measure
oxygen nonstoichiometries (δ). Samples with a mass of about 100 mg
were finely ground and placed on an Al2O3 crucible which was
covered with a platinum sheet. Heating and cooling were at 10 and 20
K min-1, respectively. The reduction experiments were carried out at
1573 K and a pO2 of 1·10-4, 3.04·10-4 and 5.07·10-4 bar O2, adjusted
using a mixture of 500 pm O2 in Ar and pure Ar. Each reduction
condition was maintained for 60 min. The powders were exposed to a
gas flow of 175 mL min-1, given at 273 K and 1 bar. Oxidation was
carried out at 873, 1073 and 1273 K and a pO2 of 1.88·10-21, 3.79·1015
and 7.75·10-11 bar, respectively. These pO2 values correspond to 1%
CO in CO2, simulating a typical gas composition at the end of the
oxidation run in a solar receiver-reactor.25 To assess the sensitivity of
the perovskites to the gas composition during oxidation, TGA runs
was carried out also in pure CO2and 873, 1073 and 1273 K,
corresponding to a pO2 of 3.67·10-9, 4.63·10-7 and 1.27·10-5 bar O2.
Temperatures were held constant for 80 min. The powders were
exposed to a gas flow of 192 mL min-1, given at 273 K and 1 bar. To
achieve complete re-oxidation before and after each reduction and
oxidation experiments, samples were exposed for 30 min to 0.2 bar O2
at 873 K, with a gas flow rate of 175 mL min-1. The composition of
the gas flow at the outlet of the TGA was monitored with a gas
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chromatograph (GC, CP-4900 System, Agilent Technologies). To
account for buoyancy effects, blank runs were conducted using the
same measurement conditions as used for runs with the perovskite
samples.
Electronic structure calculations — All DFT calculations were
performed using the Grid-based projector-augmented wave (GPAW)
code.147, 148 Atomic configurations were handled in the Atomic
simulation environment (ASE),149 with exchange-correlation
interactions treated by the revised Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (RPBE)
functional.150 The atomic geometries were optimized employing the
linesearch Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm
until the maximum force was less than 0.05 eV Å-1. Convergence was
achieved using a Fermi-Dirac smearing of 0.1 eV. The results were
extrapolated to 0 K. Analogous to previous studies,94, 144-146, 151, 152 all
DFT calculations reported here use the generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) without a Hubbard U correction, as previous
studies demonstrated that this does not improve the description of
surface activity with the employed perovskite models.145 AA’BB’O3
perovskites were modeled with A2B2O6 models containing two cubic
ABO3 unit cells with the same or two different metals (Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba,
Y, La or Ce) at the twelve-fold coordinated A-site interstices, and the
same or two different metals (Ti, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zr or Al) at
the six-fold coordinated B-site interstices. All atoms of the bulk
models were allowed to optimize their positions (relax). In total, 297
compositions were modeled, with either ABO3- (63 compositions),
AA’BO3- (77 compositions), ABB’O3- (67 compositions) or
AA’BB’O3-type stoichiometry (90 compositions). The Brillouin zone
of the bulk models with periodic boundary conditions in all directions
was sampled with 4×4×4 k-points. Compositions containing Mn, Fe,
Co or Ni were modeled using spin-polarized calculations. The DFTcomputed lattice constants are found within 0.07 to 2.17% of the
experimental values. The minimum and maximum values of the
computed lattice constants of the ABO3, AA’BO3, ABB’O3 and

AA’BB’O3 perovskites are given along with the related magnetic
moments with ESI.
Perovskite surfaces were modeled using the (010) facet with AOtermination, which is geometrically symmetric with the (001) and
(100) facet, dependent on composition, based on previous work
suggesting that this is the thermodynamically most stable surface.145
The surface models contained the same number of atoms as the bulk
models, i.e. had A2B2O6 stoichiometry, of which the upper ABO3(010)
layer parallel to the surface was allowed to relax, while the lower
ABO3 layer was constrained to the bulk geometry. All surface models
were periodically repeated in the directions parallel to the surface,
used 10 Å of vacuum perpendicular to the surface, and employed a kpoint sampling of 4×4×1. To model the reduced perovskite surfaces,
one third of the stoichiometric lattice oxygen in the upper surface layer
was removed yielding A2B2O5(010) stoichiometry with δ = 0.5.
The Gibbs free energy of oxygen vacancy formation (∆Gv[O]) was
computed with:145
∆GV [O] = GV − (GS − GOr )

(2.1)

with Gv and Gs being the Gibbs free energies of the perovskite surface
models with and without oxygen vacancies, and with GrO being the
reference energy of the liberated lattice oxygen, taken as the energy
difference of stable H2O and H2 in the gas phase. Negative free
energies correspond to exergonic reactions.
The design principle for metal oxide redox materials employs the
standard enthalpy of bulk metal oxide decomposition into the metals
°

and O2, computed at 298 K and 1 bar total pressure (∆h ). This quantity
is employed as a descriptor for the trends of the standard partial molar
Gibbs free energy of bulk metal oxide reduction and oxidation (i.e.,
∆g°and -∆g° ), respectively. For a limited number of mostly
°

stoichiometric binary metal oxides, ∆h can be computed from
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tabulated thermochemical data.153 To estimate ∆h for the investigated
perovskites without the need for resource-demanding phonon
calculations to determine solid-state entropies, previously established
scaling relations were employed describing the correction between
°

∆h and ∆Gv[O].145 As discussed in detail with ESI, the correlation
employed in this work:
∆Gv [O ] = 4.49069 × 10 −3

eV
∆hOo2* − 8.16401 × 10 −1 eV (2.2)
kJ / mol O

Thermodynamic properties obtained using Equation 5 are per mole O2.
Detailed descriptions of converting the DFT-derived ∆Gv[O] values
into Gibbs free energy changes at a specific set of reaction temperature
and pO2, and of the utilized reference energies are provided with
Appendix A.

2.3 Results and Discussion
2.3.1 Electronic structure trends of perovskites
2.3.1.1 Redox activity
The redox energetics of 297 perovskites (i.e., 63 ABO3, 77 AA’BO3,
67 ABB’O3 and 90 AA’BB’O3 compositions) were computed for
solar-driven thermochemical CO2-splitting. Figure 2.2 shows the
tendency of the most stable surface with (010) geometry to contain a
specific B-cation for compositions containing Ca and Sr (cf. Figure
2.2a or Ce and La (cf. Figure 2.2b) at the A-site, respectively. The
stable surfaces of perovskites containing alkaline earth metals at the
A-site (cf. Figure 2.2a) frequently contain B-cations with intermediate
periodic number, while the compositions with lanthanides at the Asite (cf. Figure 2.2b more frequently contain B-cations with relatively
low periodic numbers.

Figure 2.2: Tendency of the most stable perovskite surfaces with (010)
geometry with a) Ca (dark blue) and Sr (light blue), and b) Ce (orange) and
La (red) at the A-site to contain a specific metal at the B-site (indicated on
the x-axis), defined as tB = (number of most stable surfaces containing the
specified B-cation)/(number of all surfaces containing the same A cation) ×
100%.

Making use of scaling relations for the free energy of forming oxygen
vacancies at metal oxide surfaces, ∆GV[O], and the free energy and
enthalpy of bulk metal oxides formation,145 the Gibbs free energy
changes for the reduction (liberating O2) and oxidation (reducing CO2
into CO) of bulk perovskites were determined. Generally, either one
of these two reactions is more endergonic, thereby limiting the oxygen
exchange capacity of a perovskite.144 Figure 2.3 shows the limiting
free energy change of a thermochemical CO2-splitting cycle ( ∆gOo*2 ,lim
, at the specified temperature and partial pressures of the redox cycle)
as a function of the standard partial molar enthalpy change for metal
oxide decomposition into its elements ( ∆hOo*2 , at room temperature and
ambient pressure), which is employed here as a descriptor of the
metal-oxygen bonding strength. From the volcano-type curve for these
metal oxide redox materials145, materials with the least-endergonic
limiting free energies of reaction are found at the intersection of both
correlations. Dependent on the specific reaction temperatures and
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pressures, this favorable balance of the redox energetics indicates an
intermediately strong binding of oxygen, that is, strong enough to
oxidize the metal oxide but weak enough to reduce the oxidized metal
oxide. Ideally, this intersection is found in an exergonic free energy
space. To approach this, Figure 2.3 shows the redox energetics at
reasonable process conditions, that is, reduction between 1200 and
1800 K and 10-4 bar O2 and oxidation at 900 K in an atmosphere of
either 1% CO in CO2 (Figure 2.3a) or 100% CO2 (Figure 2.3b). For
the following discussion, the positions of YCo0.5Fe0.5O3,
La0.5Sr0.5Co0.5Fe0.5O3 and La0.5Sr0.5MnO3 are marked along with the
position of CeO2-δ as a reference. As indicated by their position
relative to the top of the volcano-type curve, the yield of the redox
cycles using YCo0.5Fe0.5O3 and La0.5Sr0.5Co0.5Fe0.5O3 is limited by the
oxidation thermodynamics, while that using La0.5Sr0.5MnO3 is limited
by the reduction thermodynamics.

Figure 2.3: Limiting standard partial molar Gibbs free energy ( ∆gOo*2 ,lim ) of
thermochemical CO2-splitting as a function of the reduction temperature of
the redox cycle (Tred) and the standard partial molar enthalpy of metal oxide
decomposition ( ∆hOo*2 ). Both plots show reduction at Tred = 1200 – 1800 K
and pO2 = 10-4 bar, while the oxidation temperature (Tox) is 900 K and a)
pCO/pCO2 = 0.01 (1% CO in CO2) and b) pCO/pCO2 = 0 (100% CO2).
La0.5Sr0.5Co0.5Fe0.5O3, YCo0.5Fe0.5O3 and La0.5Sr0.5MnO3 are displayed at Tred
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of 1500, 1600 and 1700 K, respectively. As a reference, the position of CeO2°
= 606.18 kJ mol -1O2 .
δ is indicated with white dashed lines at ∆ℎ

The thermodynamic equilibrium for reduction and oxidation with CO2
are defined with Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4)), respectively:
o
 pO 
∆ g O2 (δ , T ) = − RT ln  o 2 
 p 

(2.3)

o
 p CO 2 
∆ g O2 (δ , T ) = ∆Gro + 2RT ln 

 pCO 

(2.4)

where the standard pressure, p°, is 1 bar, KS is the chemical
equilibrium constant of CO2 dissociation (CO2 = CO + 0.5O2), ∆Gr° is
the standard Gibbs free energy change of CO2 dissociation and pCO2
and pCO are the partial pressures of CO2 and CO, respectively.
Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) illustrate that metal oxide reduction is
thermodynamically favorable at high temperatures and low pO2, while
oxidation is favorable at low temperatures and high pCO2 and low
pCO. This is quantified by the analysis depicted with Figure 2.3. In
particular a comparison of Figure 2.3a and b, shows that ∆gOo*2 ,lim of
the perovskite redox materials is less endergonic in a pure CO2
atmosphere, compared to a more realistic environment of solar
receiver-reactors for CO2 splitting, i.e., 1% CO in CO2.25 Figure 2.3
quantifies that the perovskite compositions with the least endergonic
limiting free energy of the redox cycle (dark red), and in turn most
favorable redox energetics, have ∆hOo*2 values in the range of 440-630
kJ mol -1O2 . As expected, the state-of-the-art reference redox material

CeO2-δ with a ∆hOo*2 value of 606.18 kJ mol -1O2 is found favorably near
the top of the volcano-type plot. These values are dependent on the
specifically chosen process parameters. For example, from the
discussion above it can be concluded, further increasing the reduction

temperature or decreasing pO2 would yield exergonic limiting free
energy changes with perovskites characterized by slightly stronger
metal-oxygen bonding.
To validate the computationally established trends in the redox
activity of nonstoichiometric perovskites experimentally, seven
promising perovskites were chosen (cf. Figure 2.4, marked in blue),
positioned near the top of the volcano-type curve with reduction at
1600 K and 10-4 bar O2 and oxidation at 900 K and an atmosphere of
1% CO in CO2. These redox cycle conditions were chosen as realistic
process conditions relevant to an industrial implementation.16, 65, 95, 96
In particular, reduction at 1600 K was chosen, that is, below typically
1723 K with CeO2-δ,25 since this would alleviate thermal and
mechanical stresses in solar receiver-reactors and decrease
volatilization of the redox material.

Figure 2.4: The limiting free energy change of thermochemical CO2 splitting
with perovskites, ∆gOo*2 ,lim , with reduction at 1600 K and10-4 bar O2 and
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oxidation at 900 K and in an atmosphere of 1% CO in CO2 vs. ∆hOo*2 . The
perovskites shown with blue symbols (YFeO3, LaCo0.5Fe0.5O3, LaFeO3,
YMnO3, LaFe0.5Ni0.5O3, LaCo0.5Ni0.5O3 and YCo.5Fe0.5O3) were further
examined experimentally. The perovskites shown with white symbols were
considered unstable.

Figure 2.4 shows from the selected seven perovskite compositions,
YFeO3, LaCo0.5Fe0.5O3, LaFeO3 and YMnO3 exhibit reduction-limited
redox energetics while LaFe0.5Ni0.5O3, LaCo0.5Ni0.5O3 and
YCo.5Fe0.5O3 are exhibit oxidation-limited redox energetics. The
compositions shown with grey symbols were considered unstable, as
concluded from attempts to synthesize these materials. For example,
synthesis of CeCoO3 ( ∆hOo*2 = 500.38 kJ mol -1O2 , ∆gOo*2 ,lim = 97.16
kJ mol -1O2 ) was unsuccessful since the product contained only CeO2-δ

and Co3O4 (cf. Figure A.1), in agreement with previous work.154, 155 As
a general observation, at the computed redox cycle conditions, 63%,
i.e., the majority of the computed perovskites are characterized by
oxidation-limited redox energetics (cf. Figure A.17). This agrees well
with previous observations for selected perovskites relative to CeO216, 65, 94-96
δ.
2.3.1.2 Material stability
Thermochemical stability is fundamental for a stable performance of
a metal oxide redox material throughout multiple redox cycles. In this
work, it is differentiated between the stability of the cubic perovskite
phase in general and the stability against metal carbonate formation in
particular. To avoid time- and resource-demanding computations of
solid-state entropies, as a descriptor of phase stability in an inert
atmosphere rphase = ΣEp, phase/ΣEr, phase is defined, with ΣEp, phase and ΣEr,
phase being the sums of the DFT-calculated electronic energies of the
stoichiometry-dependent reaction products (possible phases in the AB-O ternary phase diagram such as binary metal oxides) and reactants
(the perovskite and the balance O2) at 0 K. Analogously, as a
descriptor of the thermochemical stability of a perovskite against

carbonate formation in presence of CO2 rcarb = ΣEp, carb/ΣEr, carb is
defined, with ΣEp, carb and ΣEr, carb being the sums of the DFTcalculated electronic energies of the stoichiometry-dependent reaction
products (such the ACO3 carbonates and binary metal oxides) and
reactants (the perovskite and CO2) at 0 K. Both stability descriptors
indicate stronger stability of the perovskite with lower values. Details
of this analysis are given with Appendix A (cf. Eqs. (A.2) and (A.3)).
Figure 2.5 shows rcarb and ΣEr, carb for 36 ABO3-type perovskites (cf.
Figure 2.5a) and rphase for 63 ABO3-type perovskites (cf. Figure 2.5b)
as a function of the partial molar enthalpy of reduction ( ∆hOo*2 ).

Figure 2.5: Descriptors for the stability of the a) cubic perovskite phase, rphase
= ΣEp, phase/ΣEr, phase for 63 ABO3-type perovskites, and b) perovskite against
carbonate formation, rcarb = ΣEp, carb/ΣEr, carb for 36 ABO3-type perovskites,
plotted vs. the standard partial molar enthalpy ∆hOo*2 . Blue circles symbols
represent ABO3 perovskites with divalent A cations (Mg2+, Ca2+, Sr2+ and
Ba2+), red diamonds represent ABO3 perovskites with trivalent and
tetravalent A cations (La3+, Y3+ and Ce4+), and light blue circles represent the
perovskites with divalent A cations (BaCoO3 and SrCoO3) and stability
descriptor values that indicate thermochemical stability.

It was chosen to calculate the stability of perovskites against carbonate
formation only for materials containing divalent alkaline earth metals
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(Mg2+, Ca2+, Sr2+ and Ba2+), since these are known to be prone to
carbonate formation, as opposed to materials containing Ce4+, La3+ and
Y3+. Perovskites with divalent A cations exhibit decreasing stability
descriptor values (Figure 2.5a and Figure 2.5b) with increasing ∆hOo*2 .
That is, a stable perovskite phase and an unstable carbonate phase
correlate with strong metal-oxygen binding within the perovskite. The
stability of perovskites containing trivalent and tetravalent A cations,
however, do not show such a clear trend (red square symbols in Figure
2.5a). Furthermore, both stability descriptors for perovskites with
divalent A cations reach a plateau at ∆hOo*2 of about 200 kJ mol -1O2 . That
is, it can be expected that the thermochemical stability of perovskites
containing A2+ cations will not further increase when the metaloxygen bond becomes stronger than 200 kJ mol -1O2 . Equivalently, it is
concluded perovskites containing divalent A cations and with rcarb <
0.66 and rphase < 0.51 can be considered thermochemically stable (cf.
light blue circles round symbols in Figure 2.5a and Figure 2.5b).
Section 3.1 describes superior redox energetics of perovskites with
∆hOo*2 between 440 and 630 kJ mol -1O2 (cf. Figure 2.3). This entire range
of values marks stronger metal-oxygen bonds than 200 kJ mol -1O2 ,
indicating that all analyzed A2+ containing perovskites with superior
redox energetics are thermochemically stable at the chosen process
conditions. This is assuming that the AA’BO3-, ABB’O3- and
AA’BB’O3-type compositions follow the correlation established for
ABO3-type compositions.
2.3.1.3 Choosing a reasonable set of redox conditions
As outlined in section 3.1, choosing a reasonable set of redox
conditions is detrimental to obtain useful materials screening results
comparable to experimental results. For instance, exergonic ∆gOo*2 ,lim
are found at Tred = 1600 K, pO2 = 10-5 bar, and Tox = 900 K with an
initial molar amount of CO2 in the system of 10’000 relative to the

amount of oxygen vacancies. At these conditions, LaNiO3, CeNiO3,
and YCoO3 reach ∆gOo*2 ,lim values of -6.40, -5.62 and -1.78 kJ mol -1O2 ,
respectively. However, these process conditions are unfavorable and
would lead to significant drop of the overall solar-to-fuel energy
conversion efficiency of the redox cycle. Both, the low concentrations
of O2 during the reduction and the excess of oxidant gas imply
additional energy penalties for gas separations and heat exchange,
increasing the net-energy penalties.79 Analogously, for realization of
isothermal CO2 splitting with perovskites exergonic redox energetics
are found at Tred = Tox = 1600 K, an initial molar amount of CO2 in the
system of 1’000 and 10-7 bar O2. This agrees well with the analysis by
Meredig et al.111 who showed that large temperature differences
between oxidation and reduction are required for thermodynamically
favorable redox cycles. The authors further demonstrated that this
advantage of relatively large temperature swings is materialindependent and driven solely by the temperature difference and the
entropy of the O2.111 The product of these two driving forces must be
equal or larger than twice the free energy of formation of H2O or CO2,
which is the barrier to a thermodynamically favorable two-step redox
cycle.111
In summary, perovskite do not outperform the state-of-the-art
nonstoichiometric ceria for solar thermochemical fuel production at
comparable process conditions. However, perovskites offer the
possibility to decrease the maximum temperature of a redox cycle,
which may alleviate thermal and mechanical stress in the solar
receiver-reactor and may diminish volatilization of solids. Realization
of such redox cycles at lower temperatures with perovskite redox
materials comes at the costs of additional energy penalties for
providing low O2 partial pressures during reduction and/or excess
oxidant during oxidation.
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2.3.2 Experimental validation
2.3.2.1 Oxygen nonstoichiometry measurements
To assess the trends of the redox energetics established above via
DFT, measurements with a thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA) for
selected perovskites (i.e., YFeO3, LaCo0.5Fe0.5O3, LaFeO3, YMnO3,
LaFe0.5Ni0.5O3, LaCo0.5Ni0.5O3 and YCo.5Fe0.5O3, as marked with blue
symbols in Figure 2.4) were performed. In these studies reduction was
at 1573 K and 1·10-4, 3.04·10-4 and 5.07·10-4 bar O2 and oxidation was
in 1% CO in CO2 and at 873, 1073 and 1273 K. To allow for a
comparison with experiments based on oxidation with O2, these
oxidation conditions correspond to O2 partial pressures of 1.88·10-21,
3.79·10-15 and 7.75·10-11 bar O2, respectively, based on the relation
between the activities of CO2, O2 and CO obtained from the licensed
software HSC Chemistry 5.0156.
The results of the TGA measurements are shown in Figure A.3 and
Figure A.4 and are utilized to calculate the oxygen nonstoichiometries
with:

δ = ∆ms

Ms
MO

(2.5)

where ∆ms is the relative weight loss (in g/g), and Ms and MO are the
molar mass of the sample and of monoatomic oxygen, respectively (in
g/mol). The oxygen exchange capacity is then defined as ∆δ = δred δox (in mol O/mol ABO3).
To assess the thermodynamics of the oxygen exchange, Figure 2.6
shows the oxygen exchange capacity obtained for reduction and
oxidation at 1573 K in 1·10-4 bar O2 and 873 K in 1% CO in CO2 (pO2
= 1.88·10-21 bar O2), respectively. For comparison, ∆δ of CeO2-δ,
marked with a grey bar, was calculated from Panlener et al.70 for
oxidation at 1073 K in 3.79·10-15 bar O2 (corresponding to 1% CO in
CO2) and reduction at 1773 K in 1·10-4 bar O2, typical conditions for
thermochemical splitting of CO2 with CeO2-δ.

Figure 2.6: Experimentally measured oxygen exchange capacity, ∆δ, of
LaCo0.5Fe0.5O3, LaFe0.5Ni0.5O3, LaCo0.5Ni0.5O3, LaFeO3, YMnO3, YFeO3 and
YCo.5Fe0.5O3 for oxidation at 873 K in 1% CO in CO2 (i.e., pO2 = 1.88·10-21
bar) and reduction at 1573 K in 10-4 bar O2. As reference, the grey area marks
∆δ of CeO2-δ, as calculated from Panlener et al.70 for oxidation at 1073 K in
3.79·10-15 bar O2 (corresponding to 1% CO in CO2) and reduction at 1773 K
in 10-4 bar O2 (typical redox cycle conditions for ceria). Error bars are
calculated as the sum of the experimental uncertainties for the oxidation and
reduction runs (arising from minor mass changes of the samples at the
stabilization temperature T = 873 K and drift corrections).

The analysis shows that all perovskites, except YCo.5Fe0.5O3, have a
smaller ∆δ than CeO2-δ (found with ∆δ = 0.07 comparable to previous
experimental investigations of ceria70). Furthermore, YCo0.5Fe0.5O3
does not fully reoxidize when subjected to 0.2 bar O2, after being
exposed to 1% CO in CO2 and 100% CO2 (cf. Figure A.3 and Figure
A.6), suggesting smaller ∆δ values in consecutive redox cycles.
LaCo0.5Fe0.5O3, LaFe0.5Ni0.5O3 and LaCo0.5Ni0.5O3 show a nominally
negative ∆δ, owing to their strong loss of O2 (i.e., perovskite
reduction) at oxidation conditions.
To demonstrate experimentally how crucial the choice of a reasonable
set of redox conditions is, YCo0.5Fe0.5O3, LaCo0.5Ni0.5O3 and
LaFe0.5Ni0.5O3 were oxidized at 873 K with 100% CO2, which
corresponds to a pO2 (i.e, pO2 = 3.67·10-9 bar) that is by several orders
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of magnitude higher than that of 1% CO in CO2 at the same
temperature (i.e, pO2 = 1.88·10-21 bar). To assess the sensitivity of the
perovskites to these different oxidation conditions, Figure 2.7 shows
the oxygen nonstoichiometry for perovskite oxidation, δox, measured
in 1% CO in CO2 as a function of that measured in 100% CO2. Parity
indicates materials that are insensitive to the difference in the
oxidation potential of the gas composition at a given temperature. At
all investigated temperatures, all investigated perovskite compositions
are located above parity, indicating a high sensitivity to the oxidation
potential of the gas composition. This observation agrees well with the
DFT-derived trends discussed above with Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.7: Oxygen nonstoichiometry for perovskite oxidation, δox,
measured in 1% CO in CO2 (δox, 1% CO in CO2) vs. δox measured in 100% CO2
(δox, 100% CO2) for YCo0.5Fe0.5O3 (blue), LaFe0.5Ni0.5O3 (green) and
LaCo0.5Ni0.5O3 (orange), and measured at 873 K (circles), 1073 K (triangles)
and 1273 K (squares). The dashed black line marks parity.
As a trend, perovskites with poor oxidation energetics are most
sensitive to the presence of CO in the CO2 oxidant. That is,
YCo0.5Fe0.5O3, LaCo0.5Ni0.5O3 and LaFe0.5Ni0.5O3 are (comparing the
set of three perovskites) least, intermediately, and most sensitive to the
presence of CO in CO2 (cf. Figure 2.7), and show positive, negative,
and most negative ∆δ (cf. Figure 2.6), which correlates well with the

average electronegativity of the metals at their B-type interstitials, i.e.,
1.86, 1.87, and 1.90, respectively. Analogously, CeO2-δ, with Ce
having a much lower electronegativity of 1.12, exhibits redox
energetics that are essentially insensitive to the presence of CO.25, 70
For example, oxidation of CeO2-δ at 873 K in 100% CO2 and 1% CO
-1
,
in CO2 is reported with δox = 0.0001 and δox = 0.0006 molO molCeO
2
respectively.70 Compared to this change of δox within the same order
of magnitude for CeO2-δ, an increase of δox is found for YCo0.5Fe0.5O3,
LaCo0.5Ni0.5O3 and LaFe0.5Ni0.5O3 from -0.011, 0.004 and 0.003
molO mol-1ABO3 to 0.066, 0.190 and 0.392 molO mol-1ABO3 (for 873 K and
100% CO2 vs. 1% CO in CO2), respectively. That is a change in δox by
two to three orders of magnitude.
This inferior oxidation performance of the perovskites in the presence
of CO in the CO2 oxidant is a major downside. During oxidation in a
solar receiver-reactor at conditions relevant for industrial
implementation, the CO product is present throughout the entire
oxidation period.25 Alternatively, flooding the reactor with inert gas
and/or excess CO2 to decrease CO concentrations is energetically
costly as it introduces additional energy penalties for gas separation
and heat exchange. To test for the possibility to augment the oxygen
exchange capacity of perovskite redox materials, the following
discusses the effect of metal cation concentrations on the redox
energetics. The discussion above focused on perovskite compositions
with A:A’ and B:B’ ratios equal to unity. To estimate trends in the
oxygen exchange capacity of perovskites with metal cation ratios that
differ from unity, Figure 2.8a shows the volcano-type curve for three
selected materials: YFeO3, YCo0.5Fe0.5O3 and YCoO3. The plot
indicates oxidation-limited redox thermodynamics for YCo0.5Fe0.5O3
and YCoO3 (both located on the right side of the volcano) and
reduction-limited redox thermodynamics for YFeO3 (located on the
left side of the volcano). From this trend, it is hypothesized increasing
the concentration of the Fe dopant in YCo0.5Fe0.5O3 should stabilize
the metal-oxygen bonds and, in turn, yield compositions located closer
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to the top of the volcano. To evaluate this hypothesis, TGA
experiments were performed for YFeO3, YCo0.1Fe0.9O3 YCo0.3Fe0.7O3
and YCo0.5Fe0.5O3 with reduction at 1573 K in 10-4 bar O2 and
oxidation at 873 K in 1% CO in CO2 (1.88·10-21 bar O2). Figure 2.8b
shows the oxygen exchange capacities obtained for these materials.
Increasing the Fe concentration in YCo0.5Fe0.5O3 increases its oxygen
exchange capacity from 0.07 molO mol-1ABO3 for YCo0.5Fe0.5O3 to 0.11
molO mol-1ABO3 for YCo0.3Fe0.7O3, which confirms our hypothesis.

Further increasing the Fe concentration of YCo0.3Fe0.7O3 decrease ∆δ,
which indicates increasing energetic limitations arising from the
unfavorable thermodynamic equilibrium of the perovskite reduction,
analogous to that of YFeO3 (cf. Figure 2.8a).

Figure 2.8: a) Volcano-type curve for YFeO3, YCo0.5Fe0.5O3 and YCoO3 ,
and b) oxygen exchange chapacity, ∆δ, of YFeO3, YCo0.1Fe0.9O3
YCo0.3Fe0.7O3 and YCo0.5Fe0.5O3 for oxidation at 873 K in 1% CO in CO2 at
873 K (i.e., pO2 = 1.88·10-21 bar) and reduction at 1573 K in 10-4 bar O2. As
reference, the grey area marks ∆δ of CeO2-δ (equivalent to that shown with
Figure 6). Error bars are the sum of the experimental uncertainties for the
oxidation and reduction runs.

These results demonstrate the utility of the presented electronic
structure calculations to guide the rational design of perovskites. The
process condition-sensitive volcano-type correlation can be used for
screening of trends in the redox thermodynamics and for fine-tuning
of the materials composition of these highly versatile class of metal
oxides for solar-driven thermochemical fuel synthesis.
2.3.2.2 Material stability
This section validates the DFT-predicted trend that stronger
endothermic perovskite reduction into its elements (i.e., more positive
∆hOo*2 values) indicates an increasing stability of the perovskite against
a phase change and against carbonate formation (predicted forABO3type perovskites). To this end, TGA was executed, room-temperature
X-ray diffraction (RT-XRD), high-temperature X-ray diffraction (HTXRD), and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) measurements
for selected perovskites. To aid readability, this data is provided with
Appendix A, including Figure A.10 and Figure A.11 showing HTXRD spectra for SrTiO3, SrCoO3, SrMnO3, LaAlO3, BaCoO3 and
BaMnO3 at 310, 675, 875, 1075 and 1275 K, in 100% CO2 (to assess
carbonate formation) and 0.2 bar O2 (to assess the stability of the cubic
perovskite phase), respectively.
Regarding perovskite-phase stability, Figure A.10 and Figure A.11
show while SrTiO3 remains stable, independent of temperature and
pressure, SrCoO3 segregates into lower-symmetry metal oxides. This
confirms the DFT-predicted stability trend since SrCoO3 and SrTiO3
have ∆hOo*2 values of 151.30 and 759.74 kJ mol -1O2 , respectively.
Similarly, SrMnO3 ( ∆hOo*2 = 314.11 kJ mol -1O2 ) and LaAlO3 ( ∆hOo*2 =
859.64 kJ mol -1O2 ) do not show any phase changes upon heating in 0.2
bar O2 and CO2, while BaCoO3 ( ∆hOo*2 = 92.43 kJ mol -1O2 ) and BaMnO3
( ∆hOo*2 = 237.21 kJ mol -1O2 ) show significant changes.
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Regarding stability against metal carbonate formation, Figure 2.9a
shows the mass gain (which is assumed is solely due to carbonate
formation) for BaCoO3, SrCoO3, BaMnO3, SrMnO3 and SrTiO3
exposed in a TGA to pure CO2 at 973, 873 and 773 K (cf. Figure A.9).
As a general trend the extent of apparent carbonate formation
increases with decreasing (less endothermic) ∆hOo*2 , as predicted with
our electronic structure calculations. This can be seen in Figure 9a by
the relative weight changes for, for instance, SrCoO3 ( ∆hOo*2 = 151.30
kJ mol -1O2 ), BaMnO3 ( ∆hOo*2 = 237.21 kJ mol -1O2 ) and SrTiO3 ( ∆hOo*2 =

759.74 kJ mol -1O2 ) of +1.5%, +0.1% and -0.05%, respectively. SrCoO3
and BaCoO3 deviate from this trend, which might be due to deviation
of the actual crystal phase from cubic, as modeled (BaCoO3 is
hexagonal, SrCoO3 is cubic, both shown with Figure A.12), or actual
oxygen nonstoichiometries of the as-prepared perovskites below 3, as
modeled (e.g., as displayed by the actual stoichiometry of BaCoO2.58
and SrCoO2.95).144
To obtain evidence for the assumption that the weight gain recorded
in these oxidation experiments with CO2 is indeed due to metal
carbonate formation, selected samples using RT-XRD were analyzed.
The RT-XRD analyses given with Figure A.12 confirm formation of
SrCO3 and BaCO3 for SrCoO3 and BaCoO3, as expected in particular
for these two perovskites that show the highest weight gains in the
oxidation runs (cf. Figure 2.9). Additionally, to visualize and locate
metal carbonate formation at the surface of these four selected
perovskites, TEM measurements are provided with Figure A.13.Figure A.16. Concluded from the spatial distribution of the signals for
carbon, oxygen, and the A-site metals, the analysis indicates formation
of metal carbonates by SrCoO3 and BaCoO3, more so than by SrTiO3
and SrMnO3. As an example, Figure 2.9b - Figure 2.9e show the TEM
data for BaCoO3. Here, apparent formation of BaCO3 in surface
regions with signals for Ba, C and O, but not for Co (as indicated in
Figure 2.9e) can be seen. Equivalent regions for SrCoO3 (cf. Figure

A.15) are found, but neither for SrTiO3 (cf. Figure A.14) nor for
SrMnO3 (cf. Figure A.16), which is in agreement with the trend in the
weight changes discussed above (cf. Figure 2.9a).

Figure 2.9: a) Percent mass change as a function of ∆hOo*2 for BaCoO3,
SrCoO3, BaMnO3, SrMnO3, and SrTiO3. b-e) Drift-corrected elemental maps
and their overlays for BaCoO3 obtained by TEM analysis.
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2.4 Summary and Conclusions
Density functional theory was used to screen a large range of
perovskites for their redox activity and thermochemical stability for
solar-driven thermochemical splitting of CO2. Our major findings are,
firstly, perovskites with thermodynamically favorable redox
energetics at reasonable process conditions can be identified with an
enthalpy of metal oxide decomposition at ambient conditions in the
range of 440 to 630 kJ mol -1O2 . Secondly, ABO3-type perovskites
containing divalent metal cations at the A-site exhibit a stable cubic
crystal phase in an inert atmosphere and thermochemical stability
against metal carbonate formation in presence of CO2, provided their
enthalpy of metal oxide decomposition is equal to or larger than 200
kJ mol -1O2 . These DFT-predicted trends are validated experimentally
and employed for the fine-tuning of the oxygen exchange capacity of
selected perovskite compositions.
Furthermore, the importance of choosing an appropriate set of redox
cycle conditions was demonstrated for the screening of perovskite
redox materials, as this class of materials with often oxidation-limited
redox energetics exhibits a significantly higher sensitivity to the
compositions of the oxidant, very different to state-of-the-art
nonstoichiometric ceria. In this regard, it is concluded that perovskites
do not outperform nonstoichiometric ceria for solar thermochemical
fuel synthesis applications. However, perovskites offer the possibility
to realize redox cycles at lower temperatures, which provides an
option to alleviate thermal and mechanical stress in the solar receiverreactor and to diminish volatilization of solids. This, however, comes
at the costs of additional energy penalties for providing low O2 partial
pressures and/or excess oxidant.
Generally, the presented computer-aided descriptor-based guide for
the rational design of perovskites is useful for predicting redox
thermodynamics and thermochemical stability for this class of highly
versatile metal oxides. This allows assessing whether or not a specific

materials
commotions
is
redox-active
for
solar-driven
thermochemical fuel synthesis with specific set of process conditions.
Similarly, prediction of thermochemical stability trends is useful when
designing perovskites for related high-temperature applications, such
as the design of solid oxide fuel cell materials that are resistant to metal
carbonate formation.
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Chapter 3
3

Tunable thermodynamic activity of LaxSr1-xMnyAl1-yO3-δ (0 ≤ x ≤ 1,
0 ≤ y ≤ 1) perovskites for solar thermochemical fuel synthesis

Tunable thermodynamic activity of LaxSr1xMnyAl1-yO3-δ (0 ≤ x ≤ 1, 0 ≤ y ≤ 1) perovskites
for solar thermochemical fuel synthesis

3.1 Motivation
To guide the design of advanced redox materials for solar-driven
splitting of CO2 and/or H2O to produce CO and/or H2 (syngas), in this
chapter the equilibrium thermodynamics of the LaxSr1-xMnyAl1-yO3-δ
perovskite family (0 ≤ x ≤ 1, 0 ≤ y ≤ 1) and La0.6Ca0.4Mn0.8Al0.2O3-δ,
are investigated and compared to those of CeO2 as the baseline.
Oxygen nonstoichiometry measurements from 1573 to 1773 K and
from 0.206 to 180 mbar O2 are performed and resulting trends are
evaluated. Partial molar enthalpy, entropy and Gibbs free energy
changes for oxide reduction are extracted from the experimental data
using defect models for Mn4+/Mn3+ and Mn3+/Mn2+ redox couples. The
energy penalties due to larger temperature swings compared to CeO2
and excess oxidant are discussed. Using electronic structure theory, a
practical methodology is established, which estimates thermodynamic
activity to rationally design perovskites with variable stoichiometry
and valence.

3.2 Materials and Methods
Sample preparation — Perovskite powders were synthesized with a
modified Pechini method, using stoichiometric amounts of
La(NO3)3·6H2O (Sigma Aldrich, 99.999%), Sr(NO3)2 (Sigma Aldrich,
98%), Mn(NO3)2·4H2O (Alfa Aesar, 98%), Al(NO3)3·9H2O (Alfa
Aesar, 98%), Ca(NO3)2·4H2O (Alfa Aesar, 99%), C2H6O (Alcosuisse,
>96.1 vol.%) and C6H8O7 (Fluka Chemika, ≥99.5%). The ratio of
metal cations to citric acid was 2:3. The solid products were ground
using mortar and pestle, calcined at 1273 K in air for 5 h with heating
and cooling at 5 K/min. The powders obtained were cold-pressed
uniaxially into pellets (5 metric tons, 8 mm in diameter) and sintered
in air at 1773 K for 24 h with heating and cooling at 2.5 K/min.
Solid-state analysis — RT-XRD was performed in the Bragg
Brentano geometry using Cu Kα radiation (20-80° 2θ, 0.01° min-1 scan
rate, 45 kV/20 mA output, PANalytical/X`Pert MPD/DY636, Philips).
Basic structural data was obtained by multiphase analysis (Jana2006).
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM; 3 kV accelerating voltage,
SmartSEM, Supra 55VP) was used to analyze the morphology,
excluding conceivable phase segregation for all samples.
Thermal analysis — The mass change of the samples was measured
as a function of temperature and pO2 using a TGA (Setaram Setsys
Evolution). Perovskite pellets (129 mg to 208 mg) were suspended at
the scale (± 0.02 µg accuracy) with a platinum hook. The materials
were exposed to a constant flow rate of 200 mL min-1 (volumes are
given as measured at 298 K and 1 bar). The variable pO2 was adjusted
via mixing Ar (Messer, Argon 4.6) with O2/Ar mixtures (Messer, O2
5.0 in Ar 5.0) using electronic mass flow controllers (Brooks, Model
5850TR, accuracy ±1%). Temperature was varied between 1373 K
and 1773 K and pO2 between 0.206 mbar and 180 mbar. The gas
composition was monitored at the TGA outlet with a mass
spectrometry (Pfeiffer Vacuum, Omnistar GSD 320). To correct for
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buoyancy, blank runs were performed with sintered Al2O3 pellets with
sample dimensions.
Oxygen defect modelling — A defect model157 based on the oxygendeficient region of doped LaMnO3-δ was used to describe the chemical
equilibria of the perovskites. Upon doping LaMnO3 (containing La3+
denoted as Lax and Mn3+ denoted as Mnx) with a divalent metal cation
(e.g. Sr2+ denoted as Sr’), the oxidation state of some Mn cations
change from trivalent to tetravalent (i.e. Mn4+ denoted as Mn•), such
x

x

•

that doped LaMnO3 is written as La1-xSrx′Mn1-x MnxO3 in Kröger-Vink
notation.158 Therefore, the defect structure of doped and undoped
LaMnO3-δ was computed assuming two simultaneous Mn4+/Mn3+ and
Mn3+/Mn2+ redox couples.95, 157 This defect model does not consider
formation of defect clusters such as of oxygen vacancies or
neighboring B-site cations159, 160 since such clusters are expected to
form only at pO2 levels below those investigated here.161
During reduction of the doped perovskite, some Mn•Mn (Mn4+ in Mn3+
sites) reduces to Mn XMn (Mn3+ in Mn3+ sites) while lattice oxygen ( OOX
) is released as molecular O2 forming doubly ionized oxygen vacancies
( VO•• ) (cf. Eq. (3.1)).65, 95, 96, 157, 161-165
1
O OX +2Mn •Mn ↔ VO•• +2Mn XMn + O 2 (g)
2

(3.1)

The equilibrium constant for this point defect reaction (K1) is given
with Eq. (3.2))95, 96, 163, 164, assuming activity coefficients equal to 1 and
standard pressure p° = 1 bar:

2

X
 VO••   Mn Mn
  pO 2 1/2
K1 =   
2 
o 
 O OX   Mn •Mn   p 

(3.2)

Square brackets denote concentrations taken as sublattice site
fractions. Mn XMn can further disproportionate into Mn′Mn (Mn2+ in Mn3+
sites) and Mn•Mn (cf. Eq. (3.3)).
2Mn XMn ↔ Mn •Mn + Mn′Mn

(3.3)

Combining Eqs. (3.1) and (3.3), the disproportionation reaction can be
rewritten as95
1
O OX +Mn •Mn ↔ VO•• + Mn ′Mn + O 2 (g)
2

(3.4)

resulting in a second equilibrium constant (K2):
 VO••  [ Mn ′Mn ]  pO 2 1/2
K2 =  X 


 O O   Mn •Mn   p o 

(3.5)

Based on the site balances for manganese and oxygen and charge
neutrality (cf. Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7)), respectively), K1 and K2 can be
related with Eq. (3.8))95.
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nMn• + nMn x + nMn′Mn = 1 − y
Mn

(3.6)

Mn

nOx + nVO&& = 3
O

(3.7)

2 nVO&& + nMn• = x + nMn′Mn
Mn

1/4

δ 1/2 ( x + y − 2δ − 1)( p O 2 / p o )
(3 − δ )1/2 (2δ − x + y − 1)
=
K 2 − K11/2
1/2
( x − 2δ )(3 − δ )1/2
( x − 2δ )( p O 2 / p o )1/4
δ
144444
42444444
3
14444244443

Y

X

(3.8)
Using Eq. (3.8), K1 and K2 can then be extracted by plotting X vs. Y,
both derived from the experimental results, and with − K1/2
1
representing the y-intercept and K2 the slope of the linear fit.
Individual and fitted equilibrium constants K1 and K2 as a function of
1000/T are shown in Figure B.4. The fitting parameters used Figure
B.4 are the enthalpy ∆hi° and entropy ∆si° of the single defect reactions
(i = 1 for Eq. (3.1)) and i = 2 for Eq. (3.4)):
− ln(K i ) =

∆hi° ∆si°
−
, i = 1,2
RT
R

(3.9)

Once K1 and K2 are determined, Eq. (3.8) can be solved to obtain δ as
a function of pO2. In this work, the equilibrium constants K1 and K2
were used to fit the measured oxygen nonstoichiometry data of LSMA
and LCMA perovskites to model to oxygen nonstoichiometry as a
function of temperature and pO2. Further detail of this procedure is
given by Takacs et al.95
Electronic structure calculations — All DFT calculations were
performed using the GPAW code.147, 148 Atomic configurations were
handled in ASE,149 with exchange-correlation interactions treated by
the RPBE functional.150 The atomic geometries were optimized
employing the linesearch BFGS algorithm until the maximum force
was less than 0.05 eV Å-1. Convergence was achieved using a Fermi-

Dirac smearing of 0.1 eV. The results were extrapolated to 0 K.
Similar to previous studies,151, 152 all DFT calculations reported here
use GGA without a Hubbard U correction, since it was demonstrated
previously that this addition does not improve calculations of the
surface activity with the employed models.144, 145 AA’BB’O3
perovskites were modeled with A4B4O12 models containing a cubic
ABO3 unit cell repeated once in x- and z-direction, with La and Sr at
the twelve-coordinated A-site interstices, and Mn and Al at the sixcoordinated B-site interstices. All atoms of the bulk models were
allowed to optimize their positions (relax). Three compositions with
different
metal
ratios
(i.e.
La0.25Sr0.75Mn0.75Al0.25O3-δ,
La0.75Sr0.25Mn0.25Al0.75O3-δ and La0.75Sr0.25Mn0.75Al0.25O3-δ) were
modeled by replacing one atom of the perovskite model at the A-site
or B-site, respectively. The Brillouin zone of these bulk models having
periodic boundary conditions in all directions was sampled with 4 x 4
x 4 k-points. All compositions contained Mn and were therefore
modeled using spin-polarized calculations. The computed lattice
constants are within ±1.18-2.79% of experimental values and are
given along with the magnetic moments in Appendix B. The
perovskite surfaces were modeled using the (010) facet with AOtermination, that is geometrically symmetric with the (001) and (100)
facet dependent on composition, that is the thermodynamically most
stable surface.145 The surface models contained the same number of
atoms as the bulk models, i.e., had A4B4O12 stoichiometry, of which
the upper A2B2O6 layer parallel to the surface was allowed to relax,
while the lower layer was constrained to the bulk geometry. All
surface structures were periodically repeated parallel to the surface,
used 10 Å of vacuum perpendicular to the surface, and employed a kpoint sampling of 4 x 4 x 1. To model reduced perovskite surfaces,
one sixth of the stoichiometric lattice oxygen was removed from the
upper surface layer, i.e., A4B4O11 models representing δ = 0.25.
The Gibbs free energy change of oxygen vacancy formation ( ∆GV [O]
) was computed with:145
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∆GV [O] = GV − (GS − GOr )

(3.10)

with GV and GS being the Gibbs free energies of formation of the
perovskite surfaces with and without oxygen vacancies, respectively,
r

while GO is the reference free energy of the liberated lattice oxygen
taken as the energy difference of stable H2O and H2 in the gas phase.
Negative free energies correspond to exergonic reactions.
The design principle for metal oxide redox materials that is introduced
in this work employs the standard enthalpy change of the metal oxide
bulk reduction at 298 K and 1 bar total pressure ( ∆hOo * ) as a descriptor
for the standard partial molar Gibbs free energy change of the metal
oxide bulk reduction and oxidation ( ∆gOo * and -∆gOo * ), respectively.
For a limited number of mostly stoichiometric metal oxides, ∆hOo * can
be computed from tabulated thermochemical data.153 To estimate
∆hOo * for complex metal oxides where such data is not available,
previously reported scaling relations are employed between ∆hOo * and
∆Gv[O].145 This circumvents the need for computationally demanding
phonon calculations for estimating thermochemical properties of solid
materials. The linear scaling relation utilized in this work is:
∆Gv [O ] = 4.49069 × 10 −3

eV
∆hOo * − 8.16401 × 10 −1 eV (3.11)
kJ / mol O

Thermodynamic properties computed with this scaling relation are
defined per mole of monoatomic oxygen in this chapter. Details on
how the DFT-computed electronic energies were converted into Gibbs
free energies at different temperatures and pO2, the reference energies,
and details on the scaling relation145 are given in Appendix B.

3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Materials characterization
The structural data obtained by multiphase Rietveld analysis of the
perovskites is given in Table 3.1. Lattice distortions, such as the tilting
of the anion octahedra, are common in perovskites, causing them to
adopt crystal structures other than ideally cubic.101, 166 The investigated
Sr doped perovskites all crystallized in the rhombohedral R-3c phase
while LCMA6482 adopted the orthorhombic Pnma structure (Table
3.1), which is in agreement with previously published data.69, 118
Corresponding RT-XRD patterns of the LSMA and LCMA
compounds are shown in Appendix B. As opposed to LaxSr1-xCoyM1167
decreasing the molar dopant concentration of
yO3-δ (M = Mn, Fe),
La (xLa) such as in LSMA2882, did not result in a cubic structure. All
perovskites were considered single-phase since the detected impurities
were less than 3%, presumably originating from phase segregations
into lower-symmetry metal oxides (i.e., LaMnO3, Mn3O4, Mn2O3,
MnO2, La2O3) and SrCO3. As expected from the size of the ionic radii,
lattice parameters increased with increasing xLa and yMn, with
LSMA6482 having the largest cell volume of 341.2 Å3 and
LSMA6446 the smallest with 329.6 Å3.
Table 3.1: Structural properties calculated from Rietveld analysis of RTXRD patterns for LSMA and LCMA perovskites.
Perovskite

Space group

wt% perovskite

Cell volume (Å3)

LSMA2882

R-3c (167)168

97.8

331.2

LSMA4682

R-3c (167)168

98.6

337.0

LSMA6482

R-3c (167)168

97.0

341.2

LSMA6446

R-3c (167)168

97.8

329.6

LSMA4664

R-3c (167)168

99.2

333.3
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LCMA6482

Pnma (62)169

97.8

223.2

3.3.2 Oxygen nonstoichiometry measurements
Figure 3.1 shows the dynamic oxygen nonstoichiometry
measurements of LSMA6482, LCMA6482, LSMA6446, LSMA4664,
LSMA4682 and LSMA2882 from 1573 K to 1773 K and from 2.37
mbar O2 to 45.0 mbar O2. Mass equilibrium is reached at each
temperature and pO2. The experimental runs at lower (0.206 mbar O2
to 0.901 mbar O2, cf. Figure B.2.) and higher (9.48 mbar O2 to 180
mbar O2, cf. Figure B.3) pO2 ranges are given in Appendix B. Each
experiment consisted of varying pO2 for oxidation and reduction at
different set point temperatures, following the procedure of Takacs et
al.95
Stabilization steps at 873 K were used as reference weight for
extracting oxygen nonstoichiometry. LSMA4664 was not measured at
1773 K due to likely phase changes at this temperature. The
experiment of LCMA6482 was stopped after 2426 min.
Oxygen nonstoichiometries can be calculated from the data shown
with Figure 3.1 with:

δ = ∆ms

Ms
MO

(3.12)

where ∆ms is the relative weight loss at equilibrium, and Ms and MO
are the molar mass of the sample and of monoatomic oxygen,
respectively. ∆ms of the reduction and oxidation runs are taken relative
to the mass at 873 K, before heating to the set point temperatures and
after cooling from the set point temperatures, respectively.
As expected, decreasing pO2 and increasing temperature resulted in an
increase in oxygen nonstoichiometry for all investigated compounds.
As seen from Figure 3.1, LSMA2882 exhibits the largest reduction

extents, while the oxygen nonstoichiometry decreases in the order
highest for LSMA4682, LSMA4664, LSMA6446, LCMA6482, to
lowest for LSMA6482.

Figure 3.1: Percent weight change vs. time at 1573 K to 1773 K and 2.37
mbar O2 to 45.0 mbar O2 for LSMA6482, LCMA6482, LSMA6446,
LSMA4664, LSMA4682 and LSMA2882.

The oxygen nonstoichiometries are shown with Figure 3.2 in the form
3-δ and as a function of pO2 for LSMA6446, LSMA6482 and
LSMA2882 from 1573 K to 1773 K. The corresponding plots for
LSMA4664, LSMA4682 and LCMA6482 are given in Figure B.5.
Symbols indicate measured 3-δ obtained by TGA shown in Figure 3.1.
Ideal stoichiometry is assumed for all perovskites in the initial
oxidized state (δi = 0). Attempting to measure the actual stoichiometry
of these perovskites was unsuccessful. This is due to their complex
quaternary composition, as compared to our previous stoichiometric
analysis of binary perovskites.144 These additional measurements and
a sensitivity analysis for our thermochemical calculations to the
assumption δi = 0 is given with Appendix B. To show that the
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oxidation state is not changing with an increase in pO2, LSMA2882
was exposed for 2 hrs at 873 K to 0.2 bar O2. Since this oxidation
experiment did not change the mass of the perovskite sample, the
oxidation state can be assumed to be relatively pO2 independent
around the reference state. Thus, the actual initial oxygen
nonstoichiometry of the studied quaternary perovskites is near the
assumed δi = 0, within the uncertainty of the employed TGA, which is
further supported by Mizusaki et al.162 who investigated the defect
structure of LaxSr1-xMnO3-δ perovskites. While the modeling uses ∆δ
= δ - δi as input, given δi = 0 the text speaks of δ for simplicity.
The values of δ were calculated using pO2 in the range 10-5 to 1 bar
based on the computed defect equilibrium constants K1 and K2, shown
with solid black lines and the dashed colored lines in Figure 3.2. Error
bars correspond to mass deviations from zero at the stabilization steps
of 873 K (∆ms of perovskites shown with Figure 3.1). All perovskites
investigated are described well by the simultaneous redox couples
Mn4+/Mn3+ and Mn3+/Mn2+, as shown with Figure 3.2. Especially for
LSMA2882, Figure 3.2 shows that deviations between both fits
increase with decreasing pO2, which can be understood due to a
mismatch between individual data points and fits of the equilibrium
constants. The corresponding plots of LSMA4664, LSMA4682 and
LCMA6482 are given with Figure B.5 in Appendix B.

Eq. 3.4
(K2)

Defect
reaction
Eq. 3.1
(K1)

(

(

(

)

)

)

Linear fitting
parameter
(
)

370.91
144.91

83.33

229.55

92.23
264.30

LSMA64
82
494.53

LSMA28
82
202.18

118.90

319.12

111.97

LSMA46
82
256.05

36.79

181.28

127.77

LSMA46
64
309.81

56.13

222.80

186.69

LSMA64
46
442.96

63.71

227.07

133.79

LCMA64
82
318.44

Table 3.2: Linear fitting parameters
and
of the two defect reactions of lnKi as a function of 1000/T (cf. Eq.
3.9) of LSMA2882, LSMA6482, LSMA4682, LSMA4664, LSMA6446 and LCMA6482.

Figure 3.2: Measured oxygen nonstoichiometry (symbols) of a) LSMA6446, b) LSMA6482 and c) LSMA2882
as a function of pO2 for 1573 K to 1773 K. Colored dashed and black solid lines are calculated with defect models,
where black solid lines use the individual defect equilibrium constants and colored dashed lines use the inverse
temperature dependence of lnK1 and lnK2, as shown with lines in Fig. B.4. Error bars correspond to mass deviations
from zero at the stabilization steps of 873 K.
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3.3.3 Oxygen defect modelling
Defect models were used to extract oxygen nonstoichiometry at pO2 =
10-3 bar for all studied perovskites, including LSMA646495,
LCMA646495 as well as CeO279 analyzed by Takacs et al.79, 95. Table
3.2 gives the numerical fit values of the defect constants, and Figure
3.3 shows the computed oxygen nonstoichiometries. Oxygen
nonstoichiometry values of all perovskites far exceed those of CeO2.
As also shown by Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2, Ca-doped vs. Sr-doped
compositions have higher reduction extents. This agrees with previous
work95, 100 and has been attributed to the smaller ionic radii of Ca2+
compared to Sr2+. Furthermore, increasing xSr results in increasing
reduction extents,93, 96, 97, 100, 108, 167 which can be attributed to the
correlation between the O 2p band center and ∆Gv[O] in perovskites
without a band gap.108 This is analogous to observations for the oxygen
reduction170 and oxygen evolution reactions171 in catalysis, namely,
when Sr2+ occupies La3+ sites, electron holes (acceptors) are created.
This causes the Fermi energy to decrease into the valence band. Holes
can now accept O 2p electrons that are no longer fully bound to the
lattice.108Analogously, increasing yMn with constant xSr does not result
in a noticeable shift of ∆Gv[O] since the constant number of holes
implies an approximately constant number of unoccupied Mn-bound
lattice oxygen.108 Hence, the temperature differences at which
perovskites with changing Mn/Al ratio and constant La/Sr ratio reach
a given δ are smaller compared to those obtained for materials with
variable La/Sr ratio and constant Mn/Al ratio. Specifically,
LSMA2882, LSMA4682 and LSMA4664 reach δ = 0.04 at 800, 470,
and 490 K lower than the temperatures required by CeO2 to reach the
same oxygen nonstoichiometry, respectively. Compositions with a
La/Sr ratio of 0.6:0.4 reach δ = 0.04 at approximately 200 to 300 K
lower, as compared to CeO2. The same trend is observed for the two
Ca-doped compositions, LCMA646495 and LCMA6482, which reach
δ = 0.04 at 260 and 300 K lower than the temperatures required by
CeO2.
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Figure 3.3: Oxygen nonstoichiometry for LSMA6446, LSMA4664,
LSMA4682, LSMA6482, LSMA2882, LCMA6482, LSMA646495,
LCMA646495 and CeO279 as a function of temperature at 10-3 bar.

3.3.4 Enthalpy
and
entropy
nonstoichiometries

trends

of

oxygen

In this section, major thermodynamic properties that are useful for
compassion and rational design of perovskites redox materials,
o

o

o

namely ∆hO , ∆ sO and ∆ g O (all given per mol of oxygen vacancies
created in the perovskite lattice), are extracted from the experimental
data using the defect models described above and assuming unity
activity for all solids and ideal O2 gas.16, 95, 96 Thermodynamic
equilibrium for reduction and oxidation with CO2 are defined
according to Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14), respectively:

o
1
∆ g O (δ , T ) = − RT ln( pO 2 / p o )
2

(3.13)

o
 K (T ) p CO 2 
∆ g O (δ , T ) = RT ln  s

pCO



(3.14)

 p CO 2 
= R T ln( K s (T )) + R T ln 

 pCO 
 p CO 2 
= ∆Gro + RT ln 

 pCO 

where p° is the standard pressure at 1 bar, KS the chemical equilibrium
constant of CO2 dissociation (CO2 = CO + 0.5O2), ∆Gro the standard
Gibbs free energy change of CO2 dissociation and pCO2 and pCO the
partial pressures of CO2 and CO.
o

o

o

∆ g O can be obtained from ∆ h O and ∆ s O :
o

o

o

(3.15)

∆ g O (δ , T ) = ∆ h O (δ ) − T ∆ s O (δ )

Eqs. (3.13) and (3.15) can be rewritten as a linear function with
o

o

2∆hO / R and −2∆sO / R as the slope and intercept, respectively (cf.
Eq. (3.16)):
o

o

2∆ h O (δ ) 2 ∆ s O (δ )
− ln( pO 2 / p ) =
−
RT
R
o

(3.16)
δ = const .

The corresponding plots of -ln(pO2/po) vs. T-1 are given in Figure B.6.
The good linear fit of the data (R2 > 0.98) confirms temperature
o

o

independence of ∆hO and ∆ sO for all perovskites at the investigated
conditions.
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o

o

Figure 3.4 shows ∆hO and ∆ sO as a function of δ for LSMA6446,
LSMA6464 and LSMA6482 (cf. Figure 3.4 a and c) and LSMA6482,
LSMA4682 and LSMA2882 (cf. Figure 3.4 b and d), displaying
LSMA compositions with the same A-, but varying B-cation ratios and
the same B-, but varying A-cation ratios, respectively. The
corresponding data of LSMA4664 and LCMA6482 is given in Figure
B.7 (along with data for LSMA646495, LSMA4682 and LCMA646495
for comparison). Symbols correspond to the measured δ values shown
by the black solid lines, while the dashed lines correspond to the
modeled δ values computed from the colored dashed lines of Figure
B.2 and Figure B.5. Error bars are ±2σ confidence intervals of the
o

slope and intercept of -ln(pO2/po) versus T-1 (cf. Figure B.6) for ∆hO
o

and ∆ sO , respectively. Figure 3.4 shows a good agreement between
o

o

measured and modeled ∆ h O and ∆ s O values.
o

Generally, all perovskites show ∆hO values lower than those of
CeO279, reflecting their higher reduction extents (cf. Figure 3.3). For
o

example, at δ = 0.1, ∆ h O of the perovskites is about 110 to 190
kJ mol -1O lower when compared to the values for CeO279. At lower
oxygen nonstoichiometry enthalpy changes are more sensitive, such
o

that at δ = 0.01 ∆ h O is about 70 to 270 kJ mol -1O lower than the values
o

for CeO279. Interestingly, ∆ h O decreases for all compositions with
increasing δ (cf. Figure 3.4 a and b) except for LSMA2882 and
LSMA4682 (cf. Figure 3.4b). Increasing enthalpies with increasing
oxygen nonstoichiometry had been reported previously for LSM4095,
96
, LCM4095, 96, and various LSCM167 (LaxSr1-xCoyMn1-yO3-δ) and
LSCF167 (LaxSr1-xCoyFe1-yO3-δ) compositions. The LSCM167 and
LSCF167 perovskites show generally stronger exergonic and stronger
endergonic values at low and high oxygen nonstoichiometries,
respectively, than the LSMA and LCMA compositions presented here.
The uniquely steep decrease in the enthalpic behavior of LSMA6446

with decreasing oxygen nonstoichiometry stands out (cf. Figure 3.4a)
and will be rationalized in the following.
Regarding the entropic contributions to perovskite reduction, the
o

perovskites have generally lower ∆ s O values as compared to CeO279.
o

For example, at δ = 0.1 ∆ s O of all investigated perovskites is between
o

10 to 40 J mol -1O K-1 lower than those of CeO279, while at δ = 0.01 ∆ s O
is up to 90 J mol -1O K-1 lower compared to the values for CeO279.
o

Generally, absolute values for ∆ s O are decreasing from LSMA6446,
over LSMA4664, LSMA2882, LCMA646495, LSMA4682,
LSMA646495, LSMA6482 to lowest for LCMA6482, if δ < 0.05 (cf.
Figure 3.4c, Figure 3.4d, Figure B.7c and Figure B.7d). From here it
is suggested that the larger reduction extent of LSMA6446, relative to
o

o

LSMA6482 (cf. Figure 3.1), is due to its larger ∆ s O values, since ∆ h O
is larger for LSMA6446 than for LSMA6482.
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o

Figure 3.4: Standard partial molar enthalpy change ∆hO as a function of δ for
a) LSMA6446, LSMA646495 and LSMA6482; and b) LSMA6482,
o

LSMA4682 and LSMA2882. Standard partial molar entropy change ∆sO as a
function of δ for c) LSMA6446, LSMA646495 and LSMA6482; and d)
LSMA6482, LSMA4682 and LSMA2882. Symbols are based on measured δ
values, shown by the black solid lines, while dashed lines are based on
modeled δ values, computed from the values shown with colored dashed lines
in Figure 3.2 and Figure B.7. Data for LSMA6464 was extracted from the
publication by Takacs et al.95

3.3.5 Thermodynamic
perovskites

activity

of

nonstoichiometric

o

o

Figure 3.5 shows ∆ g O as a function of T, as calculated from ∆hO and
o

∆sOo (dashed lines in Figure 3.4) using Eq. (3.15). ∆ g O was calculated
at δ = 0.01 and from 400 K to 1600 K relevant for the equilibrium after
oxidation, as well as at δ = 0.1 and from 1200 K to 2400 K relevant
for reduction, for LSMA6446, LSMA6464,95 LSMA6482,
LSMA4682 and LSMA2882, along with CeO279 as reference material.
o

While Figure 3.5a shows ∆ g O of compounds with constant A-cation
ratio and varying B-cation ratio (LSMA6446, LSMA6464,95
LSMA6482), Figure 3.5b shows perovskites with constant B-cation
ratio and varying A-cation ratio (LSMA6482, LSMA4682,
o

LSMA2882). ∆ g O of LSMA4664 and LCMA6482 (along with
CeO2,79 LSMA6464,95 LSMA4682 and LCMA646495 for
comparison)are shown with Figure B.8. Solid grey lines represent the
o
1
right hand side of Eq. (3.13): ∆ g O (δ , T ) = − RT ln( pO 2 / p o ) with
2
pO2 = 10-3 bar and dashed grey lines represent the right hand side of

 pCO2 
o
= ∆Gro + RT ln 
Eq. (3.14): ∆ r GCO
 for pCO/pCO2 = 0.01
2
 pCO 
where ∆Gro is the Gibbs free energy change of CO oxidation
computed from NIST-JANAF tables.172 pO2 = 10-3 bar and pCO/pCO2
= 0.01 (equal to 1 % CO in CO2) were chosen as realistic conditions
of the reduction and oxidation steps in solar-driven syngas production
cycles, respectively.25 A certain final concentration of CO in CO2 is
usually taken in real reactor systems to avoid low CO2 conversions.25
Oxidation to δ = 0.01 is thermodynamically favorable at the
o

o
temperature at which −∆ g O (δ , T ) = -∆r GCO
. Similarly, reduction to δ
2
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= 0.1 is favorable at the temperature at which the equality
o
1
∆ g O (δ , T ) = − RT ln( pO2 / p o ) holds.
2
From Figure 3.5 it is concluded that at pO2 = 10-3 bar and pCO/pCO2
= 0.01, CeO2 has the most favorable oxidation thermodynamics and
the least favorable reduction thermodynamics compared to the
investigated perovskites (cf. Figure 3.5). Both oxidation to δ = 0.01
and reduction to δ = 0.1 of CeO2 are favorable at much higher
temperatures. Furthermore, Figure 3.5 indicates that CeO295 based
redox cycles require smaller temperature swings ∆T (i.e., the
difference between oxidation and reduction temperature) than all
studied perovskites. Compared to CeO279, ∆T of LSMA6446, the
perovskite with the smallest temperature swing, is still about 180 K
larger. Large temperature swings are undesirable as they introduce
additional irreversible heat losses because more sensible heat is
needed to heat the redox material from the oxidation temperature to
the reduction temperature.
From the investigated perovskites, LSMA6446 shows the most
favorable oxidation thermodynamics (cf. Figure 3.5a). That is,
oxidation with CO2 is favorable at the highest temperature (T = 870
K). Contrarily, LSMA2882 exhibits the least favorable oxidation
thermodynamics (cf. Figure 3.5b). As discussed previously,65, 73, 79, 95,
96
higher fuel yields, compared to those obtained with CeO2, can only
be reached with low oxidation temperatures and/or with a large excess
of oxidant. Both approaches lead to additional energy penalties due to
the required heating of excess oxidant, the large temperature swings
∆T, and the lower fuel concentrations in the outlet gas requiring
additional gas separation. Regarding the reduction, LSMA2882 and
LSMA6482 exhibit the most and the least favorable reduction
thermodynamics, respectively (cf. Figure 3.5b).
As a general trend, Figure 3.5 shows that the redox thermodynamics
of the perovskites with constant A-cation ratio but varying B-cation

ratio (cf. Figure 3.5a and Figure B.8a) is much less affected in
comparison to compositions with varying A-cation ratio and constant
B-cation ratio (cf. Figure 3.5b and Figure B.8a). The same is observed
when Sr is replaced by Ca (cf. Figure B.8b). These results confirm the
findings of Deml et al.108 stating that varying the A-cation ratio affects
the redox behavior while changing the B-cation ratio does not.
In summary, LSMA6446 shows the most favorable redox
characteristics compared to the studied perovskites, owing to its
favorable oxidation equilibrium and relatively low ∆T. These
desirable redox characteristics can be understood due to relatively
o

o

high ∆ s O values (cf. Figure 3.4c), leading to steep slope of ∆ g O for δ =
0.01, relative to that of the other perovskites. Furthermore, the
reduction of LSMA6446 proceeds at temperatures comparable to
o

those of LSMA6464 and LSMA6482, given the steep decrease of ∆ h O
with increasing δ (cf. Figure 3.4a). In contrast, Deml et al.108 used DFT
to identify LSMA6464 as an optimal LSMA composition (see above),
which might be due to the difference in the assumed operating
conditions of the redox cycle.108
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o

Figure 3.5: Standard partial molar Gibbs free energy change ∆gO as a
function of T for a) LSMA6446, LSMA646495, LSMA6482 and CeO279; and
b) LSMA6482, LSMA4682, LSMA2882 and CeO279, for δ = 0.10, relevant
for metal oxide reduction, and δ = 0.01, relevant for metal oxide oxidation.
The dashed grey line represents the Gibbs free energy change of CO

o
oxidation (CO + 0.5O2 = CO2), -∆ r GCO
in 1% CO in CO2 (pCO/pCO2 =
2

0.01). The metal oxide reduction is at equilibrium in pO2 = 10-3 bar at δ =
0.10 and at temperatures at which Eq. (3.13) holds (grey solid line). The metal
oxide oxidation with CO2 to δ = 0.01 at pCO/pCO2 = 0.01 is
o
thermodynamically favorable at temperatures where -∆g Oo = -∆ r GCO
.
2

3.3.6 Electronic structure trends
To understand the experimentally established trends in the redox
activity of nonstoichiometric perovskites from an atomic perspective,
DFT was employed to predict the thermochemical stability of oxygen
vacancies in perovskites. The free energy is computed required to
form oxygen vacancies ( ∆GV [O] ) at La0.75Sr0.25Mn0.25Al0.75O3
(representing LSMA3113), La0.75Sr0.25Mn0.75Al0.25O3 (LSMA3131),
and La0.25Sr0.75Mn0.75Al0.25O3 (LSMA1331) surfaces. These models
were chosen to represent compositions with low xSr and high yAl
(LSMA3113), low xSr and high yAl (LSMA3113), and high xSr and low
yAl (LSMA1331). Making use of correlations between the redox
energetics at metal oxide surfaces and those of bulk metal oxides (see
Appendix B),144, 145 theoretical Gibbs free energy changes for the
reduction and oxidation steps were determined. Figure 3.6 compares
o

the measured Gibbs free energy data, ∆ g O , to the computational data
o*

∆ g O , for LSMA1331, LSMA3131 and LSMA3113, shown for δ = 0
(representing oxidation) and δ = 0.25 (representing reduction) from
800 K to 1600 K and from 1200 K to 2000 K, respectively. Solid grey
lines represent the right hand side of Eq. (3.13):
o
1
∆ g O (δ , T ) = − RT ln( pO 2 / p o ) with pO2 = 10-3 bar and dashed grey
2
lines represent the right hand side of Eq. (3.14):

 pCO2 
o
∆ r GCO
= ∆Gro + RT ln 
 for pCO/pCO2 = 0.01.
2
 pCO 
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Figure 3.6 shows that the DFT-computed energetics follow the redox
trends observed experimentally. That is, while the reduction of
LSMA1331 is more favorable than the reduction of perovskites with
lower xSr, oxidation of LSMA1331 is thermodynamically less
favorable. This is analogous to the trends in the redox energetics of
e.g. LSMA2882, LSMA6446 and LSMA6464 (cf. Figure 3.1, Figure
3.2 and Figure 3.3). For these compositions the reduction extent of
LSMA2882 surpasses those of LSMA6446 and LSMA6464.
Furthermore, Figure 3.6 shows that perovskites with equal A-cation
ratios but unequal B-cation ratios (i.e., LSMA3113 and LSMA3131)
are characterized by comparable Gibbs free energies, with minor
differences of around 5 kJ mol -1O . This is contrasted by the Gibbs free
energies of LSMA1331 and LSMA3131, differing by approximately
100 kJ mol -1O , which confirms the experimental trends discussed
o*

above. The slight deviation of ∆ g O as a function of temperature from
linearity is likely an artifact of the limited and partly extrapolated
thermochemical data (see Appendix B) used to establish the scaling
relations between surface and bulk metal oxide redox energetics.

Figure 3.6: Standard partial molar Gibbs free energy change ∆gOo * computed
via DFT as a function of T for LSMA3113, LSMA3131, and LSMA1331 for
δ = 0.25 (representing perovskite reduction) and δ = 0, (representing
perovskite oxidation). The dashed grey line is the Gibbs free energy change
o
in 1% CO in CO2 (pCO/pCO2
of CO oxidation (CO + 0.5O2 = CO2), -∆ r GCO
2
= 0.01). The perovskite reduction is given at equilibrium in pO2 = 10-3 bar at
δ = 0.10 and at temperatures at which Eq. (3.13) holds (grey solid line). The
metal oxide oxidation with CO2 to δ = 0.01 at pCO/pCO2 = 0.01 is
o
o
thermodynamically favorable at temperatures where -∆gO = -∆r GCO2 .

3.4 Summary and Conclusions
The investigated perovskites La1-xSrxMn1-yAlyO3-δ (0 ≤ x ≤ 1, 0 ≤ y ≤
1) and La0.6Ca0.4Mn0.8Al0.2O3-δ showed typically favorable O2
evolution thermodynamics compared to CeO2, which cannot reach
equally large oxygen nonstoichiometries at the same process
conditions. However, thermodynamically favorable metal oxide
reduction resulted consequentially in unfavorable metal oxide
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oxidation. This redox trade-off translates into increased energy
penalties for solar thermochemical splitting of CO2 and H2O because
of irreversible heat losses due to larger temperature-swing operations
compared to CeO2 and the additional energy requirements for
separating excess CO2/H2O oxidant from the CO/H2 product. On the
other hand, lowering the reduction temperatures alleviate thermal and
mechanical stress in solar receiver-reactors and decrease volatilization
of the redox material. To guide the design of perovskite redox
materials, trends in the redox energetics are reported that are
particularly sensitive to the A-cation composition. Furthermore, the
perovskites show typically decreasing partial molar enthalpy changes
for the oxide reduction with increasing oxygen nonstoichiometries.
This desirable materials characteristic is most pronounced for
La0.6Sr0.4Mn0.4Al0.6O3-δ, making it an attractive material for CO2 and
H2O splitting at relatively moderate process temperatures. The
experimentally established energetic trends are confirmed with
electronic structure theory computations, such that a simple DFTbased methodology is suggested for estimating the thermodynamic
activity of perovskites with variable stoichiometry and valence. While
this work focuses on perovskites for solar thermochemical splitting of
CO2, and H2O, the results are generally relevant for the design of metal
oxides for other high-temperature energy conversion applications,
such as solid oxide fuel cells, ion transport membranes, and oxygen
capacitors.

Chapter 4
4

High-redox capacity of Al-doped La1-xSrxMnO3-δ (0 ≤ x ≤ 1)
perovskites for splitting of CO2 and H2O at Mn-enriched surfaces

High-redox capacity of Al-doped La1xSrxMnO3-δ (0 ≤ x ≤ 1) perovskites for splitting
CO2 and H2O at Mn-enriched surfaces

4.1 Motivation
To understand the origin of the enhanced redox capacity of La169, 95
, this chapter employs XPS for the
xSrxMn1-yAlyO3-δ (LSMA)
characterization of the chemical species at La1-xSrxMn1-yAlyO3-δ (0 ≤ x
≤ 1, 0 ≤ y ≤ 1) and La0.6Ca0.4Mn0.6Al0.4O3-δ perovskite surfaces.
Selected materials are reduced in TGA at 1623 K and 15 mbar O2 and
the redox active species are identified using XPS. It is discussed how
composition differences of the surface from the bulk lead to the
beneficially higher reduction extents while decreasing strontium
carbonate concentrations at the aluminum-doped surfaces. Using first
principles calculations, the experimental reduction trends are
validated and the mechanism of the partial electronic charges of these
redox materials upon reduction are elucidated.

4.2 Materials and Methods
Sample preparation — All perovskites were synthesized with a
modified Pechini method60, employing stoichiometric concentrations
of La(NO3)3·H2O (Sigma Aldrich, 99.999%), Sr(NO3)2 (Sigma
Aldrich, 98%), Mn(NO3)2·4H2O (Alfa Aesar, 98%), Al(NO3)3·9H2O
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(Alfa Aesar, 98%), Ca(NO3)2·4H2O (Alfa Aesar, 99%), C2H6O
(Alcosuisse, >96.1% vol) and C6H8O7 (Fluka Chemika, ≥99.5%). The
ratio between the metal cations and the citric acid was 2:3. The solid
products were ground using mortar and pestle, calcined at 1273 K in
air for 5 hours using heating and cooling rates of 5 K/min. The
powders were pressed uniaxially into pellets (5 metric tons, 8 mm in
diameter) and sintered in air at 1773 K for 24 h using heating and
cooling rates of 2.5 K/min.
Solid-state analysis — RT-XRD was performed in the Bragg
Brentano geometry using Cu Kα radiation (20-80° 2θ, 0.01° min-1 scan
rate, 45 kV/20 mA output, PANalytical/X`Pert MPD/DY636, Philips).
Elemental analysis was carried out by inductively coupled plasma
optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) for La0.6Sr0.4Mn0.6Al0.4O3-δ
(LSMA6464) and LCMA6464. XPS analyses were performed on a
Phoibos 150 spectrometer calibrated at 84 eV against a clean Au(111)
orientated single crystal. The experiments were carried out using a
monochromatized Al Kα X-ray source with a photon energy of 1486.7
eV and an energy resolution of about 0.8 meV. The sample area
intercepted by the X-rays was about 1.5 mm x 1.5 mm. Total pressures
of the load lock and analysis chamber were 10-8 and 10-11 mbar,
respectively. Survey (wide-scan) spectra and multiplex (narrow-scan)
spectra of La 3d, Sr 3d, Mn 2p, Al 2p, O 1s and C 1s were collected
for all samples. Quantification and simulation of the experimental
photo peaks were carried out using UNIFIT2013. The line shapes used
for curve fitting were a mix of Gaussian and Lorentian and the
background was fitted with the Shirley function. Carbon was detected
in all samples as adventitious carbon attributed to adsorbed
carbonaceous species arising from air exposure. The organic carbon
peak was fixed at 284.8 eV and all spectra were shifted accordingly.4,
173
XPS analyses were conducted for selected LSMA and LSM
compositions before (as-prepared) and after reduction (reduced). The
values of the elemental distributions are arithmetic averages (cf. Table
C.5) between including (cf. Figure 4.3 and Table C.3) and not
including (cf. Table C.4) the C 1s spectra into the calculations. The

morphology of all as-prepared materials measured by XPS was
analyzed using SEM (Zeiss Supra 55VP and Hitachi TM-1000).
Thermochemical reduction — Oxygen nonstoichiometries (δ) of the
samples were measured using a TGA (Netzsch STA 409). Starting
materials (0.07 to 0.29 g) were placed on a platinum sheet in an Al2O3
crucible supported with an Al2O3 rod on the microbalance of the TGA
(± 0.1 µg). The materials were thereafter exposed to a gas flow
(constant flow rate of 100 mL min-1, given at 273 K and 1 bar) with
15 mbar pO2 in Ar using three electronic mass flow controllers
(MFC400, Netzsch; accuracy ±1%, precision ±1 ml min-1). The mass
change of the samples was recorded during one reduction step at 1623
K for 3.75 hours (± 1 K). Heating and cooling rates were 25 K min-1.
To correct for buoyancy, blank runs were performed using the same
measurement conditions employed for the experimental runs. The gas
species and concentrations at the TGA inlet were measured using a
GC (AgilenMicro GC, CP-490).
Electronic structure calculations — An in-depth description of the
employed DFT methodology is given with Appendix C and
elsewhere.94, 144, 145 In brief, DFT was used to compute the
thermochemical stability and the free energy required to form oxygen
vacancies, ∆GV [O] , at the (010) facet of La0.75Sr0.25Mn0.25Al0.75O3,
La0.25Sr0.75Mn0.75Al0.25O3, and La0.75Sr0.25Mn0.75Al0.25O3 perovskites
using the GPAW code in the ASE.147, 148 Exchange-correlation
interactions were treated by the RPBE functional.150 All DFT
calculations used GGA without a Hubbard U correction.94, 144-146 All
perovskites were modelled using spin-polarized calculations. Bader
charge decomposition 174 was performed to determine the partial
charge density for the atoms. To focus the discussion of the results, a
change of the partial charge density is defined as significant if above
6%. Changes below that value are not discussed.
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4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Materials characterization
The surface activity of ten LSMA compositions are synthesized and
characterized: La0.8Sr0.2Mn0.8Al0.2O3-δ, abbreviated here with
LSMA8282, as well as LSMA8264, LSMA8246, LSMA8228,
LSMA6482, LSMA6464, LSMA6446, LSMA4682, LSMA4664 and
LSMA2882, and LCMA6464 for comparison. Table 4.1 gives the
lattice parameters obtained by multiphase Rietveld analysis.
Corresponding RT-XRD patterns are given with Appendix C.
Compositions with x+y > 1 are not considered since for these materials
Mn is expectedly in an unstable oxidation state larger than +4.86, 175 All
evaluated materials are deemed single-phase perovskites since RTXRD analysis indicates impurities below 4.4 wt.%, presumably due to
phase segregations into lower-symmetry metal oxides, such as
LaMnO3, Mn3O4, Mn2O3, La2O3, and carbonates, such as SrCO3.
Comparable surface morphology and grain size across the synthesized
materials is shown with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images
given with Appendix C.
Additionally, the elemental composition of LSMA6464 and
LCMA6464 was analyzed by ICP-OES, showing a deviation from the
ideal molar Mn:Al ratio of 4.7 mol% and 2.0 mol%, respectively. The
deviation from the ideal La:Sr and La:Ca ratios is 6.0% and 4.7%,
respectively. This affirms high purity of the prepared perovskites. The
data given with Table 4.1 shows, increasing the molar concentrations
xLa and yMn increases the lattice parameters, as expected from the size
of the ionic radii. That is, the relatively large ionic radii of La3+, Mn4+
and Mn3+ compared to Sr2+ and Al3+, respectively, appear to result in
an increased cell volume. The cell volumes given in Table 4.1 reflect
this as well, since for example the relatively small cell volume of
LSMA6446 of 328.5 Å3, compared to LSMA8246 and LSMA8282,
with 333.8 Å3 and 347.9 Å3, respectively, can be understood due to
the relatively low xLa and yMn of LSMA6446. As expected from the

smaller ionic radius of Ca2+ vs. Sr2+, substituting Sr for Ca in
LSMA6464 decreases the cell volume from 334.3 to 218.6 Å3.
Table 4.1: Structural properties calculated via Rietveld analysis of the RTXRD patterns for LSMA and LCMA perovskites.
Composition

Space group

wt.% perovskite

cell
(Å3)

LSMA2882

R-3c (167)168

97.0

330.9

LSMA4664

R-3c (167)168

96.6

334.1

LSMA4682

R-3c (167)168

95.6

334.7

LSMA6446

R-3c (167)168

98.6

328.5

LSMA6464

R-3c (167)168

99.4

334.3

LSMA6482

R-3c (167)168

99.4

341.6

LSMA8228

R-3c (167)168

98.6

328.0

LSMA8246

R-3c (167)168

99.2

333.8

LSMA8264

R-3c (167)168

97.5

341.1

LSMA8282

R-3c (167)168

98.3

347.9

LCMA6464

Pnma (62)169

99.1

218.6

volume

4.3.2 Trends in the oxygen exchange capacity
To assess the oxygen exchange capacity of the perovskites, oxygen
nonstoichiometries, δred, measured, were determined experimentally from
TGA, as shown with Figure C.3:

δ red, measured = ∆ms

Ms
MO

(4.1)
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where ∆ms is the relative weight loss (in g/g), and Ms and MO are the
molar masses of the sample and of monoatomic oxygen (in g mol-1),
respectively. All oxygen nonstoichiometries were quantified after 275
min at reduction conditions, approaching thermodynamic equilibrium.
Figure 4.1a gives the experimentally determined δred, measured for all
compositions, except for LCMA6464 (since the Al content is plotted
vs. the Sr content). Figure 4.1b gives the theoretical bulk oxygen
nonstoichiometries, δred, theory, as a function of xSr and yAl. δred, theory is
equivalent to the concentration of oxygen vacancies required to
maintain electroneutrality, assuming that Mn does not change its +3
oxidation state.176 Both the experimental measurements (cf. Figure
4.1a) and the theoretical calculations (cf. Figure 4.1b) lead to the same
conclusion. That is, increasing xSr at constant yAl increases oxygen
nonstoichiometries, while varying yAl at constant xSr does not
significantly change oxygen nonstoichiometries. This is in agreement
with the literature.4, 93, 94, 96, 97, 108, 167, 177 For example, LSMA8282 and
LSMA2882 reach δred, measured = 0.034 (δred, theory = 0.1) and δred, measured
= 0.351 (δred, theory = 0.4), respectively, whereas LSMA6464 and
LSMA6446 reach δred, measured = 0.171 (δred, theory = 0.2) and δred, measured
= 0.134 (δred, theory = 0.2), respectively. A complete list of δred, measured is
given with Table C.2.
Demont et al.93 examined the reduction extent of several Al-free LSM
compositions and concluded that increasing reduction extent with
increasing xSr is due to an increased Mn oxidation state.93 This is in
contrast to the Al-doped LSM compounds, since the reduction extent
varies significantly among LSMA8228, LSMA6446, LSMA4664 and
LSMA2882, even though all of these compositions contain Mn4+ when
fully oxidized. This can be understood from the work by Deml et al.,108
who investigated LSMA experimentally and theoretically. The
authors find a strong dependence of the reduction extent on the
perovskite composition which the authors rationalize with the Fermi
energy level relative to the O 2p band center. The more Sr2+ replaces
La3+, the more electron holes (acceptors) are created which shifts the
Fermi energy into the valence band. This allows the electron holes to

accept O 2p electrons that are no longer fully bound to the lattice.108
On a side note, LCMA6464 reaches a reduction extent of 0.153 which
is smaller than 0.171 of LSMA6464. This agrees well with the
observations by Cooper et al.96, but is opposed to the measurements
by Takacs et al.95 and Dey et al.100 (cf. Figure C.3). In the present work
as well as in the work by Cooper et al.96, LCMA6464 reduction did
not reach thermodynamic equilibrium, which was reached in the work
by Takacs et al.95 and Dey et al.100, possibly explaining these
conflicting observations.
To understand trends in the redox capacity of perovskites from an
atomistic perspective, in the following XPS is employed to determine
the chemical states of the surface relevant during the above described
redox reactions. Figure 4.2 shows as an example the Mn 2p electron
signature of as-prepared (top) and reduced (bottom) LSMA6446,
LSMA6464 and LSMA4664. The corresponding plots for
LSMA8282, LSMA8228, LSMA2882 and LCMA6464 are given with
Figure C.6. Regarding the interpretation of manganese oxidation
states, for all samples spin-orbit coupling doublet peaks were detected
in the binding energy (BE) range of 638-660 eV (shown with Figure
4.2 and Figure C.6) and attributed to Mn 2p3/2 (~642 eV) and Mn 2p1/2
(~653 eV). Since Mn0 and Mn4+ have only slightly different BE values
of 639 eV and 642.1 eV, respectively,178, 179 determination of the
manganese oxidation state is difficult without signal deconvolution.
Analogously, the small energy differences between the BE values of
Mn4+, Mn3+ and Mn2+ complicate the deconvolution of the Mn 2p
spectra.180 However, the presence of these Mn species is supported by
previous work investigating the Mn4+/Mn3+ and Mn3+/Mn2+ redox
couples,94 and by previous XPS analyses181 of the BE difference
between the Mn 2p3/2 and O 1s emissions that decreases when
decreasing the Mn oxidation state from Mn4+ to Mn3+.
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Figure 4.1: a) Measured oxygen nonstoichiometries, δred, measured, extracted
from TGA runs (cf. Figure C.3) as a function of xSr and yAl. b) Theoretical
bulk oxygen nonstoichiometries, δred, theory, as a function of xSr and yAl.

This materials characteristic is pronounced by compounds with large
reduction extents (cf. Table C.6 and Table C.7). Therefore, the
deconvolution of the Mn 2p doublet was carried out by fixing the ratio
between the areas of the 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 to 0.5, following the methods
described by Moulder et al.7 The electronic signature of the as-

prepared perovskite samples were deconvoluted into two doublets,
one at lower BE representing Mn3+ and one at higher BE representing
Mn4+. Figure 4.2 shows a peak broadening in the Mn 2p spectra after
perovskite reduction which, after the above discussed signal
deconvolution, suggests formation of a third Mn species, Mn2+, for all
compositions except LSMA8282 and LSMA8228. Interestingly, from
the studied samples these two compositions are also the two
compositions with the lowest oxygen nonstoichiometries. These
results indicate that Mn is the redox active element in LSMA
perovskites, which is in line with previous conclusions for Al-free
LSM compounds.117 Furthermore, from the O 1s spectra (cf. Figure
4.4d-f) and it can be seen that the intensity of lattice oxygen (light blue
deconvolution peak) decreases upon reduction, which is in accord with
the above discussed reduction of Mn4+ and Mn3+ yielding Mn2+.

Figure 4.2: Mn 2p XPS spectra between 630 and 660 eV of: a) LSMA6446,
b) LSMA6464, and c) LSMA4664 samples as-prepared (top, δ = 0) and
reduced (bottom, δ > 0), and d) xSr as a function of yAl with red crosses
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marking the XPS spectra displayed in Figure 4.2a-c. The deconvoluted XPS
signals are attributed to Mn4+ (light orange), Mn3+ (dark orange) and Mn2+
(blue).7

Assuming complete oxidation, compositions with xSr = yAl
(LSMA8228, LSMA6446, LSMA4664 and LSMA2882) should
nominally contain Mn only in its +4 oxidation state, while the other
compositions (LSMA8282 and LSMA6464) should contain Mn4+ and
Mn3+. As can be seen from Figure 4.2 and Figure C.6, compositions
with xSr = yAl indeed contain less Mn3+, with LSMA8282 containing
Mn only in its +4 oxidation state. This is in contrast to LSMA8282
and LSMA6464, which contain, as expected, relatively small
concentrations of 60.3 and 51.0 at% Mn4+, respectively. Regarding the
Mn2+ oxidation state, large oxygen nonstoichiometries reached during
perovskite reduction do not necessarily correlate with a large
concentration of formed Mn2+. For example LSMA2882, that is the
composition with the largest oxygen nonstoichiometry, forms only 9.3
at% Mn2+, compared to 23.3 at% formed by LSMA6464. This is in
agreement with recent work using defect modeling to describe the
redox thermodynamics of the Mn4+/Mn3+ and Mn3+/Mn2+ redox
couples.94 The authors report that the Mn3+/Mn2+ redox couple could
not be used to describe the redox activity of LSMA2882 at 1623 K.94
This can be rationalized with an increasing concentration of Mn3+ in
LSMA2882 formed upon reduction (this value increases from 6.3 at%
to 35.6 at%), rather than an increasing concentration of Mn2+
(increasing from 0.0 at% to 9.3 at%).

4.3.3 Surface enrichment of redox active Mn cations
For all Al-doped perovskites, in their as-prepared and reduced states,
heavy Mn enrichment is found at the surface ( the upper approximately
2 to 5 nm of the perovskite sampled by XPS, dependent on the specific
composition). Figure 4.3 shows the elemental concentrations at
selected perovskite surfaces, showing Mn concentrations for the Aldoped redox materials between 75.3 at% for LSMA8228 and 93.6 at%

for LSMA8282. For these two compositions, the theoretical
concentrations of Mn at the surface are 4 at% and 16 at%, respectively.
As a reference, Al-free LSM40 (as-prepared, that is exposed to the
same preparation methods as the LSMA and LCMA perovskites) and
LSM35 (commercial), show Mn concentrations at the surface much
closer to the theoretical values, that is 5.6 and 11.5 at% measured,
respectively, vs. 20 at% in theory. Rather than Mn enrichment, Al-free
LSM40 and LSM35 surfaces are enriched in Sr, yielding
La0.31Sr0.74Mn0.28O3 and La0.66Sr0.44Mn0.63O3, surface stoichiometries,
respectively.
This strong segregation and enrichment of the redox-active Mn cations
at the surface of Al-doped LSMA and LCMA is suggested to be the
origin for the beneficially increased reduction extents of LSMA vs.
LSM and LCMA vs. LCM compositions, respectively.95, 96 As an
example, LSMA6464 and LSM40 have been reported to reach
reduction capacities of 194 and 60 µmol O2 evolved after 1 h at 1513
K and pO2 < 3·10-5 bar O2.96
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Figure 4.3: Elemental distribution in at% obtained from the XPS spectra of
La 3d, Sr 3d, Mn 2p, Al 2p, O 1s and C 1s of as-prepared LCMA6464,
LSMA8282, LSMA8228, LSMA6446, LSMA6464, LSMA4664,
LSMA2882, LSM40 and commercial LSM35.

4.3.4 Formation of surface carbonates
Formation of surface carbonates by a metal oxide redox material in
contact with the CO2 oxidant of a solar fuel production cycle is
undesirable since the carbonates block redox-active surface sites and,
in turn, diminish the redox performance and chemical stability of the
metal oxide. Since alkaline-earth metals, like Sr and Ca, may readily
form carbonates, the following quantifies the extent of carbonate
formation at perovskite surfaces.
Fig. 4 shows as an example the XPS spectra for Sr 3d, Ca 2p and O 1s
of as-prepared and reduced LSMA6446, LSMA6464 and LSMA4664.
The spectra for LSMA8282, LSMA8228, LSMA2882 and
LCMA6464 are given with Appendix C (cf. Figs. S3 and S4). To
interpret the data, all Sr 3d spectra were deconvoluted into two sets of
3d5/2 and 3d3/2 signals, attributed to Sr2+ ions in SrO (low BE, dark
orange deconvolution peaks) and in SrCO3 (high BE, light orange
deconvolution peaks), with each doublet separated by ~1.8 eV and a
branching ratio between the peaks at higher and lower BE of 2/3.7, 120,
182-184
The Ca 2p peak was deconvoluted into two sets of Ca 2p3/2 and
Ca 2p1/2 signals by fixing the ratio between the areas of the 2p3/2 and
2pg signals to 0.5, as described previously.7 The O 1s spectra of all
materials show two core level features at BE values of around 529 eV
and 532 eV. Deconvolution was done into four oxygen species, as
suggested by Merino et al.4 The peak at low BE is attributed here to
the lattice oxygen (O2-)1-4, while the three remaining peaks are
attributed to electron-richer species (i.e., adsorbed oxygen (O22-/O-)5,
6
, hydroxyl (OH-)8 and carbonate (CO32-)4, 9 species and chemisorbed
water4, 8, 10, listed from lowest to highest BE, respectively).
All perovskites, except LSMA8282 (cf. Figure C.4 and Figure C.5),
that is the compound with the lowest reduction extent, show distinct

changes in the Sr 3d, Ca 2p and O 1s core level spectra. Upon
reduction, the Sr 3d peaks broaden (cf. Figure 4.4a-c and Figure C.4),
while the shoulder at around 531 eV in the O 1s spectra intensifies (cf.
Figure 4.4d-f). Both are indicators of increasing concentrations of
surface carbonates.4, 183, 184 The apparent carbonate formation
(presumably from the CO2 of ambient air) also increases when
reducing the Ca-containing LCMA6464. LCMA6464 forms
carbonates at a lower degree, compared to the LSMA compositions.
For example, LCMA6464 contains 35.3 at% CaCO3, while
LSMA6464 contains 45.8 at% SrCO3. These values increase to 45.9
at% CaCO3 and 63.9 at% SrCO3 upon reduction (cf. Table C.6 and
Table C.7). The presence of surface carbonates is further confirmed
by their C 1s spectra (cf. Figure C.9), which show two distinct peaks.
One peak at lower BE is attributed to organic carbon introduced by the
analytical methods, while the second peak at higher BE corresponds
to surface carbonates.114 The C 1s spectra show furthermore that the
intensity of the C 1s peak attributed to carbonates at the surface
increases by reduction, which is another indicator for increased
carbonate formation due to perovskite reduction. In general, these
findings emphasize the need to quantify and control the detrimental
formation of surface carbonates with reduced perovskite redox
materials when exposed to the CO2 oxidant of a fuel production cycle.
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Figure 4.4: Sr 3d XPS spectra between 140 and 125 eV of a) LSMA6446, b)
LSMA6464 and c) LSMA4664, in as-prepared (top, δ = 0) and reduced
samples (bottom, δ > 0). Light orange doublets towards high BE represent
SrCO3, while dark orange doublets represent SrO.7, 120, 182-184 O 1s XPS
spectra between 537 and 525 eV of d) LSMA6446, e) LSMA6464, f)
LSMA4664, in as-prepared (top, δ = 0) and reduced samples (bottom, δ > 0),
and g) xSr as a function of yAl with the red crosses marking the displayed XPS
spectra. The XPS deconvolution peaks are attributed to the lattice oxygen (O2)1-4 (light blue), adsorbed oxygen (O22-/O-)5, 6 (dark blue), hydroxyl (OH-)8 and
carbonate (CO32-)4, 9 species (dark orange), and chemisorbed water4, 8, 10 (light
orange), listed from lowest to highest BE.

4.3.5 Diminished carbonation due to Sr2+ depletion at the
surface
Generally for all LSMA compositions, the concentration of Sr at the
surface is below the theoretical value. For example, 3.4 and 0.8 at%
Sr was detected in LSMA8228 and LSMA8282, which should
theoretically be 8 and 4 at%, respectively. This Sr depletion is

attributed to the heavy Mn enrichment discussed above (cf. Figure
4.3).
In contrast, commercial LSM35 and LSM40 show Sr surface
concentrations of 9.0 and 17.0 at%, (cf. Table C.4), which are above
the theoretical values of 7.0 and 15.0 at%, respectively. While
increased Sr content at perovskite surfaces had been reported
previously,119, 120, 185-188 it is found here how Sr enrichment at Al-free
surfaces correlates with their pronounced tendency to form
carbonates.118,96 This is further validated by the increased
concentration of carbon attributed to carbonate species at the Al-free
LSM surfaces, compared to that of the LSMA surfaces (cf. Table C.3).
LSM40 shows a carbon concentration of 25.2 at%, whereas
LSMA6464 shows only 4.3 at% carbon.
Considering the LSMA perovskites, compositions are found with the
same xSr but higher yAl contain in general more SrCO3, in as-prepared
and reduced form. That is, the concentrations of carbonates of
LSMA8228 and LSMA6446 are higher than those of LSMA8282 and
LSMA6464, respectively (cf. Figure 4.4 and Figure C.5) which can
also be concluded from the three O 1s deconvolution peaks and the C
1s spectra (cf. Figure 4.4, Figure C.4 and Figure C.9). For example,
the Sr 3d peaks of LSMA8228 and LSMA6446 show 50.3 and 66.7
at% SrCO3, respectively, while the Sr 3d spectra of LSMA8282 and
LSMA6464 show 32.3 and 45.8 at% SrCO3 (cf. Table S5),
respectively. Figure 4.3 shows that this characteristic correlates with a
higher Sr concentration at the surface. That is, LSMA8228 and
LSMA6446 contain more Sr at the surface than LSMA8282 and
LSMA6464. This, in turn, correlates with an increased formation of
surface carbonates. Also, compositions with the same Mn:Al ratio but
higher xSr form more surface carbonates than compositions with less
xSr, as shown by the Sr 3d, the O 1s, and C 1s spectra of LSMA6464
and LSMA4664 or LSMA8282 and LSMA2882 (cf. Figure 4.4, Figure
C.5 and Figure C.9).
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In summary, carbonate formation can significantly diminish the redox
activity of perovskite surfaces. The phenomena may be reversible and
may occur only at relatively low oxidation temperature.96 McDaniel et
al.69 demonstrated stable redox behavior of LSMA4664 during 80
cycles with oxidation at 1000°C and 40 vol% CO2 in Ar and reduction
at 1350°C in He, supporting this hypothesis. Cooper et al.96 further
investigated the cycling performance of LSMA6464, LCMA6464 and
LCM40. The authors reduced these compositions at 1513 and 1650 K
and 3·10-5 bar O2 and oxidized at them at 1323 K and 50 vol% CO2 in
Ar during 10 consecutive cycles, showing stable fuel production.96
Doping perovskite surfaces with Al can significantly decrease the
tendency of the surface to form carbonates due to depletion of Sr
cations at the surface.

4.3.6 Response of La3+ at the surface to perovskite reduction
The La 3d features (cf. Figure C.8) are located at around 855 and 851
eV for La 3d3/2 and at around 838 and 834 eV for La 3d5/2 (cf. Table
C.6 and Table C.7). The binding energies and multiplet splitting of
around 17 eV agree well with reported values for La3+-containing
compounds.117, 120, 189-191 The binding energies of the La 3d spectra shift
to lower values with increasing xSr, which indicates decreasing ionicity
of the La-O bonds.116 This can be understood due to oxidation of Mn3+
into Mn4+ when substituting La3+ with Sr2+.116
Besides, after reduction the distance of the satellite peak at relatively
high BE to the main peak decreases by about 0.1 to 0.6 eV, compared
to the as-prepared perovskites. The smallest distance found for
LSMA8282 and LSMA8228. These satellites were rationalized by
Lam et al.192 with the excitation of electrons from the anion valence
band into the La f band, which is analogous to the reduction of the
perovskite surface studied here.
4.3.7

Response of Al3+ at the surface to perovskite reduction

The Al 2p spectra are shown with Figure C.7. The data indicates two
Al species in some perovskite samples, attributed to Al0 (~73 eV) and

Al3+ (~74 eV).7 After reduction, all compositions except for
LSMA6446 contain Al only as apparent Al0 (cf. Figure C.7). However,
since reduction of Al3+ into Al is energetically highly unfavorable at
the investigated conditions, it is suggested that Al metal is not present
at these surfaces. Instead, it is hypothesized that the local arrangement
of Al3+ in the crystal lattice could be such that its chemical
environment resembles that of Al0. Such changes in the chemical
environment might be due to the enrichment of Mn cations at the Aldoped surfaces, described above.

4.3.8 Electronic structure trends
To better understand the redox activity and cation composition of
perovskite surfaces, DFT is employed to model the electronic structure
of these surfaces. Following previously published methodology94, the
partial charge density (Bader charges) is determined for all atoms of
La0.75Sr0.25Mn0.25Al0.75O3 (LSMA3113), La0.75Sr0.25Mn0.75Al0.25O3
(LSMA3131), and La0.25Sr0.75Mn0.75Al0.25O3 (LSMA1331) surface
models. These models approximate the experimentally studied
perovskite compositions given in parenthesis and were chosen to
represent compositions with low xSr and high yAl (LSMA3113), low
xSr and high yAl (LSMA3113), and high xSr and low yAl (LSMA1331).94
The free energy that is required to form oxygen vacancies at 298 K
and 1 bar (∆GV[O]) at these surfaces is 0.65 eV (LSMA1331), 2.07
eV (LSMA3131) and 2.12 eV (LSMA3113). This trend in the redox
energetics agrees well with the measured oxygen nonstoichiometries
shown with Figure 4.1a. The compound with the highest xSr
(LSMA1331) is thermodynamically most readily reduced, compared
to the compounds with lower xSr (LSMA3131 and LSMA3113).
LSMA3131 and LSMA3113 have similar ∆GV[O] indicating similar
thermochemical stabilities against the formation of oxygen vacancies.
This agrees well with the experimentally measured oxygen
nonstoichiometries shown with Figure 4.1a, illustrating that varying
yAl at equal xSr does not significantly alter the reduction extent.
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Figure 4.5 and Table C.12 give the partial ionic charge densities of
the atoms contained in the models of the LSMA1331, LSMA3131 and
LSMA3113 surfaces in oxidized (δ = 0) and reduced form (δ = 0.5,
indicated by -vo). Generally, Mn shows relatively largest changes in
the partial ionic charge density (∆q) with changing oxygen vacancy
concentration. This is in agreement with its above discussed redox
activity. However, for LSMA3131 and LSMA3113 the largest ∆q due
to perovskite reduction is found for La (cf. Figure 4.5). Compared to
the discussion of the experimental studies above, this unexpected
result for the typically stable La3+, is presumably an artifact of the
employed La pseudopotential with low-energy d-electrons which may
result in an apparent reduction of this element. In contrast, via XPS La
is only found in its +3 oxidation state. Moulder et al7 report La2+ of
the La 3d5/2 peak with a BE of approximately 839 eV, while the BE
of the La 3d5/2 peak of La3+ is in the range of 834-835 eV. In our
experimental work La is only found with its La3+ energy signature (cf.
Figure C.8 and Table C.8).

Figure 4.5: Partial ionic charge density q of Mn, Al, Sr and La at the surfaces
of oxidized and reduced (marked as –vo) a) LSMA1331, b) LSMA3131 and
c) LSMA3113.

Figure 4.6 shows the change of the partial ionic charge density of the
surface oxygen that is energetically most redox active (∆qo). As

expected, ∆qo is smallest for LSMA1331, confirming the associated
relatively high reduction extent. With -1.39 e, ∆qo of LSMA3113 is
smaller than the value for LSMA3131, while their ∆GV[O] values
would suggest otherwise. This discrepancy of the ∆GV[O] values is,
however, small and within an 0.05 eV uncertainty of DFT.

Figure 4.6: Difference in the partial ionic charge density between oxidized
and reduced perovskite surfaces of the redox active oxygen (∆qo) for
LSMA3131, LSMA3113 and LSMA1331.

4.4 Summary and Conclusions
An experimental framework was presented determining oxygen
nonstoichiometries and the surface chemistry of La1-xSrxMn1-yAlyO3-δ
(0 ≤ x ≤ 1, 0 ≤ y ≤ 1), and La0.6Ca0.4Mn0.6Al0.4O3-δ for comparison. It
was shown that increasing the strontium concentration at constant Bcation ratio results in increased reduction extents. In contrast,
changing the B-cation ratio with constant A-cation ratio does not
affect the reduction extent significantly. Surface analyses of selected
as-prepared
and
reduced
La1-xSrxMn1-yAlyO3-δ
and
La0.6Ca0.4Mn0.6Al0.4O3-δ compositions reveal that manganese ions are
the redox active sites for reduction. Al-doping leads to enrichment of
manganese cations at the surface enhancing its reduction extent. A
decreased tendency of the perovskite to form carbonates due to
strontium depletion at the surface is observed. It is concluded that the
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B-site Al dopant, while redox inactive, has a major effect on the
surface structure and, in turn, surface activity. Future investigations of
changes in the surface composition due to B-site doping with metals
other than Al might explain why Al-doping causes beneficial Mnenrichment and Sr-depletion at the surface. Finally, first principles
calculations were employed to verify these experimental observations.
Generally, these findings guide the rational design of perovskites for
solar energy conversion applications.

Chapter 5
5

Design Principles of Perovskites for Thermochemical
Oxygen Separation

Design Principles of Perovskites for
Thermochemical Oxygen Separation

5.1 Motivation
In an attempt to further improve ηsolar-to-fuel of the solar-driven synthesis
of liquid hydrocarbon fuels from CO2, H2O and concentrated sunlight,
this chapter introduces a rationale for designing metal oxide redox
materials for oxygen separation via “thermochemical pumping” of O2
against a pO2 gradient with low-grade process heat. With the aim of
augmenting the oxygen exchange capacities and rates of TSSOS redox
materials for a more energy-efficient O2 separation process that
utilizes low-grade solar thermal energy at lower temperatures, such as
waste heat from solar fuel production processes, perovskites are
evaluated that offer high oxygen conductivity and a stable crystal
structure over a large range of oxygen nonstoichiometry.129, 131, 137
Using electronic structure calculations, the activity of oxygen
vacancies in metal oxides is simulated. Thermogravimetric analysis
and high-temperature X-ray diffraction for SrCoO3-δ, BaCoO3-δ and
BaMnO3-δ perovskites and Ag2O and Cu2O references are used to
validate the numerical results. To understand the redox performance,
bond lengths and partial charge densities of all atoms contained in the
DFT-computed surface models are determined via Bader
decomposition.
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5.2 Materials and Methods
Thermochemical equilibrium calculations — To guide the design
of redox materials, the thermochemical equilibrium of binary bulk
metal oxides, O2, and their reduction products was determined at the
specified pO2 and temperatures from tabulated free energy data, with
an absolute accuracy of 1-10 kJ mol-1.153 Per convention, negative free
energy differences mark exergonic reactions. At the computed
conditions, the correlations of the standard partial molar Gibbs free
energy change ( ∆gO° 2* ) and the standard partial molar enthalpy of
reduction ( ∆hO°2* ) for the metal oxide oxidation and reduction have
average relative errors of 12.4% and 17.6%, respectively. These
values increase with increasing temperature, due to entropic
contributions, and indicate that the provided volcano plot can be
employed for identifying materials that are active for thermochemical
solid-state O2 separation.
Electronic structure calculations — Twelve perovskite surfaces
were modeled via DFT, performed with the GPAW code.147, 148
Exchange-correlation interactions were treated by the RPBE
functional.150 Atomic configurations were handled in the ASE.149 A
Fermi-Dirac smearing of 0.1 eV was used to achieve convergence and
the structure optimization results were extrapolated to 0 K. The
linesearch BFGS algorithm was employed to optimize the atomic
geometries until the maximum force was less than 0.05 eV Å-1. The
utility of DFT+U methods for surface calculations has not been
determined in general and has been found unnecessary for many metal
oxides.145, 152, 193 Here, all DFT calculations use GGA without a
Hubbard U term as it was found previously that the Hubbard U
correction does not improve the description of surface reactivity with
the employed models.145 The cubic bulk structures of ABO3
compositions consisted of one metal atom (Sr, Ba, or La) at the twelvecoordinated A-site interstices, one metal atom (Mn, Co, Ni or Cu) at
the six-coordinated B-site interstices, and three oxygen atoms, that

were allowed to optimize their positions (relax). The bulk structures
had periodic boundary conditions in all directions and were modeled
with a k-point sampling of 4×4×4. Compositions containing Mn, Co
or Ni were modeled with spin-polarized calculations and, to avoid
reminiscent stress in the calculations, the lattice constants were chosen
as the DFT-calculated bulk lattice constants. Table D.1 gives a
summary of the lattice constants and magnetic moments, along with a
discussion of the accuracy of the employed DFT methods that predict
the lattice constants within ±0.36-3.89% of experimental values. The
AO-terminated ABO3(010) facet was chosen for modeling the
perovskite surfaces since this facet had been identified as the
thermodynamically most stable surface of cubic perovskites with
various compositions.145 The surface models consisted of one upper
ABO3(010) layer that was allowed to relax and one lower ABO3(010)
layer constrained to the bulk geometry. The surfaces were periodically
repeated in the directions parallel to the surface and were modeled
with 10 Å of vacuum perpendicular to the surface. The Brillouin zone
of surface models (slabs) was sampled with 4×4×1 k-points. The
partial charge density was determined for all atoms contained in the
surface models via Bader decomposition.174 To model the perovskite
surfaces at different oxygen vacancy concentrations, one third of the
stoichiometric lattice oxygen in the upper surface layer was removed
while the oxygen concentration in the lower surface layer was
maintained. This yielded “reduced” and “oxidized” surfaces models
with A2B2O5(010) and A2B2O6(010) stoichiometry, marked with the
conventional ABO3(010) and ABO2.5(010) notation, respectively.
∆Gv[O] at the surface was computed via:145
∆GV [O] = GV − (GS − GOr )

(5.1)

where Gv, Gs and GOr are the free energies of the perovskite surface
with the oxygen vacancies, the stoichiometric surface and the
reference energy of the liberated lattice oxygen (taken as the energy
difference of stable H2O and H2 in the gas phase, see Appendix D, Eq.
(D.3)), such that negative free energies indicate exergonic reactions.
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The formation of oxygen vacancies as computed corresponds to
formation of one monolayer oxygen vacancies which is equivalent to
an oxygen nonstoichiometry of δ = 0.5 in ABO2.5 (Figure 5.1c). The
error of DFT-computed adsorption energies (employed as a descriptor
of surface reactivity, comparable to the energy of forming surface
oxygen vacancies in this work) had been estimated previously with
0.08 eV.151
Perovskite synthesis — Three perovskites, namely SrCoO3-δ,
BaCoO3-δ and BaMnO3-δ, were synthesized with a modified Pechini
method, employing stoichiometric amounts of Mn(NO3)2·4H2O (Alfa
Aeser, 98%), Sr(NO3)2 (Alfa Aeser, 98%), Co(NO3)2 (Alfa Aeser,
97.7%), Ba(NO3)2 (Alfa Aeser, 99%), C2H6O (Alcosuisse) and
C6H8O7 (Fluka Chemika, ≥99.5%). The solid products were ground
using mortar and pestle, uniaxially pressed into pellets (10 metric tons,
6 and 25 mm in diameter), and sintered in air at 1473 K for 5 h
(SrCoO3-δ and BaCoO3-δ) or in pure O2 at 1273 K for 48 h (BaMnO3δ). To achieve the desired oxidation state, the sintered SrCoO3-δ was
ground, fully immersed in NaClO (Migros, <5% in H2O), washed with
deionized water, and subsequently dried for at least 2 h at 473 K. Ag2O
(Merch KGaA, ≥99%) and Cu2O (Johnson Matthey Alfa, 99.5%) were
used as reference materials.
Solid-state analysis — RT-XRD and HT-XRD were performed in
the Bragg Brentano geometry using Cu Kα radiation (20-80° 2θ, 0.06°
min-1 scan rate, 45 kV/20 mA output, PANalytical/X`Pert
MPD/DY636, Philips). The original oxygen content of the perovskites
was SrCoO2.95, BaCoO2.58 and BaMnO2.94 before the redox cycling, as
determined via TGA (STA 409/C/3, Netzsch) of the complete
reduction of the metal oxides in 5% H2 in Ar at 823 K and 1 bar. To
estimate changes in the lattice constants, the perovskites were reduced
via heating from 600 to 900 K in 100 K steps at 0.2 bar pO2 and
thereafter oxidized via cooling from 900 to 600 K in 100 K intervals
at 0.035 bar pO2. The morphology of all materials was analysed via

SEM (15 kV accelerating voltage, TM-1000, HITACHI) and is given
in details with SI.
Thermochemical cycling experiments — Starting materials (0.1 g)
were placed in an Al2O3 crucible supported with an Al2O3 rod on the
microbalance of the TGA (± 0.1 µg). The materials were thereafter
exposed to a gas flow (constant flow rate of 200 mL min-1, given at
273 K and 1 bar) with specified pO2, that was adjusted via mixing O2
(99.5%, Messer) and N2 (99.999%, Carbagas) using three electronic
mass flow controllers (MFC400, Netzsch; accuracy ±1%, precision ±1
ml min-1). The mass change of the samples was recorded during two
consecutive redox cycles with oxide reduction at 900 K and 20 vol.%
O2 and oxide oxidation at 600 K and 3.5 vol.% O2, respectively (± 1
K). Heating and cooling was at +10 K min-1 and -10 K min-1,
respectively. To correct for buoyancy, blank runs were performed
using the same measurement conditions employed for the
experimental runs. The uncertainties of the oxygen exchange
capacities and rates were estimated via error propagation from the
accuracies of the experimental analysis.

5.3 Results and Discussion
5.3.1 Electronic structure calculations
To test if metal oxide redox materials for removal of O2 from gas
mixtures with a lower pO2 than the pO2 during the extraction of O2
from the solid can be characterized with an intermediately strong
binding of the lattice oxygen, the redox energetics of binary metal
oxides was screened across the periodic table using experiment-based
thermochemical data.153 Figure 5.1a shows ∆gO° 2* of the oxidation and
reduction reactions for 32 solid metal oxide and six metal/metal oxide
pairsa vs. the thermochemical oxide stability.
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Figure 5.1: a) Partial molar Gibbs free energy change of the oxide oxidation
at 600 K and oxide reduction at 900 K ( ∆gO° 2* ) vs. the partial molar enthalpy
change of the oxide reduction at 298 K ( ∆hO°2* ). All data is at 1 bar.* Dashed
lines are linear regressions. b) The partial molar limiting Gibbs free energy
change of the redox cycle ( ∆gO° 2*,lim ) vs. ∆hO°2* . The colored compositions were
examined experimentally, with blue and red marking materials limited by the
oxide reduction and oxidation, respectively, and purple marking materials
that facilitate a redox trade-off, c) DFT-models of the oxidized and reduced
SrCoO3 and SrCoO2.5 surface, representatively for strontium cobaltite.

Ag2O/Ag, Au2O3/Au, BaO2/BaO, CeO2/Ce2O3, Co3O4/CoO, CuO/Cu2O, Cu2O/Cu,
Fe2O3/Fe3O4, Fe3O4/FeO, Fe0.947O/FeO, Mn2O3/Mn3O4, Mn3O4/MnO, MoO3/MoO2,
Na2O2/Na2O, Nb2O5/NbO2, NbO2/NbO, OsO4/OsO2, PbO2/Pb3O4, Pb3O4/PbO,
Rh2O3/RhO, RhO/Rh2O, RuO2/Ru, SbO2/Sb2O3, SnO2/SnO, TiO2/Ti4O7, Ti4O7/Ti3O5,
Ti3O5/Ti2O3, Ti2O3/TiO, Tl2O3/Tl2O, V2O5/V2O4, V2O4/V2O3, V2O3/VO, WO3/WO2.96,
WO2.96/WO2.9, WO2.9/WO2.72, WO2.72/WO2, ZnO/Zn, and ZrO2/Zr

*

The analysis utilizes ∆hO°2* at room temperature as a descriptor134-137,
140

of the correlated reaction energetics, which is equivalent to the
amount of energy required to break metal-oxygen bonds, as shown
with Table D.2 and Table D.3. Generally, either one of the two
reactions is slightly more endergonic, thereby limiting the oxygen
exchange capacity. Figure 5.1b shows the limiting free energy of a
redox cycle near the intersection of both correlations. As indicated by
the volcano-shaped curve, the ideal redox material binds oxygen
strongly enough to oxidize the oxide at relatively low temperatures –
stronger than the Ag/Ag2O reference – but weakly enough to reduce
the oxidized redox material at moderately higher temperatures –
weaker than the Cu2O/CuO reference. The ideal metal oxide
compositions are where these effects balance, located near the top of
the volcano curve. Ideally, this region corresponds to negative free
energies for both reactions. For the temperatures chosen in our
analysis, this can be achieved with rare materials such as Rh2O/RhO
or toxic materials such as PbO/Pb3O4.194 Generally, the volcano-like
shape of this correlation is due to the fact that the amount of energy
absorbed for breaking metal-oxygen bonds during the reduction step
correlates with the amount of heat liberated when forming these bonds
during the oxidation step. Thus, shown with Figure D.1, the location
of the volcano-top can be determined from only computing the
reduction enthalpy, since the entropy of O2 gas participating in either
reaction is the same for all specific redox couples and since entropic
contributions of the solids introduce significant deviation from these
correlations only at significantly higher temperatures, when
approaching melting and boiling points.
To tailor inexpensive and non-toxic metal oxides, ∆Gv[O] is calculated
via DFT for twelve perovskites that have attracted attention for solidoxide fuel cell,129, 137 air separation,131 and solar-thermal
applications.65, 69, 97 Stoichiometric ABO3(010) and oxygen-deficient
ABO2.5(010) facets (A = Sr, Ba, or La, and B = Mn, Co, Ni or Cu)
were modeled, as shown with Figure 5.1c, using the GPAW and ASE
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electronic-structure code.147-149 Figure 5.1b shows the thermochemical
stability and the reaction energetics as calculated from the scaling of
∆Gv[O] and the redox energetics of the bulk oxides145 (cf. Table D.4).
The analysis predicts an ideal oxygen exchange capacity for SrCoO3,
relative to too strong and too weak oxygen binding for BaMnO3 and
BaCoO3, respectively.
5.3.2

Oxygen nonstoichiometry measurements

The descriptor-based design for metal oxide redox materials presented
in section 5.3.1 was validated via dynamic oxygen exchange
experiments with SrCoO3-δ, BaMnO3-δ, and BaCoO3-δ, synthesized via
the Pechini method,122 and commercial Ag2O and Cu2O as reference
materials. The oxygen exchange capacity and exchange rates were
determined by TGA.
Figure 5.2a and Figure 5.2b display dynamic TGA runs for SrCoO2.95,
BaCoO2.58, BaMnO2.94, Ag2O and Cu2O (initial stoichiometries) that
were cyclically reduced at 900 K and 0.2 bar O2 (simulating air) and
oxidized at 600 K and 0.035 bar O2 (simulating the composition of the
gas phase from reducing CeO2 for solar-driven splitting of CO2 and
H2O64). As expected, Cu2O and Ag2O oxidize and reduce strongly to
CuO and Ag, respectively, essentially without exchanging oxygen
reversibly. Compared to these reference materials, augmented oxygen
exchange capacities for the perovskites were found. SrCoO2.95 reaches
a maximum oxygen exchange capacity of 44 ± 0.012 mmolO2 mol-1SrCoO2.95
and a maximum oxygen exchange rate of 12.1 ± 0.003
-1
µmolO2 min −1gSrCoO
, while BaCoO2.58 and BaMnO2.94 perform at
2.95
much lower capacities of 3.4 ± 0.015 and 0.5 ± 0.015 mmol O2 mol -1ABO3
and lower exchange rates of 0.8 ± 0.003 and 0.04 ± 0.005
µmolO2 min −1g-1ABO3 , respectively. As predicted via DFT, the
performance of BaCoO3-δ and BaMnO3-δ appears limited by reoxidation and reduction, respectively. This theory-based screening of
twelve perovskites identifies a well-known composition, SrCoO3, with

significantly augmented performance for this novel application for the
perovskite, when comparing to the oxygen exchange capacities and
rates of the reference materials at the same conditions. Additionally,
with an oxygen exchange rate of 12.1 µmolO2 min −1g-1ABO3 , SrCoO3-δ
outperforms the state-of-the-art Cu2O/CuO cycle, which cannot be
used with low-grade process heat at 600-900 K and which has an
oxygen exchange rate of only 10 µmolO2 min −1g-1Cu2O (for both, oxide
reduction and oxidation) at significantly higher – and thereby
economically less attractive – temperatures of 1120-1450 K and
comparable pO2.121 To support that the TGA data is indicative of
reversible O2 exchange, Figure 5.2c shows the perovskite lattice
constants computed via HT-XRD analysis. While all perovskites
exhibit thermal expansion upon heating, only SrCoO3-δ shows a major
difference in the lattice expansion at varied pO2, which can be
attributed to the formation and filling of oxygen vacancies.195 This
along with the electronic structure trends and the TGA analysis
suggest that SrCoO3-δ is particularly suitable as a redox material for
TSSOS.

Figure 5.2: Dynamic oxygen exchange: TGA runs of a) Ag2O and Cu2O, b) SrCoO3-δ, BaCoO3-δ and BaMnO3-δ;
c) Lattice constants of SrCoO3-δ, BaCoO3-δ and BaMnO3-δ derived from HT-XRD analyses of oxide reduction at
0.2 bar pO2 (empty circles) and oxide oxidation at 0.035 bar pO2 (filled circles). Error bars are standard deviations
within a 68% confidence interval.
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5.3.3 Understanding the redox performance
To understand how the oxide composition controls the oxygen
exchange, Figure 5.3a plots ∆Gv[O] vs. the DFT-calculated bond
length between the transition metal and the nearest oxygen atom (dBO) at ABO2.5(010). Generally, stable oxygen vacancies (negative
∆Gv[O] values) correlate with large dB-O values. This is in agreement
with the lattice expansion shown with Figure 5.2c, as the lattice
expansion due to a higher chemical potential for oxygen in the gas
phase decreases the bonding of oxygen in the solid and, in turn,
increases the length of the metal-oxygen bond. While the slope of this
correlation is essentially due to the metal at the B-site interstices, the
absolute value of dB-O is governed by the metal at the A-site, as it can
be seen by the consistently higher dB-O values of the Ba- vs. the Srcompounds. However, the scatter of the correlation shown with Figure
5.3a suggests that the trends in the free energy of the oxygen vacancy
formation and in the metal-oxygen bond-length cannot alone be
rationalized with geometric arguments.
Figure 5.3b plots ∆Gv[O] vs. the DFT-calculated partial charge174 of
oxygen (qO). Perovskites that form oxygen vacancies easily contain
weakly charged oxygen. BaCoO3, for instance, accumulates less
charge at the oxygen anion than SrCoO3 and BaMnO3, which
correlates with the facile reduction of BaCoO3. Bond lengths and the
different partial charges are listed in Table D.5.
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Figure 5.3: Correlation of ∆Gv[O] with a) dB-O and b) qO (empty, light-gray
and dark-gray symbols mark SrBO2.5, LaBO2.5, and BaBO2.5, while circles,
squares, diamonds, and triangles mark ACuO2.5, ANiO2.5, AMnO2.5, and
ACoO2.5); c) Charge density differences (CDD) of the marked surface after
the oxygen vacancy formation relative to the stoichiometric surface and the
reference gas-phase oxygen (given at the height of the transition metal
cation).

Generally, ∆Gv[O] scales with qO, with the slope corresponding
approximately to the ionization energy of oxygen, -13.62 eV/e,196 and
the intercept reflecting entropic contributions to ∆Gv[O] and the
reference chemical potential of oxygen in the gas phase (SI). The
quality of this linear correlation suggests that the trend in the free
energy of the oxygen vacancy formation is controlled by the enthalpy
of breaking metal-oxygen bonds, i.e., by the quantity of electric charge

transferred from the oxygen to the lattice when forming the oxygen
vacancy. This is illustrated with Figure 5.3c, which shows the
difference in the charge density distribution due to oxygen vacancy
formation at SrCoO3(010) and BaMnO3(010). While the partial charge
of the oxygen anion that yields the vacancy is approximately equal at
both surfaces, as shown with Figure 5.3b, the charge transfer from the
bonding 2p O states to the 3d states of the transition metal is
significantly higher at BaMnO3(010) relative to SrCoO3 (010). This
analysis describes the width of the 2p-3d gap for 3d transition metals
at the B-site of ABO3 perovskites. Incorporating other metal cations
into the B interstices, such as lanthanides with f states, may alter these
trends due to a different entropy-controlled shape of the states that are
accepting electrons when forming oxygen vacancies.
In summary, analogous to the enthalpy difference of bulk oxide
reduction, it is suggested that the charge transfer from O 2p to B-site
metal 3d states explains the higher oxygen exchange capacity of
SrCoO3-δ vs. BaMnO3-δ at the atomic scale.
5.3.4

Correlation between experiments and computations

In accord with charge transfer controlling the formation of oxygen
vacancies at the oxide surface, our Sabatier analysis employs the
enthalpy of the bulk oxide reduction as a descriptor of the redox
energetics. To demonstrate how this information can be used
practically to predict the oxygen exchange capacity of a metal oxide,
the oxygen exchange capacity for five metal oxides was determined as
the difference of the oxygen nonstoichiometry at equilibrium between
O2 evolution at 900 K and 0.2 bar pO2 and O2 fixation at 600 K and
0.035 bar pO2, as shown with Figure 5.4. The plot shows that the
oxygen exchange capacity resembles the volcano-shaped trend of the
limiting redox energetics. Relative to this trend across three orders of
magnitude are minor deviations, such as for BaCoO3-δ, which are
presumably due to differences in surface morphology, crystal structure
and the computational vs. experimental nonstoichiometry. This
demonstrates how computing the enthalpy of the oxide reduction from
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first principles allows for predicting the oxygen exchange capacity of
metal oxides.

Figure 5.4: Predicting the oxygen exchange capacity, ∆δ, and the partial
°*

molar limiting Gibbs free energy change of solid-state O2 separation, ∆gO2 ,lim
, from the partial molar enthalpy change of the oxide reduction at 298 K and
°*
1 bar, ∆hO2 .

While the focus was on the thermodynamics of oxygen vacancy
formation, the kinetics of conducting these vacancies from and to the
surface are of equal importance when designing metal oxides for solidstate O2 separation. The defect chemistry of several perovskite
families, including La2NiO4+δ with a relatively high mobility of
oxygen interstitials, had been investigated previously.197 In these
perovskites excess oxygen is incorporated as interstitial O2- or Oanions with anion Frenkel pairs being the predominant intrinsic lattice
defects.197 Oxygen transport may be anisotropic197 or isotropic, such
as in Sr0.75Y0.25CoO2.625.198 A low Frenkel energy may yield high
oxygen vacancy concentrations, in PrBaCo2O5.5 for instance,199 with
an ordered sublattice of the A cations ensuring high oxygen ion
mobility.199 Similarly, DFT had been used previously to predict and
understand oxygen conduction trends in metal oxides.145 These and
other studies197, 200-202 outline the prospects of an advanced

understanding of oxygen conduction for designing advanced redox
materials.

5.4 Summary and Conclusions
In conclusion, based on the Sabatier principle applied to the bonding
of lattice oxygen, a descriptor-based design principle was
implemented for predicting the O2 exchange capacity of metal oxides
and perovskites in particular. The computations were validated via
dynamic O2 exchange experiments with Ag2O, Cu2O, and three
perovskites and rationalized with the composition-dependent bond
geometry and charge transfer during the formation of oxygen
vacancies at the metal oxide surface. SrCoO3-δ was identified as an
ideal material for solar-driven thermochemical separation of O2. In a
broader context, the presented principles may also aid the design of
oxygen conductors for related applications, such as solid oxide fuel
cells and air separation with dense ceramic membranes.
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6

High redox performance of Y0.5Ba0.5CoO3-δ for thermochemical
redox processes

High redox performance of Y0.5Ba0.5CoO3-δ
for thermochemical redox processes

6.1 Motivation
To optimize the composition of perovskite redox material for low to
intermediate temperature thermochemical O2 separation, this chapter
employs electronic structure calculations to select La0.5Ba0.5CoO3-δ,
Pr0.5Ba0.5CoO3-δ and Y0.5Ba0.5CoO3-δ for further experimental
investigation of their O2 exchange characteristics. An energy balance
is established to demonstrate for the first time the possibility to use
process waste heat from the solar thermochemical CO2/H2O splitting
cycle for TSSOS with Y0.5Ba0.5CoO3-δ. Furthermore, thermochemical
oxygen production using Y0.5Ba0.5CoO3-δ between 573 and 873 K at
0.2 bar O2 and 1 bar O2, respectively, is demonstrated and compared
to state-of-the-art cryogenic distillation. Finally, packed bed reactor
experiments illustrate the potential of both processes to be
implemented at industrial scale.

6.2 Materials and Methods
Electronic structure calculations — The GPAW code was employed
for all DFT calculations.147, 148 Atomic configurations were handled in
ASE,149 with exchange-correlation interactions treated by the RPBE
functional.150 The optimizations of the atomic geometries were
executed using the BFGS algorithm until the maximum force was less

than 0.05 eV Å-1. Convergence was achieved using a Fermi-Dirac
smearing of 0.1 eV. The results were extrapolated to 0 K. The GGA
without a Hubbard U correction was used for all DFT calculations, in
accordance to previous publications94, 151, 152. It was previously shown
that this addition does not improve calculations of the surface activity
with the employed models.144, 145 AA’BO3-type perovskites were
modeled with A2B2O6 models containing a cubic ABO3 unit cell, with
one metal (Ba, Pr, La and Y) at the twelve-coordinated A-site
interstices, and one metal (Co) at the six-coordinated B-site interstices.
All atoms of the bulk models were allowed to optimize their positions
(relax). The Brillouin zone of these bulk models having periodic
boundary conditions in all directions was sampled with 4 x 4 x 4 kpoints. All compositions were treated using spin-polarized
calculations. The computed lattice constants are within ±1.6-2.6% of
experimental values. The perovskite surfaces were modeled using the
(010) facet with AO-termination, which is geometrically symmetric
with the (001) and (100) facets dependent on composition, that is the
thermodynamically most stable surface.145 The surface models
contained the same number of atoms as the bulk models, i.e., had
A2B2O6 stoichiometry, of which the upper ABO3 layer parallel to the
surface was allowed to relax, while the lower layer was constrained to
the bulk geometry. All surface structures were periodically repeated
parallel to the surface, used 10 Å of vacuum perpendicular to the
surface, and employed a k-point sampling of 4 x 4 x 1. To model
reduced perovskite surfaces, one third of the stoichiometric lattice
oxygen was removed from the upper surface layer, resulting in A2B2O5
models corresponding to δ = 0.5.
The Gibbs free energy change of oxygen vacancy formation ( ∆GV [O]
) was computed with:145

∆GV [O] = GV − (GS − GOr )

(6.1)

with GV and GS being the Gibbs free energies of formation of the
perovskite surfaces with and without oxygen vacancies, respectively,
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while GOr is the reference free energy of the liberated lattice oxygen
taken as the energy difference of stable H2O and H2 in the gas phase.
Negative free energies correspond to exergonic reactions.
In this work, the standard partial molar enthalpy change of the metal
oxide bulk reduction at 298 K and 1 bar total pressure ( ∆hOo*2 ) is the
descriptor for the standard partial molar Gibbs free energy change of
the metal oxide bulk reduction and oxidation ( ∆gOo * and -∆gOo*2 ),
respectively. Tabulated thermochemical data153, available for a limited
number of mostly stoichiometrc metal oxides, was used to compute
∆hOo*2 , based on previously reported scaling relations between ∆hOo*2 and
∆Gv[O].145 Computationally demanding phonon calculations to
estimate thermochemical properties of solid materials are not required
with this approach. The linear scaling relation utilized in this work is:
∆Gv [ O ] = 4.49069 × 10−3

eV
∆hOo2* − 8.16401 × 10−1 eV (6.2)
kJ mol -1O2

In this study, all thermodynamic properties are defined per mole of
diatomic oxygen. Details on how the DFT-computed electronic
energies were converted into Gibbs free energies at different
temperatures and pO2, the reference energies, and details on the
scaling relation145 are given in Appendix E.
Perovskite synthesis — All perovskites were synthesized with a
modified Pechini method, employing stoichiometric amounts of
La(NO3)3·H2O (Sigma Aldrich, 99.999%), Ba(NO3)2 (Alfa Aesar,
99%), Co(NO3)2·6 H2O (Sigma-Aldrich, ≥98%), Y(NO3)3·6 H2O
(Aldrich Chemistry, 99.8%), Pr(NO3)3·6 H2O (Aldrich Chemistry,
99.9%), C2H6O (Alcosuisse, >96.1% vol) and C6H8O7 (Fluka
Chemika, ≥99.5%). For the pellet production of La0.5Ba0.5CoO3-δ
(LBCO), Pr0.5Ba0.5CoO3-δ (PBCO) and Y0.5Ba0.5CoO3-δ (YBCO), the
solid products were ground using mortar and pestle, calcined at 1273
K in air for 5 hours using 5 K min-1 for heating and cooling and

uniaxially pressed into pellets (5 metric tons, 8 mm in diameter).
Granules of YBCO were manufactured by mixing the calcined powder
with deflocculant agent (Dolapix CE 64, Zimmer & Schwartz) and
deionized water. Granules (around 3 mm in diameter) of the resultant
slurry were then pressed out of a syringe onto a platinum sheet and
dried. LBCO and PBCO pellets were sintered in air at 1473 K for 5 h,
while YBCO pellets, granules and calcined powder were sintered at
1323 K for 24 h. For all materials, a heating and cooling rate of 1 K
min-1 was employed.
Solid-state analysis — RT-XRD on YBCO, PBCO and LBCO and
HT-XRD on YBCO were performed in the Bragg Brentano geometry
using Cu Kα radiation (20-80° 2θ, 0.01° min-1 scan rate, 45 kV/20 mA
output, PANalytical/X`Pert MPD/DY636, Philips). HT-XRD scans
were executed between 308 and 923 K in 0.2 bar O2 during heating up
and 0.01 bar O2 during cooling down using a platinum sheet as sample
holder. Basic structural data of the room temperature measurement
was obtained by multiphase Rietveld analysis (Jana2006). The
morphology of pellets and granules was analyzed via SEM (HITACHI
Tabletop Microscope TM-1000). Brunauer-Emmett Teller (BET,
Micrometrics TriStar 3000 N2 absorption analyzer) measurements
were performed to acquire information about the specific surface area
of the YBCO granules. The BET results, XRD patterns and SEM
images are presented in Appendix E.
Screening — PBCO, LBCO and YBCO were screened using TGA
between 303 and 1273 K using +2 and -2 K min-1 in 0.2 bar O2 during
heating and in 0.005 bar O2 during cooling. The slow heating and
cooling rates were chosen to ensure thermodynamic equilibrium at all
times. To correct for buoyancy, blank runs were performed using the
same measurement conditions employed for the experimental runs.
Thermodynamic analysis — The thermodynamic analysis was
performed to extract the reduction enthalpy, ∆hred, using the approach
of Scheffe et al.73: Oxygen release and uptake of a perovskite can
generally be described as:
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δ

ABO3 ↔ ABO3-δ + O2 (g)
2

(6.3)

From Eq. (6.3) the oxygen partial pressure (pO2) dependence on the
equilibrium constant K can be derived:

K = ( pO2 )0.5

(6.4)
°

and its relation to the standard Gibbs free energy change ( ∆ g O2 ):
°

∆ g O2 (δ , T ) = −2 RT ln K = − RT ln ( pO2 / p° )

(6.5)

where p° is the standard pressure at 1 bar. ∆gO° 2 can further be derived
o

from the standard partial molar enthalpy change of reduction, ∆ h O2 ,
o

and the standard partial molar entropy change of reduction, ∆ s O2 :
°

°

°

∆ g O2 (δ , T ) = ∆h O2 (δ ) − T ∆ s O2 (δ )
o

(6.6)
o

Combining Eqs. (6.5) and (6.6), ∆ h O2 and ∆ s O2 are obtained as a
function of δ by determining the slope and intercept of − ln ( pO2 / p° )
as a function of T-1 for a constant δ (cf. Eq. (6.7)):
°

°

 pO 2  ∆ h O2 (δ ) ∆ s O2 (δ )
− ln 
 = RT −
R
 p° 
δ = const .

(6.7)

o

Finally, integrating ∆ h O2 over the initial and final δ, the reduction
enthalpy, ∆hred (cf. Eq. (6.8)) is obtained. ∆hred is directly related to the
solar input required to drive the redox reaction.

δf

∆hred

∫δ
=

i

∆hO°2 (δ )

δf − δi

dδ

(6.8)

where δi and δf are the oxygen nonstoichiometries before and after
reduction, respectively.
To determine ∆hred , TGA measurements were conducted by heating
up to 1073 K in 0.2 bar O2 and cooling down in 0.005, 0.01, 0.05 and
0.2 bar O2, using slow rates of +2 K min-1 and -2 K min-1 to ensure
thermodynamic equilibrium at all times (cf. Figure 6.2).
Molar heat capacity measurements — The molar heat capacity (cp)
of YBCO was measured with a heat flux differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC, SENSYS evo DSC, Setaram). The sample, in the
form of crushed pellet pieces with a total weight of 178.5 mg, was
subjected to an Ar flow (99.998%, Carbagas) of 5 mL min-1 between
373 and 1073 K using a heating rate of +10 K min-1. To evaluate the
measurement accuracy, the cp of CeO2 was further acquired and
compared the result to previously published data203 (cf. Figure E.11),
revealing a discrepancy on average of only 1.94%. All experimental
curves were fitted using the least-squares fitting method.
Oxygen nonstoichiometry cycling measurements — Oxygen
nonstoichiometry (δ) was measured using a thermogravimetric
analyzer (TGA, STA 409/C/3, Netzsch). YBCO granules (112 mg)
were placed on a platinum crucible supported with an Al2O3 rod on
the microbalance of the TGA (± 0.1 µg). The granules were thereafter
exposed to a gas flow (constant flow rate of 200 mL min-1) with
specified pO2 that was adjusted via mixing O2 (99.5%, Messer) and N2
(99.999%, Carbagas) using three electronic MFCs (MFC400,
Netzsch; accuracy ±1%, precision ±1 mL min-1). For the TSSOS
process, the mass change of the granules was recorded during 38
consecutive redox cycles at 773 K and 0.2 bar O2 for reduction and
563 K and 0.2 bar O2 for oxidation using +20 K min-1 and -20 K min1
, respectively. For the TSSOP process, the mass change of the
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samples was recorded during 50 consecutive redox cycles at 873 K
and 1 bar O2 for reduction and 573 K and pO2 and 0.2 bar O2 for
oxidation using +20 K min-1 and -20 K min-1, respectively. To correct
for buoyancy, blank runs were performed using the same measurement
conditions employed for the experimental runs.
Packed bed reactor experiments
Thermochemical oxygen separation — YBCO was further tested in
a packed bed reactor (PBR) setup, in accordance to previous
experimental campaigns investigating gas-solid reactions.121 PBR
experiments for the TSSOS process were performed with a vertically
inserted quartz tube with a diameter of 1 cm in an electric furnace
(Carbolite, VS 17/250). Gas flows were introduced from the bottom at
20 mL min-1 and controlled using two electronic MFCs (EL-Flow
Select, Bronkhorst; accuracy ±0.5%). The oxygen concentration in the
outlet gas flow was monitored by gas chromatography (GC, Agilent
Micro GC, CP-4900). Two K-type thermocouples were inserted in the
packed bed. From the bottom to the top, the reactor bed consisted of
approximately 2 cm of compressed Al2O3 wool, 0.5 cm quartz sand
with a diameter of 200-300 µm, 15 cm YBCO powder (8 g) mixed
with quartz sand (16 g) and 1 cm pure quartz sand on top. A total of
15 consecutive cycles were executed. Reduction was always
performed at 773 K and 0.2 bar O2 in N2 and held isothermally for 45
min. 30 min prior to cooling down, 0.2 bar O2 was exchanged to 0.01
bar O2 to ensure full gas replacement in the PBR. Oxidation was
performed in 0.01 bar O2 at 563 K (cycles 1-4, 240 min isothermal),
523 K (cycles 5-7, 300 min isothermal), 603 K (cycles 8-12, 180 min
isothermal) and 643 K (cycles 13-15, 180 min isothermal). 15 min
prior to heating up to 773 K, 0.01 bar O2 was exchanged to 0.2 bar O2
to ensure full gas replacement.
Thermochemical oxygen production — For the TSSOP process an
Inconel tube with a diameter of 1 cm in an electric furnace (Carbolite,
VS 17/250) was employed. Gas flows were introduced from the
bottom. Oxidation was performed at 5 mL min-1, 0.2 bar O2 in N2 and

573 K during 240 min, while reduction was done at 10 mL min-1, 873
K and 1 bar O2 during 160 min. 60 and 30 min prior to cooling down
from 873 to 573 K and prior to heating up from 573 to 873 K,
respectively, respective gases were exchanged to ensure full gas
replacement within the PBR. The oxygen concentration and gas flows
were monitored by GC (Agilent Micro GC, CP-4900) and two
electronic MFCs (EL-Flow Select, Bronkhorst; accuracy ±0.5%),
respectively. An additional MFC (F-201CV, Bronkhorst; accuracy
±0.5%) was used to record absolute gas flows at the outlet of the PBR.
Two K-type thermocouples were inserted in the packed bed. From the
bottom to the top, the reactor bed consisted of approximately 2 cm of
compressed Al2O3 wool, 0.5 cm quartz sand with a diameter of 200300 µm, 13 cm YBCO granules (9 g) and 1 cm pure quartz sand on
top. A total of 9 consecutive cycles were executed.

6.3 Results and Discussion
6.3.1 Materials design
6.3.1.1 First principles calculations
It was previously shown that metal oxide redox materials can be
designed by plotting the limiting partial molar Gibbs free energy,
∆gO° 2,* lim , as a function of the descriptor ∆hO°2* , i.e. the partial molar
enthalpy at room temperature.144, 145 ∆gO° 2,* lim is defined as the Gibbs
free energy of the reduction and oxidation reaction which, when
endergonic, limiting the overall redox performance of a metal oxide.
Compounds with balanced, and thus favorable, redox behavior are
located near the top of the resulting volcano-shaped curve, i.e. they
bind oxygen strongly enough at lower temperatures, but weakly
enough to be reduced at moderately higher temperatures. Hence, the
separation of oxygen from gas mixtures with a lower pO2 than the pO2
during the metal oxide reduction can be characterized by an
intermediately strong bonding of the lattice oxygen.144 Here, ∆gO° 2,* lim
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and ∆hO°2* were computed for 32 solid metal oxides and six metal/metal
oxide pairs at 563 K and 0.01 bar O2 for oxidation and 773 K and 0.2
bar O2 for reduction. Figure 6.1 shows ∆gO° 2,* lim as a function of ∆hO°2*
near the intersection of ∆gO° 2*,lim . Ideally, ∆gO° 2*,lim is exergonic, which is
only reached by RhO/Rh2O and PbO/Pb3O4, rare and toxic materials,
respectively. Various perovskite compositions, including LBCO,
PBCO and YBCO were therefore computed to tailor inexpensive and
non-toxic redox materials (cf. Figure 6.1), by modelling stoichiometric
ABO3(010) and oxygen-deficient ABO2.5(010) with the GPAW and
ASE electronic-structure code.147-149 ∆gO° 2*,lim and ∆hO°2* were then
calculated from the scaling of ∆Gv[O] and the redox energetics of the
bulk oxides (cf. Appendix D).144-146 The surface layer of each
AA’BO3-type perovskite is ideally composed of either ACoO3 or
A’CoO3. Figure 6.1 displays the results of both possibilities, i.e.
BaCoO3-YBCO denotes that for YBCO, BaCoO3 is on the surface.
Interestingly, YCoO3-YBCO is the only composition for which
oxidation is the limiting reaction.

Figure 6.1: The limiting Gibbs free energy change of the reduction reaction
( ∆gO° 2*,lim ) as a function of the standard partial molar enthalpy change of the
oxide reduction at 298 K ( ∆hO°2* ). All data is at 1 bar. The coloured
compositions represent perovskites, with blue and red marked materials
limited by their oxide reduction and oxidation, respectively. The ABO3-type
perovskite written before the AA’BO3-type perovskite is the surface layer of
the AA’BO3-type perovskite. Black and white round symbols represent solid
metal oxides and metal/metal oxide pairs limited by their oxide reduction and
oxidation, respectively.
The limiting Gibbs free energy change of the reduction reaction ( ∆gO° 2*,lim ) as
a function of the standard partial molar enthalpy change of the oxide
reduction at 298 K ( ∆hO°2* ). All data is at 1 bar. The coloured compositions
represent perovskites, with blue and red marked materials limited by their
oxide reduction and oxidation, respectively. The ABO3-type perovskite
written before the AA’BO3-type perovskite is the surface layer of the
AA’BO3-type perovskite. Black and white round symbols represent solid
metal oxides and metal/metal oxide pairs limited by their oxide reduction and
oxidation, respectively.

To verify the DFT-predicted trends and find a suitable material for
thermochemical redox processes, LBCO, PBCO and YBCO were
tested experimentally at different sets of redox conditions, presented
in the next subsections.
6.3.1.2 Structural characterization
Figure E.1 displays the RT-XRD spectra of sintered LBCO, PBCO
and YBCO which were all identified to be in the perovskite-type
structure. While LBCO was determined to be cubic, PBCO and YBCO
revealed a tetragonal structure (cf. Table 6.1). From the RT-XRD
scans it can be seen that decreasing ionic radii of the A-site dopants
(La3+ > Pr3+ > Y3+), result in increasing structural lattice distortions
along with a shift towards higher 2θ angles (cf. Figure E.1).204
Detected impurities originate from BaO in PBCO and from Y2O3 and
YBaCo2O5 in YBCO.
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Table 6.1: Structural properties calculated from Rietveld analysis of RTXRD patterns of LBCO, PBCO and YBCO.
Space group

wt% perovskite (-)

Volume (Å3)

LBCO

Pm3m205

100

58.9

PBCO

P4/mmm206

99.1

115.8

YBCO

P4/mmm207

98.0

112.3

Furthermore, the HT-XRD scans YBCO shown with Figure E.3
illustrate that this compound stays stable throughout the whole
temperature range between 308 and 923 K in 0.2 and 0.01 bar O2
during heating and cooling, respectively.
6.3.1.3 Experimental screening
To investigate the established redox trends by DFT, TGA experiments
were conducted with LBCO, PBCO and YBCO between 303 and 1273
K (cf. Figure 6.2). A pO2 of 0.2 bar was chosen during heating, while
0.005 bar O2 was taken during cooling. Heating and cooling rates were
both set to a low value of +2 K/min and -2 K/min such that
thermodynamic equilibrium at all times can be assumed. The three
compositions all reduce and oxidize, with PBCO reaching the largest
reduction extent.

Figure 6.2: Percent weight change vs. time from 298 to 1273 K, changing
from 0.2 bar O2 to 0.005 bar O2 at 500 min for LBCO, PBCO and YBCO.
Heating and cooling rates were set to +2 K min-1 and -2 K min-1, respectively.

To evaluate which of the three materials performs best, several
performance indicators based on the experiments shown with Figure
6.2 were applied (cf.
Table 6.2). Tred,start corresponds to the temperature at which the
perovskites start to reduce, δend,reox corresponds to the final oxygen
nonstoichiometry of the reoxidized state and Tnet,eq corresponds to the
temperature that has to be exceeded during reduction to achieve a net
∆δ (cf. Figure E.6). Oxygen nonstoichiometries can be calculated from
the data shown with Figure 6.2 with:

δ = ∆ms

Ms
MO

(6.9)

where ∆ms is the relative weight loss at equilibrium, and Ms and MO
are the molar mass of the sample and of monoatomic oxygen,
respectively.
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In summary, an ideal material for TSSOS has a low Tnet,eq, resulting
from a low Tred,start and steep reduction and reoxidation slopes, i.e. fast
reaction rates. Thus, YBCO is suggested as the most promising
material from the three tested perovskites, having a Tnet,eq of only 633
K (cf.
Table 6.2).
Table 6.2: Performance indicators of LBCO, PBCO and YBCO based on
the TGA experiments shown with Figure 6.2.
Tred,start
(K)
LBCO
PBCO
YBCO

692
530
582

Red. slope
( µmol O K -1
)
396
313
541

Reox. slope
( µmol O K -1 )

δend,reox
( mol O mol -1ABO3

Tnet,eq
(K)

409
373
565

)
0.034
0.055
0.035

811
725
633

The following two sections focus on experiments performed for
thermochemical oxygen separation and production using YBCO at
different sets of redox conditions, summarized in Table 6.6.

6.3.2 Termochemical oxygen separation
6.3.2.1 Thermodynamic analysis
In this section, the acquisition of ∆hO°2 and ∆hred are reported (cf. Eqs.
(6.7) and (6.8)). ∆hred is directly related to the energy input required to
drive the redox reaction73, and is thus crucial to establish an energy
balance. Figure 6.3a shows the δ of YBCO at 0.005 bar O2, 0.01 bar
O2, 0.05 bar O2 and 0.2 bar O2 between 400 and 1073 K. As expected,
a higher pO2 shifts the thermodynamic equilibrium towards higher
oxygen nonstoichiometries, i.e. lower reduction extents. δ values of all
pO2 experiments seem to converge towards a maximum reduction
extent of around 0.2 molO mol-1ABO3 , which cannot explain at this point.
Therefore, only data with expected behavior was used, i.e. decreasing
reduction extents with increasing pO2 (δ ≤ 0.15). From the data shown

with Figure 6.3a, Figure E.7 and Eq. (6.7), ∆hO°2 was deduced (cf.
Figure 6.3b). The good linear fit of the data shown with Figure E.7 (R2
> 0.94) confirms temperature independence of ∆hO°2 for YBCO at the
investigated conditions. Figure 6.3a shows increasing ∆hO°2 with
increasing δ values, as observed by Babiniec et al.167 for LaxSr195
xCoyM1-yO3-δ (M = Mn, Fe) and Takacs et al. for La0.6M0.4MnO3-δ (M
= Sr, Ca). Symbols correspond to the measured δ values shown with
Figure 6.3, while the dashed line corresponds to a third-degree fit (R2
> 0.99). Error bars are ±2σ confidence intervals of the slope of ln(pO2/po) versus T-1 (cf. Figure E.7).

Figure 6.3: a) Oxygen nonstoichiometry, δ, vs. temperature during
reoxidation of YBCO at 0.005, 0.01, 0.05 and 0.2 bar O2, and b) standard
o

partial molar enthalpy change of reduction, ∆ h O2 , as a function of δ for
YBCO. Error bars are ±2σ confidence intervals of the slope of -ln(pO2/po)
versus T-1 (cf. Figure E.7). Applying Eq. (6.8) to the result shown with Figure

6.3b, a reduction enthalpy change of 121 kJ mol-1O2 for YBCO at a ∆δ
of 0.064 molO mol-1ABO3 is obtained.
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6.3.2.2 Energy balance
Using ∆hred and measured cp (cf. Figure E.10) of YBCO, a simplified
energy flow diagram for a redox cycle separating oxygen from a 1%
O2-Ar stream is depicted in Figure 6.4. With cp values of gas mixtures
approximated using the pure component properties obtained from
NIST-JANAF tables172, the energy requirement per mole of O2
removed from a 1% O2-Ar gas stream, ∆hcycle, is calculated. Assumed
operating conditions are 773 K and 0.2 bar O2 for reduction and 563
K and 0.01 bar O2 for oxidation. The choice of these conditions was
made based on the knowledge acquired by the thermodynamic
assessment (cf. Figure 6.3). All involved equations used for the
calculations of the different components are shown in Appendix D.
According to the net energy balance (cf. Figure 6.4), the required
energy to separate O2 from a 1% O2-Ar gas stream amounts to 1.82
MJ mol -1O2 , while 1.83 MJth mol -1O2 is available in form of sensible heat
from gas and solid heat exchange. In the present work, TSSOS is
considered for the cleaning of the outlet stream from a solar reactor,
which can be assumed to be at around 1273 K at the currently
employed solar reactor conditions with the state-of-the-art material
CeO2.25 This heat can be directly extracted in our TSSOS cycle using
a printed-circuit heat exchanger (PCHE). A PCHE is considered
adequate here because it complies well with the high operating
temperatures of up to 1273 K and it is commercially available,
achieving an effectiveness of up to 97%.208 The extractable sensible
heat (∆havail) is considered as the sensible heat of the 1% O2-Ar gas
mixture between 1273 and 563 K and it amounts to 1.48 MJ mol -1O2 . In
this scenario, no heating of the incoming 1% O2-Ar gas mixture is
necessary (∆hhg = 0) and thus, ∆hcycle is 1.28 MJ mol -1O2 . Table 6.3
summarizes the energy requirements, assuming 50% solid and 80%
gas heat recuperations and no heat recuperation at all, for O2-Ar gas
mixtures of 0.005, 0.01 and 0.05 bar O2 coming from a solar reactor
at 1273 K. From Table 6.3 it can be seen that with 0.005 and 0.01 bar
O2, ∆havail is always larger than ∆hcycl. With 0.05 bar O2, ∆havail is lower

than ∆hcycl when no gas and solid heat recuperation is applied. This is
the only tested scenario where an additional energy input would be
necessary to run the process. Oxidation at 0.05 bar O2 is more energy
intensive than in case of lower pO2 values, because of the larger
amount of reactive material to be heated. At high pO2 values, a higher
quantity of oxygen has to be separated per redox cycle. This has a
significant impact on the energy needed to heat the solid, ∆hhs, which
increases from 334 and 668 to 3342 kJ mol-1O2 for 0.005 and 0.01 to 0.05
bar O2, respectively. The larger ∆δ at higher pO2 values, i.e. here it
increases from 0.053 and 0.064 to 0.090 mol O mol-1ABO3 upon changing
from 0.005 and 0.01 to 0.05 bar O2, respectively, cannot compensate
for the increased ∆hhs. Furthermore, the energy needed to heat the air,
∆hha, increases from 77 and 153 to 767 kJ mol-1O2 for 0.005 and 0.01 to
0.05 bar O2, respectively, since the required molar amount of air is
roughly half the molar amount of perovskite, according to Hänchen et
al.121 ∆havail at 0.05 bar O2 increases slightly compared to 0.01 and
0.005 bar O2, because the cp of O2 (29.4 J mol -1 K -1 ) is larger than the
one of Ar (20.8 J mol -1 K -1 ). Summarizing, the energy balance is
favored at rather low pO2 and heat recuperation is essential at high
pO2. However, the pO2 cannot be too low since oxidation rates are
expected to decrease.
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Table 6.3: Energy requirement per mol of O2 removed from a 0.5%, 1% and
5% O2-Ar mixture coming from a solar reactor at 1273 K. In case of no heat
recuperation, ∆hcycl is calculated via ∆hha+ ∆hred+ ∆hhs, while
 ∆h + ∆hcg + ∆hox ∆hcs 
∆hcycl = ∆hha + ∆hred + ∆hhs −  ca
+
 is used in case of
1.25
2 

50% solid and 80% gas heat recuperation.

pO2 (bar)
0.005
0.005
0.01
0.01
0.05
0.05

%-fraction of heat
recovered (-)
from
from
solids
gas
0
0
50
80
0
0
50
80
0
0
50
80

∆hcycl ( kJ mol -1O2 )

∆havail ( kJ mol -1O2 )

828
-107
1280
91
4217
1371

1480
1480
1483
1483
1507
1507

Figure 6.4: Energy balance of TSSOS using YBCO at 773 K and 0.2 bar O2 during reduction and at 563 K
and 0.01 bar O2 during oxidation, respectively. The values, expressed per mol of O2 removed from a 1% O2Ar mixture, are calculated from the thermodynamic and cp data of YBCO. The cp values of the gas mixtures
were approximated using the pure component properties. Assuming the process is coupled to the solar
thermochemical CO2/H2O splitting cycle, the inlet temperature at 0.01 bar O2 would be at around 1273 K and
is thus extractable heat for TSSOS using a heat exchanger. In that case, ∆hhg = 0.
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6.3.2.3 Thermochemical cycling experiments
To verify if YBCO is suitable in an industrial implementation, porous
granules were produced according to the procedure described in the
experimental section. Production of the granules was much more
efficient than pellet production, while still having a diameter large
enough to avoid significant channeling effects and pressure drops if
employed in a PBR. Figure 6.5 shows the ∆δ of YBCO granules
cycled 38 times in a TGA between 563 K and 0.01 bar O2 during
oxidation and 773 K and 0.2 bar O2 during reduction. ∆δ stays stable
throughout all executed cycles, reaching values of around 0.061
mol O mol-1ABO3 . It is assumed that the slightly lower value of 0.061 vs.
0.064 mol O mol-1ABO3 , observed with the pellets (cf. Figure 6.3), might
originate from the two additional small XRD peaks around 28°
(indexed by *, cf. Figure E.2), which might be due to an ordering of
excess oxygen forming a superstructure.209 In comparison, SrCoO3-δ144
reached a ∆δ of 0.088 mol O mol-1ABO3 144 at 900 K and 0.2 bar O2 during
reduction and 600 K and 0.035 bar O2 during oxidation. Here, it is
shown that when SrCoO3-δ is cycled at 0.01 bar O2 instead of 0.035
bar O2, its ∆δ value drops to 0.029 mol O mol-1ABO3 (cf. Figure E.9).
Cu2O121 reached a ∆δ of 0.4 molO mol-1Cu2O between 1120 and 1450 K
at 0.01 bar O2. It is concluded that the redox performance of YBCO is
superior to the ones of SrCoO3-δ144 and Cu2O121. Its ∆δ of 0.061
mol O mol-1ABO3 is higher than the one of SrCoO3-δ when oxidizing in
0.01 bar O2, even though the employed reduction temperature is 127
K lower and the temperature difference between reduction and
oxidation, ∆T, is only 210 K vs. 300 K for SrCoO3-δ. Comparing
YBCO to Cu2O121, it is clear that the redox conditions employed with
YBCO would not work for Cu2O, since Ezbiri et al.144 previously
showed that Cu2O irreversibly oxidizes to CuO, when cycled between
900 and 600 K at 0.2 and 0.035 bar O2, respectively.

Figure 6.5: Oxygen exchange capacity, ∆δ, vs. cycle number of YBCO
granules at 0.01 bar O2 and 563 K during oxidation and 0.2 bar O2 at 773 K
during reduction for TSSOS.

6.3.2.4 Packed bed reactor experiments
PBR experiments were executed to test the potential of YBCO to be
used in an industrial setting. To minimize the effects of channelling
and pressure drops, the original idea was to use the previously
discussed YBCO granules in a PBR setup. However, the results shown
with Figure 6.6 were performed with YBCO powder. The available
setup did not allow for YBCO granules to reach thermodynamic
equilibrium due to the lower specific surface area of the granules (cf.
Figure E.13). Hence, the results executed with the powder are shown.
Figure 6.6 displays the measured pO2 at the outlet of the PBR along
with the temperature and the pO2 at the inlet of the PBR as a function
of time. While Figure 6.6 illustrates oxidation at 563 K, Figure E.12
shows oxidation temperatures at 523, 603 and 643 K. For all these
oxidation temperatures, thermodynamic equilibrium was reached
during oxidation. From Figure 6.6b it can be seen that during
oxidation, the pO2 drops from 0.01 bar O2 to 0.001 bar O2 over a steady
period of 175 minutes, which can clearly be attributed to the
reoxidation reaction of YBCO. 0.001 bar O2 is the maximum
allowable O2 concentration in recycled inert gas.121 Reaching 955
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minutes in Figure 6.6b, the pO2 quickly increases back to 0.01 bar O2,
which means that the whole reactor bed has been oxidized. An amount
of 3.13 liters of O2 is separated during the oxidation at 563 K, in each
of the cycles, corresponding to 0.064 mol O mol-1ABO3 as observed in the
TGA (cf. Table 6.4). Table 6.4 further shows the oxidation time and
∆δ of the PBR experiments at oxidation temperatures of 523, 603 and
643 K. As expected, the time until oxidation and the ∆δ values
increase with decreasing oxidation temperature.

Figure 6.6: pO2 at the outlet of the PBR (orange) and pO2 at the inlet of the
PBR (grey) using YBCO at 563 K and 0.01 bar pO2 for oxidation and 773 K
and 0.2 bar pO2 for reduction: a) between 0 and 1300 min, and b) between
700 and 1000 min, with the pO2 axis on a log scale.

Table 6.4: Extracted ∆δ from PBR experiments at 523 K, 563 K, 603 K and
643 K and 0.01 bar pO2 during oxidation and at 773 K and 0.2 bar pO2 during
reduction.
Oxidation
temperature (K)

Experimental
period (min)

oxidation

523

225

0.083

563

175

0.064

603

130

0.043

643

100

0.020

∆δ ( mol O mol -1ABO3 )

6.3.3 Termochemical oxygen production
6.3.3.1 Energy balance
This section presents the energy balance established for TSSOP,
similar to the energy balance illustrated in Figure 6.4. Here, a different
set of redox conditions is employed (cf. Table 6.6) with 673 K and 0.2
bar O2 during oxidation and 873 K and 1 bar O2 during reduction.
Since this process is not coupled to another high-temperature
∆hhg
cannot
be
taken
as
zero,
i.e.
technology,
 ∆h + ∆hcg + ∆hoxi ∆hcs 
∆hcycl = ∆hha + ∆hred + ∆hhs + ∆hhg −  ca
+

1.25
2 

assuming 80 and 50% gas and solid heat recuperation, respectively.
With YBCO and the employed redox conditions, ∆hcycle amounts to
377 kJ mol-1O2 , while state-of-the-art cryogenic distillation requires a
thermal energy of 78 kJ mol-1O2 , assuming a conversion factor of 0.4
(for state-of-the-art coal-fired power plants210) between electric (Eel)
and thermal energy (Eth) (cf. Table 6.5). It is thus concluded that
TSSOP using YBCO at the used redox conditions might only compete
with cryogenic distillation if coupled to another high-temperature
technology, such as oxy-fuel combustion131, where the cryogenic air
separation unit is a major economic drawback. Other possible
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technologies, where the wider use of pure oxygen could reduce CO2
emissions, include integrated gasification combined cycles and the
partial oxidation of methane.129
Table 6.5: Energy balance of TSSOP in comparison to state-of-the-art
cryogenic distillation. Eel and Eth denote the electrical and thermal energies,
respectively, while ∆hreq and ∆hrecup denote the required energy and the
energy recuperated by solid and gas heat recuperation, respectively.
TSSOP
%-fraction of heat
recovered (-)
from solids from gas

∆hreq
( kJ mol -1O2 )

∆hrecup
( kJ mol -1O2 )

∆hcycle
( kJ mol -1O2 )

466

377

50
80
844
Cryogenic distillation
Purity
Eel ( kJ mol -1O2 )

Eth ( kJ mol -1O2 )

99.5 %

78

31

6.3.3.2 Thermochemical cycling experiments
Using TGA, 50 redox cycles were performed with YBCO granules at
573 K and 0.2 bar O2 during oxidation and at 873 K and 1 bar O2
during reduction. ∆δ stays stable at around 0.1 molO mol-1ABO3
throughout all executed redox cycles (cf. Figure 6.7).

Figure 6.7: Oxygen exchange capacity, ∆δ, vs. cycle number of YBCO at
0.2 bar O2 and 573 K during oxidation and 1 bar O2 at 873 K during reduction
for TSSOP.

6.3.3.3 Packed bed reactor experiments
PBR experiments were executed using YBCO granules to assess the
feasibility to implement this process industrially. Figure 6.8 shows the
absolute gas flow and pO2 measured at the outlet of the PBR vs. time.
During oxidation and reduction 5 and 10 mL min-1 gas flows were
used, respectively. The changes in absolute gas flow during oxidation
and reduction are a clear indication of the reactivity of YBCO. The
pO2 does not change during reduction since it is at a 100% at the inlet
already. During oxidation, however, a decrease in pO2 from the set
point of 0.2 bar O2 is observed.
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Figure 6.8: Absolute gas flow (orange) and pO2 (grey) measured at the outlet
of the PBR vs. time using YBCO at 573 K and 0.2 bar O2 during oxidation
and 873 K and 1 bar O2 during reduction for TSSOP. The absolute gas flows
at the inlet of the PBR were set to 5 and 10 mL min-1 during oxidation and
reduction, respectively.

Table 6.6 gives an overview of the used redox conditions, the resulting
∆δ and the required energies of TSSOS and TSSOP in comparison to
state-of-the-art cryogenic distillation.
Table 6.6: Redox conditions of TSSOS and TSSOP in comparison to stateof-the-art cryogenic distillation.
pO2, red, in (bar)
pO2, red, out (bar)
pO2, ox, in (bar)
pO2, ox, out (bar)
Tred (K)
Tox (K)

TSSOS
0.2
0.4
0.01
0.001
773
563

TSSOP
1
1
0.2
0.00035
873
573

∆δ ( mol O mol -1ABO3 )

0.064

0.114

∆hreq ( kJ mol -1O2 )

0

377

State-of-the-art
Eth

Cryogenics
50 kJ mol-1N2

133

Cryogenics
78 kJ mol -1O2 133

6.4 Summary and Conclusions
Using a descriptor-based design principle, promising redox
thermodynamics of the three AA’BO3-type perovskites
La0.5Ba0.5CoO3-δ, Pr0.5Ba0.5CoO3-δ and Y0.5Ba0.5CoO3-δ were predicted.
These compounds were further evaluated using dynamic oxygen
exchange measurements, with Y0.5Ba0.5CoO3-δ being identified as most
ideal for thermochemical oxygen separation and production. This
compound shows the fastest reaction rates, lowest reaction
temperatures and highest oxygen exchange capacities compared to
those of the tested perovskites in this work, the perovskites from
previous studies and state-of-the-art Cu2O. A closed energy balance
for thermochemical solid-state oxygen separation cycle was shown,
using process waste heat from the solar thermochemical CO2/H2O
splitting cycle. Furthermore, a novel concept for thermochemical
oxygen production using Y0.5Ba0.5CoO3-δ was demonstrated. More
thermal energy is required for the process at the chosen conditions
than for state-of-the-art cryogenic distillation, while energy can be
supplied in form of low-value process heat as compared to high-valueelectricity for cryogenic gas separation.
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Chapter 7
7

Outlook and Research Recommendations

Outlook and Research Recommendations
Solar thermochemical H2O/CO2 splitting has tremendously improved
over the past few years. Solar concentrating facilities, reactor design,
and metal oxide redox materials have been studied thoroughly,
allowing major advances in the field. Thus, further process
improvements are required to achieve economic viability.
Currently, the largest inefficiency in the process chain is caused by the
conversion step of H2O and CO2 to syngas, determined by the choice
of redox material and reactor design.The major advantages of the
current state-of-the-art redox material ceria are its high morphological
and crystallographic stability, fast oxidation kinetics and favorable
oxidation thermodynamics.25 However, reduction thermodynamics of
ceria are unfavorable. This limits the use of ceria to high process
temperatures. An advanced redox material would maintain the
advantageous properties of ceria and establish more favorable
reduction thermodynamics.
So far, all perovskites that have been investigated have revealed
improved reduction thermodynamics compared to ceria, however at
the expense of poor oxidation thermodynamics. Since this unfavorable
position of the oxidation equilibrium is found for materials with
typically lower entropy changes compared to ceria, presumably due to
lower configurational entropy94, 95, 211, materials should be investigated
that could potentially have higher entropy changes. For instance,
perovskites could be looked for which undergo a crystal phase change
upon reduction. This phase change could result in increased
configurational entropy and thus, improved oxidation behavior.
Furthermore, it is important to keep in mind that there are still millions
of possible perovskite compositions that have not been investigated

yet. The effect of concentration ratios on the A- and B- sites and
dopant combinations on the materials properties should be analyzed
further. Thus, a DFT-based screening could be used to establish the
trends in the central materials properties as a function of dopant
concentration and crystal phase type. In this thesis, perovskites with
up to two A- and B-cations have been modeled. It could be worthwhile
to take a look at perovskites with three and more A- and/or B-cation
co-dopants.
One should however keep in mind that new materials should, like
ceria, be abundant and inexpensive. The molar heat capacities should
not be too high to avoid large sensible energy changes required to heat
the material. The Dulong-Petit law states that the heat capacity of most
solid crystalline substances is three times the universal gas constant
per mole of substance.212 Hence, perovskites inherently have a higher
specific heat capacity than ceria. According to the Dulong-Petit law,
perovskites and ceria have a calculated heat capacity of 125 and 75 J
mol-1 K-1, respectively. With this in mind and given that oxygen
vacancies in ceria are more abundant at the surface than in the bulk,
future research may explore ceria-based redox materials with a
specific surface area available to the oxygen exchange.
Besides being interesting for solar thermochemical fuel synthesis at
moderate reduction temperatures, perovskites have the potential to be
used in thermochemical energy storage, as described in several
publications167, 213-215. Perovskites can provide stored heat at higher
temperatures than molten salts, which are currently employed in
concentrated solar power plants, and may thus enable higher
maximum plant efficiencies.213 Using metal oxide redox reactions,
energy can be stored as both reaction and sensible heat.213
Thermochemical energy storage based on redox reactions requires
similar material characteristics as for CO2/H2O splitting, i.e. large
oxygen nonstoichiometries, favorable redox thermodynamics and
reaction kinetics, as well as structural integrity.214 The mass-specific
reduction enthalpy is of particular importance to control the mass of
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required storage media.213 Babiniec et al.167 determined the massspecific reduction enthalpy for La1-xSrxCo1-yMyO3-δ (M = Mn, Fe) to be
around 250 kJ kg-1, which is significantly lower compared to the wellstudied cobalt oxide redox system (844 kJ kg-1)216. However, the
cobalt-based system has a reduction temperature of around 1158 K,
compared to the perovskites which reduce at temperatures of up to
1523 K.216, 217 In another study, Babiniec et al.213 investigated
CaTi0.2Mn0.8O3-δ and CaAl0.2Mn0.8O3-δ and showed mass-specific
reduction enthalpies of up to 400 kJ kg-1. The mass-specific reduction
enthalpies of these two compositions showed an increase of 56%
compared to La0.3Sr0.7Co0.9Mn0.1O3-δ, demonstrating the high degree of
tunability of perovskites.213 The reaction enthalpy of these perovskites
can also be extracted at temperatures of up to 1523 K.213 Thus, future
perovskite developments for thermochemical energy storage should
go into finding perovskites with low molecular weight for storage
temperatures of around 1523 K or higher, with the aim to further
increase the mass-specific reduction enthalpy.

Appendix A
A Design Principles of Perovskites for SolarDriven Thermochemical Splitting of CO2
A.1 Computational Details
A.1.1 Structure Optimizations
Both, ASE and GPAW are open-source codes available from the
Department of Physics at the Technical University of Denmark and
are
available
at
https://wiki.fysik.dtu.dk/ase/
and
https://wiki.fysik.dtu.dk/gpaw/.
Table A.1: Minimum and maximum values of calculated lattice constants
(a) and magnetic moments of the transition metals (M) at the B sites of cubic
(space group 221) ABO3, AA’BO3, ABB’O3 and AA’BB’O3 perovskites.
Perovskite

a (Å)

M(B) (µB)

M(B’) (µB)

ABO3

3.7357 – 4.2914

0.2453 – 3.8368

AA’BO3

3.7953 – 4.2000

0.2757 – 3.7985

0.2760 – 3.8000

ABB’O3

3.6000 – 4.1419

0.0040 – 4.2172

-3.1064 – 3.8337

AA’BB’O3

3.7998 – 4.1274

-2.2340 – 3.880

-2.3856 – 3.5935

The DFT-computed lattice constants compare well, within the
uncertainty of DFT calculations151, 218, with the experimental values
for cubic perovskites of similar composition. For example, the relative
error is 1.06% when comparing DFT-computed 3.9566 Å
(La0.5Sr0.5MnO3) to an experimental value of 3.915 Å
(La0.67Sr0.33MnO3)219 or 0.07-1.38% when comparing DFT-computed
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3.9276 Å (La0.5Sr0.5Fe0.5Co0.5O3) to experimental values of about
3.925
Å
(La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3-δ)220
and
3.874
Å
221
(La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3)
or 2.17% when comparing 3.9183 Å
(SrCoO3) to an experimental value of 3.835 Å (SrCoO3)222.

A.1.2 Free energy computations
Free energy computations were calculated as described in section
D.1.2.

A.1.3 Scaling relations
Eq. (2.2) in the main text is based on data for TiO2 in rutile crystal
structure, Ti2O3, Cu2O, ZnO in wurtzite crystal structure, MoO3,
Ag2O, cubic Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.5Fe0.5, and cubic La0.5Sr0.5Co0.5Fe0.5. Data for
cubic ZrO2, cubic Y2Zr6O15, yttria-stabilized ZrO2, CeO2, and
La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 was disregarded due to a large deviation of the
oxygen nonstoichiometry (δ) between the thermochemical data for the
bulk metal oxides and the DFT-data for the oxygen vacancy formation
energetics at the metal oxide surface.145 That is, differences of factor
16-32 for the nonstoichiometry of ZrO2 (δ = 2 for the ZrO2/Zr bulk
couple vs. δ = 0.0625 for the Zr16O32/Zr16O31 surface model couple),
Y2Zr6O15 (δ = 2 for the ZrO2/Zr bulk couple vs. δ = 0.0625 for the
Y4Zr12O30/Y4Zr12O29 surface model couple), CeO2 (δ = 1 for the
CeO2/Ce2O3 bulk couple vs. δ = 0.0625 for the Ce16O32/Ce16O31
surface model couple), and of factor 3, which is relatively high when
compared to the other computed perovskite models, for
La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 (δ = 1 for the Mn2O3/MnO bulk couple vs. δ = 0.33
for the La2SrMn3O9/La2SrMn3O8 surface model couple).
Calculations of ∆gOo*2 at 1200 K to 1800 K and -∆g Oo*2 at 800 K to 1400
K for metal oxides where the underpinning thermochemical data is not
available, namely the perovskites evaluated in this work, were based
on the scaling of these two bulk quantities with ∆hOo*2 at 298 K and 1
bar across 27 solid metal oxide and six metal/metal oxide pairs.

Thermodynamic properties obtained through scaling relations are
defined per mole of monoatomic oxygen. The data for the derived
linear scaling relations (R2 > 0.83) are shown with Table S2, where a
and b represent the following factors in Eq. (4):

-∆gOo*2 = a ⋅

kJ mol-1O2
kJ mol

-1
O2

∆hOo*2 + b kJ mol-1O2

(A.1)

Table A.2: DFT-derived linear scaling factors a and b, based on the
scaling of -∆g Oo*2 with a stoichiometric amount of CO2 in the inlet gas

and ∆hOo* at 298 K and 1 bar across 27 solid metal oxide and six
2

metal/metal oxide pairs.
T (K)
800
900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400

a
-0.9622
-0.9633
-0.9647
-0.9654
-0.9652
-0.9625
-0.9594

b
552.73
555.07
557.63
559.59
561.04
561.90
562.50

Table A.3: DFT-derived linear scaling factors a and b, based on the
scaling of -∆g Oo*2 with 1% CO in CO2 in the inlet gas and ∆hOo* at 298 K
2

and 1 bar across 27 solid metal oxide and six metal/metal oxide pairs.
T (K)
800
900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400

a
-0.9622
-0.9633
-0.9647
-0.9654
-0.9652
-0.9625
-0.9594

b
583.36
589.53
595.91
601.71
606.99
611.67
616.10
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Table A.4: DFT-derived linear scaling factors a and b, based on the
scaling of ∆gOo*2 at pO2 = 10-4 bar with ∆hOo* at 298 K and 1 bar across 27
2

solid metal oxide and six metal/metal oxide pairs.
T (K)
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800

a
0.9652
0.9625
0.9594
0.9551
0.9514
0.9452
0.9337

b
-296.51
-322.25
-347.67
-372.30
-396.93
-419.97
-435.95

The data for the derived linear scaling relations is given with Tables
S5-S8. The free energies of the oxide oxidation and reduction of the
computed perovskites are not shown here, but can be provided on
demand.

A.1.4 Stability computations
Eq. (A.2) displays the schematic reaction between an ABO3 perovskite
and CO2, forming a carbonate and a metal oxide with the B cation. Eq.
(A.3) illustrates the dissociation of an ABO3 perovskite into A and B
metal oxides.

x ⋅ E (ABO3 ) + x ⋅ E (CO2 ) →
14444
244443
ΣEr, carb

2x − y
⋅ E (O2 )
x ⋅ E (ACO3 ) + E (BxO y ) +
2
1444444424444444
3
ΣEp, carb

(A.2)

u ⋅ x ⋅ E (ABO 3 ) →
1442443
ΣE r, phase

u⋅x
u⋅x
3⋅u ⋅ x − v ⋅
− y⋅
u⋅ x
u⋅x
u
x ⋅ E (O )
⋅ E (A u O v ) +
⋅ E (B x O y ) +
2
u
x
2
1444444444444
424444444444444
3
ΣEp, phase

(A.3)
where E(ABO3), E(CO2), E(ACO3), E(O2), E(AuOv) and E(BxOy) are
the DFT total energies of the ABO3, CO2, ACO3, O2, AuOv and BxOy
compound, respectively. E(O2) was taken as the energy reference of
stable H2O and H2 in the gas phase, due to the difficulty of DFT to
describe the triplet state of O2 correctly223.

A.2 Supporting Data
A.2.1 Experimental Data
1.2.1.1

RT-XRD of CeCoO3

Figure A.1: RT-XRD spectrum of as-prepared CeCoO3 (peak labels from
Wolcyrz et al.224 and Smith et al.225).
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1.2.1.2

RT-XRD of as-prepared perovskites to be tested via TGA

Figure A.2: RT-XRDs of as-prepared YFeO3, YMnO3, YCo0.3Fe0.7O3,
YCo0.5Fe0.5O3, YCo0.1Fe0.9O3, LaFeO3, LaCo0.5Fe0.5O3 and LaCo0.5Ni0.5O3.

1.2.1.3

Oxygen nonstoichiometry

Figure A.3: Percent mass change as a function of time subjected to 873, 1073
and 1273 K in 1% CO in CO2 (pO2 = 1.88·10-21, 3.79·10-15 and 7.75·10-11 bar
O2, respectively) for oxidation experiments of LaCo0.5Fe0.5O3, LaFe0.5Ni0.5O3,
LaCo0.5Ni0.5O3, LaFeO3, YMnO3, YFeO3 and YCo.5Fe0.5O3.
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Figure A.4: Percent mass change as a function of time subjected to 1573 K
in 1·10-4, 3.04·10-4 and 5.07·10-4 bar O2 for reduction experiments of
LaCo0.5Fe0.5O3, LaFe0.5Ni0.5O3, LaCo0.5Ni0.5O3, LaFeO3, YMnO3, YFeO3 and
YCo.5Fe0.5O3.

Figure A.5: δred and δox for YCo.5Fe.5O3, LaFe.5Ni.5O3, LaCo.5Ni.5O3,
YMnO3, LaFeO3, YFeO3 and LaCo.5Fe.5O3. δred results from reduction at
1573 K and 5.07·10-4, 3.04·10-4 and 1·10-4 bar O2 (beige bars, from left to
right). δox results from oxidation at 873, 1073 and 1273 K and 1% CO in CO2
(pO2 = 1.88·10-21, 3.79·10-15 and 7.75·10-11 bar O2, respectively, blue bars).
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Figure A.6: Percent mass change as a function of time at 873, 1073 and 1273
K in 1% CO in CO2 (pO2 = 1.88·10-21, 3.79·10-15 and 7.75·10-11 bar O2,
respectively) and 100% CO2 (pO2 = 3.67·10-9, 4.63·10-7 and 1.27·10-5 bar O2,
respectively) for oxidation experiments of LaFe0.5Ni0.5O3, LaCo0.5Ni0.5O3 and
YCo.5Fe0.5O3.

Figure A.7: Percent mass change as a function of time at 873, 1073 and 1273
K in 1% CO in CO2 (pO2 = 1.88·10-21, 3.79·10-15 and 7.75·10-11 bar O2,
respectively) for oxidation experiments of YFeO3, YCo0.1Fe0.9O3
YCo0.3Fe0.7O3 and YCo0.5Fe0.5O3.
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Figure A.8: Percent mass change as a function of time at 1573 K in 1·10-4,
3.04·10-4 and 5.07·10-4 bar O2 for reduction experiments of YFeO3,
YCo0.1Fe0.9O3 YCo0.3Fe0.7O3 and YCo0.5Fe0.5O3.

1.2.1.4

TGA

Figure A.9: Percent mass change as a function of time for BaCoO3, SrCoO3,
BaMnO3, SrMnO3 and SrTiO3.

1.2.1.5

HT-XRD

Figure A.10: HT-XRD spectra in CO2 between 310 and 1275 K of a) SrTiO3
(peak labels from Howard et al.226) and b) SrCoO3 (peak labels from Wang
et al.227, Zeng et al.228, Saito et al.229, Hanawalt et al.230 and Stromme et
al.231), c) SrMnO3 (peak labels from Kuroda et al.232), d) BaCoO3 (peak labels
from Jacobson et al.233, Liu et al.234, Stromme et al.231, Bell et al.235 and Saito
et al.229) and e) BaMnO3 (peak labels from Negas et al.236, Liu et al.237 and
McMurdie et al.238and f) ratio between ΣEp, carb and ΣEr, carb for 36 ABO3-type
perovskites with divalent A-cations (round symbols), with SrTiO3, SrCoO3,
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SrMnO3, BaCoO3 and BaMnO3 highlighted in orange, red, light green, dark
green and light blue, respectively.

Figure A.11: HT-XRD spectra in 0.2 bar O2 between 310 and 1275 K of a)
SrTiO3 (peak labels from Howard et al.226) and b) SrCoO3 (peak labels from
Wang et al.227, Zeng et al.228, Davey et al.239, Hanawalt et al.230, Saito et al.229,
Takeda et al.240 and Liu et al.234), c) SrMnO3 (peak labels from Kuroda et
al.232), d) LaAlO3 (peak labels from Lehnert et al.168), e) BaCoO3 (peak labels
from Jacobson et al.233 and Spitsbergen et al.241), f) BaMnO3 (peak labels
from Negas et al.236 and McMurdie et al.238) and g) ratio between ΣEp, phase
and ΣEr, phase for 63 ABO3-type perovskites with divalent A-cations (round
symbols) and trivalent and tetravalent A-cations (square symbols), with

SrCoO3, SrTiO3, SrMnO3, BaCoO3, BaMnO3 and LaAlO3 highlighted in
orange, red, light blue, light green, dark green and dark blue, respectively.

1.2.1.6

RT-XRD

Figure A.12: RT-XRD spectra before and after TGA with CO2 of a) SrTiO3
(peak labels from Howard et al.226), b) SrMnO3 (peak labels from Kuroda et
al.232), c) SrCoO3 (peak labels from Takeda et al.240, Grenier et al.242 and
Stromme et al.231), d) BaMnO3 (peak labels from Negas et al.236 and Bell et
al.235) and e) BaCoO3 (peak labels from Jacobson et al.233 and Hanawalt et
al.230).
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1.2.1.7

TEM

Figure A.13: HAADF STEM images of BaCoO3: a ) material flakes (bright
areas) suspended over the vacuum window in the amorphous carbon support
foil (the dark grey left part of the micrograph), and b-h) the drift corrected,
elemental maps and their overlays.

Figure A.14: HAADF STEM images of SrTiO3: a ) material flakes (bright
areas) suspended over the vacuum window in the amorphous carbon support
foil (the dark grey left part of the micrograph), and b-i) the drift corrected,
elemental maps and their overlays.
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Figure A.15: HAADF STEM images of SrCoO3: a ) material flakes (bright
areas) suspended over the vacuum window in the amorphous carbon support
foil (the dark grey left part of the micrograph), and b-i) the drift corrected,
elemental maps and their overlays.

Figure A.16: HAADF STEM images of SrMnO3: a ) material flakes (bright
areas) suspended over the vacuum window in the amorphous carbon support
foil (the dark grey left part of the micrograph), and b-i) the drift corrected,
elemental maps and their overlays.

1.2.2 Thermochemical equilibrium analysis
Thermochemical data11 was extrapolated for Ce2O3 ≥ 1300 K, Co3O4
≥ 1300 K, CuO ≥ 1400 K, Fe2O3 ≥ 1800 K, Mn3O4 ≥ 1900 K, Mn2O3
≥ 1500 K, MoO3 ≥ 1500 K, Na2O2 ≥ 1000 K, RhO ≥ 1200 K, Rh2O3 ≥
1400 K, RuO2 ≥ 1400 K, Sb2O3 ≥ 1800 K, SbO2 ≥ 1300 K, SnO ≥ 1400
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K, SnO2 ≥ 1600 K, Tl2O ≥ 1100 K, and Tl2O3 ≥ 1200 K using secondorder polynomial regressions with R2 between 0.99932 and 0.99998.
Table A.5: Enthalpies of reduction at 298 K ( ∆hOo*2 ) and Gibbs free energies
o*

o*

of the oxide reduction at 298 K ( ∆gO2 ) and oxide oxidation at 298 K ( -∆gO2

) of 27 solid metal oxide and six metal/metal oxide pairs at 1 bar, calculated
from experiment-derived tabulated thermochemical data.153

∆hOo*2

∆gOo*2

-∆gOo*2

( kJ mol -1O2

( kJ mol -1O2

( kJ mol -1O2

)

)

)

Product of
the
oxide
oxidation

Reactant of the
oxide
oxidation

Ag2O

Ag

62.20

21.63

492.74

Au2O3

Au

-53.84

-51.86

566.22

CeO2

Ce2O3

762.33

685.67

-171.30

Co3O4

CoO

392.38

304.62

209.75

Cu2O

Cu

237.77

217.06

297.31

CuO

Cu2O

351.62

295.25

219.12

Fe0.947O

FeO

604.50

521.81

-7.44

Fe2O3

Fe3O4

471.96

392.85

121.52

Fe3O4

FeO

464.27

389.07

125.29

Mn3O4

MnO

202.82

153.75

360.61

Mn2O3

Mn3O4

312.29

269.89

244.48

MoO3

MoO2

190.45

141.08

373.29

Na2O2

Na2O

750.61

694.51

-180.14

NbO2

NbO

619.23

574.94

-60.57

Nb2O5

NbO2

345.02

331.81

182.55

Rh2O3

RhO

305.01

253.02

261.35

RuO2

Ru

338.09

319.70

194.67

SbO2

Sb2O3

590.11

526.30

-11.93

SnO2

SnO

871.11

814.54

-300.17

Ti2O3

TiO

711.28

666.23

-151.86

Ti3O5

Ti2O3

753.96

739.75

-225.38

Ti4O7

Ti3O5

748.93

689.21

-174.85

TiO2

Ti4O7

185.40

162.72

351.65

Tl2O3

Tl2O

710.44

661.25

-146.89

V2O3

VO

416.73

358.81

155.56

V2O4

V2O3

246.86

201.81

312.56

V2O5

V2O4

531.83

485.47

28.90

WO2.72

WO2

432.34

387.67

126.70

WO2.9

WO2.72

496.50

450.34

64.03

WO2.96

WO2.9

397.50

351.29

163.08

WO3

WO2.96

341.41

295.35

219.01

ZnO

Zn

700.92

640.95

-126.59

ZrO2

Zr

1097.46

1039.72

-525.36
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Table A.6: Gibbs free energies of the oxide oxidation between 800 K and
1400 K ( -∆gOo*2 ) of 27 solid metal oxide and six metal/metal oxide pairs in
100% CO2, calculated from experiment-derived tabulated thermochemical
data.153

-∆gOo*2 ( kJ mol -1O2 )
Product
of
the
oxide
oxidatio
n

Reactant
of
the
oxide
800 K
oxidatio
n

900 K

1000 K

1100 K 1200 K

1300 K

1400 K

Ag2O

Ag

490.92

497.25

505.33

515.03

526.23

541.29

558.97

Au2O3

Au

577.56

583.08

589.47

596.67

604.61

613.27

623.40

CeO2

Ce2O3

-125.80

115.85

-105.63 -95.13

-84.38

-67.34

-50.44

Co3O4

CoO

287.61

304.33

320.80

336.84

352.33
6

362.51

372.32

CuO

Cu2O

313.71

315.71

317.43

318.88

320.09

321.09

317.25

Cu2O

Cu

219.73

219.26

218.81

218.43

218.08
6

217.79

217.55

Fe0.947O

FeO

38.34

43.88

48.67

53.27

57.90

62.69

67.67

Fe2O3

Fe3O4

171.16

183.63

195.69

207.27

218.82

230.22

241.41

Fe3O4

FeO

164.25

171.68

178.94

186.01

192.88

199.51

205.91

Mn3O4

MnO

353.08

351.20

349.24

347.21

345.09

342.90

340.62

Mn2O3

Mn3O4

224.97
2

220.67

216.29

209.54

195.68

181.52

167.12

MoO3

MoO2

364.20

360.41

354.82

348.06

339.60

330.28

319.71

Na2O2

Na2O

-176.95

177.13

-177.58

178.40

-180.10 -182.01

184.02

NbO2

NbO

-75.57

-78.40

-80.91

-82.88

-83.22

-83.24

-83.12

Nb2O5

NbO2

216.17

223.26

230.46

237.71

248.63

259.70

267.07

Rh2O3

RhO

256.95

255.48

253.91

252.25

250.52

248.72

245.13

RuO2

Ru

221.49

228.92

245.83

266.49

287.28

303.34

319.66

SbO2

Sb2O3

4.34

6.15

7.79

9.30

10.72

12.06

15.62

SnO2

SnO

-301.94

303.98

-306.25

308.65

-311.13

-313.17

314.30

Ti2O3

TiO

-192.09

199.22

-205.31

210.56

-215.16

-219.27

223.04

Ti3O5

Ti2O3

-206.79

198.92

-191.82

185.26

-178.99

-172.79

166.46

Ti4O7

Ti3O5

-160.04

156.27

-152.17

147.73

-142.97

137.882

132.49

TiO2

Ti4O7

360.56

363.52

368.37

372.11

374.96

378.71

382.62

Tl2O3

Tl2O

-154.02

155.66

-157.25

158.75

-160.16

161.474

162.69

V2O3

VO

139.27

135.20

131.06
4

126.90

122.73

118.57

114.44

V2O4

V2O3

323.25

325.54

319.96

308.32

296.58

284.78

272.96

V2O5

V2O4

15.88

12.86

9.79

6.67

3.51

0.31

-2.94

WO2.72

WO2

110.74

107.08

103.37

99.63

95.89

92.15

88.42

WO2.9

WO2.72

50.60

47.31

43.97

40.59

37.11

33.592

30.06

WO2.96

WO2.9

155.47

154.34

152.97

147.88

140.72

135.042

130.66

WO3

WO2.96

205.24

202.07

198.75

195.28

191.65

187.83

185.51

ZnO

Zn

-113.40

109.31

-105.20

101.09

-92.79

-69.22

-45.82

ZrO2

Zr

-518.65

517.72

-516.84

515.98

-514.91

-513.76

512.64

Table A.7: Gibbs free energies of the oxide oxidation between 800 K and
1400 K ( -∆gOo*2 ) of 27 solid metal oxide and six metal/metal oxide pairs at
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1% CO in CO2, calculated
thermochemical data.153

from

experiment-derived

tabulated

-∆gOo*2 ( kJ mol -1O2 )
Product
of
the
oxide
oxidation

Reactant
of
the
800 K
oxide
oxidation

900 K

1000 K 1100 K 1200 K 1300 K 1400 K

Ag2O

Ag

521.55

531.71

543.62

557.15

572.17

591.07

612.58

Au2O3

Au

608.19

617.54

627.76

638.79

650.56

663.05

677.00

CeO2

Ce2O3

-95.17

-81.39

-67.34

-53.01

-38.44

-17.57

3.17

Co3O4

CoO

318.24

338.79

359.09

378.96

398.28

412.28

425.92

CuO

Cu2O

344.34

350.17

355.72

361.00

366.04

370.86

370.86

Cu2O

Cu

250.36

253.72

257.10

260.55

264.03

267.57

271.16

Fe0.947O

FeO

68.97

78.34

86.96

95.39

103.85

112.46

121.28

Fe2O3

Fe3O4

201.79

218.09

233.98

249.39

264.77

280.00

295.02

Fe3O4

FeO

194.89

206.14

217.23

228.13

238.83

249.29

259.51

Mn3O4

MnO

383.719 385.66

387.53

389.33

391.04

392.68

394.22

Mn2O3

Mn3O4

255.60

255.13

254.58

251.66

241.63

231.30

220.72

MoO3

MoO2

394.83

394.87

393.11

390.18

385.54

380.05

373.32

Na2O2

Na2O

-146.32

-142.67 -139.29 -136.28 -134.15 -132.24 -130.42

NbO2

NbO

-44.94

-43.94

-42.62

-40.76

-37.27

-33.46

-29.52

Nb2O5

NbO2

246.80

257.72

268.75

279.83

294.58

309.47

320.68

Rh2O3

RhO

287.58

289.94

292.19

294.37

296.47

298.50

298.73

RuO2

Ru

252.12

263.38

284.12

308.61

333.23

353.12

373.26

SbO2

Sb2O3

34.97

40.61

46.08

51.42

56.66

61.83

69.22

SnO2

SnO

-271.30

-269.52 -267.96 -266.53 -265.18 -263.39 -260.69

Ti2O3

TiO

-161.46

-164.76 -167.02 -168.45 -169.21 -169.49 -169.43

Ti3O5

Ti2O3

-176.16

-164.46 -153.53 -143.14 -133.04 -123.02 -112.86

Ti4O7

Ti3O5

-129.41

-121.81 -113.88 -105.61 -97.02

-88.11

-78.89

TiO2

Ti4O7

391.19

397.98

428.49

436.22

Tl2O3

Tl2O

-123.39

-121.20 -118.96 -116.63 -114.21 -111.70 -109.08

V2O3

VO

169.90

169.66

169.35

169.02

168.68

168.35

168.04

V2O4

V2O3

353.89

360.00

358.25

350.44

342.53

334.55

326.57

V2O5

V2O4

46.51

47.32

48.08

48.79

49.46

50.09

50.67

WO2.72

WO2

141.38

141.54

141.66

141.74

141.83

141.92

142.03

WO2.9

WO2.72

81.23

81.77

82.26

82.71

83.05

83.37

83.66

WO2.96

WO2.9

186.10

188.80

191.26

189.99

186.67

184.82

184.26

WO3

WO2.96

235.87

236.53

237.04

237.40

237.60

237.61

239.11

ZnO

Zn

-82.77

-74.85

-66.91

-58.97

-46.84

-19.44

7.78

ZrO2

Zr

-488.02

-483.26 -478.55 -473.87 -468.97 -463.98 -459.03

406.66

414.23

420.91

Table A.8: Gibbs free energies of the oxide reduction between 1200 K and
1800 K ( ∆gOo*2 ) of 27 solid metal oxide and six metal/metal oxide pairs at pO2
= 10-4 bar, calculated from experiment-derived tabulated thermochemical
data.153

∆gOo*2 ( kJ mol -1O2 )
Product
of
the
oxide
reductio
n

Reactant
of
the
oxide
1200 K 1300 K
reductio
n

Ag2O

Ag

261.70

Au2O3

Au

301.65

1400 K

1500 K

1600 K

1700
K

1800 K

-340.09

348.92

-87.81

-55.562

46.44

206.62

-373.63

306.99

-122.86

-81.44

21.85

176.96

160

CeO2

Ce2O3

344.15

-408.57

265.26

-157.49

-102.43

-2.73

Co3O4

CoO

387.87

-444.52

221.56

-189.91

-123.79

-27.17 117.19

CuO

Cu2O

432.71

-481.00

175.76

-220.00

-150.58

-51.54 87.07

Cu2O

Cu

478.63

-517.95

127.77

-247.63

-176.54

-66.91 52.42

Fe0.947O

FeO

525.54

-555.37

77.50

-272.71

-200.88

-73.38 13.17

Fe2O3

Fe3O4

261.70

-340.08

348.91

-87.81

-55.56

46.44

206.62

Fe3O4

FeO

301.65

-373.63

306.99

-122.86

-81.44

21.85

176.96

Mn3O4

MnO

344.15

-408.57

265.26

-157.49

-102.43

-2.73

147.15

Mn2O3

Mn3O4

387.87

-444.52

221.56

-189.91

-123.79

-27.17 117.19

MoO3

MoO2

432.71

-481.00

175.76

-220.00

-150.58

-51.54 87.07

Na2O2

Na2O

478.63

-517.95

127.77

-247.63

176.543

-66.91 52.42

NbO2

NbO

525.54

-555.37

77.50

-272.71

-200.88

-73.38 13.17

Nb2O5

NbO2

261.70

-340.08

348.91

-87.81

-55.56

46.44

206.62

Rh2O3

RhO

301.65

-373.63

306.99

-122.86

-81.44

21.85

176.96

RuO2

Ru

344.15

-408.57

265.26

-157.49

-102.43

-2.73

147.15

SbO2

Sb2O3

387.87

-444.52

221.56

-189.91

-123.79

-27.17 117.19

SnO2

SnO

432.71

-481.00

175.76

-220.00

-150.58

-51.54 87.07

147.15

Ti2O3

TiO

478.63

-517.95

127.77

-247.63

-176.54

-66.91 52.42

Ti3O5

Ti2O3

525.54

-555.37

77.50

-272.71

-200.88

-73.38 13.17

Ti4O7

Ti3O5

261.70

-340.08

348.91

-87.81

-55.56

46.44

206.62

TiO2

Ti4O7

301.65

-373.63

306.99

-122.86

-81.44

21.85

176.96

Tl2O3

Tl2O

344.15

-408.57

265.26

-157.49

-102.43

-2.73

147.15

V2O3

VO

387.87

-444.52

221.56

-189.91

-123.79

-27.17 117.19

V2O4

V2O3

432.71

-481.00

175.76

-220.00

-150.58

-51.54 87.07

V2O5

V2O4

478.63

-517.95

127.77

-247.63

-176.54

-66.91 52.42

WO2.72

WO2

525.54

-555.37

77.50

-272.71

-200.88

-73.38 13.17

WO2.9

WO2.72

261.70

-340.08

348.91

-87.81

-55.56

46.44

206.62

WO2.96

WO2.9

301.65

-373.63

306.99

-122.86

-81.44

21.85

176.96

WO3

WO2.96

344.15

-408.57

265.26

-157.49

-102.43

-2.73

147.15

ZnO

Zn

387.87

-444.52

221.56

-189.91

-123.79

-27.17 117.19

ZrO2

Zr

432.71

-481.00

175.76

-220.00

-150.58

-51.54 87.07

o*

Figure A.17: ∆ g O2 ,lim at reduction conditions of pO2 = 10-4 bar O2, 1600 K
o

and at oxidation conditions of 1% CO in CO2 and 900 K as a function of ∆hO2
for the 297 computed perovskites by DFT.

Appendix B
B Tunable thermodynamic activity of LaxSr1xMnyAl1-yO3-δ (0 ≤ x ≤ 1, 0 ≤ y ≤ 1)
perovskites for solar thermochemical fuel
synthesis
B.1 Computational Details
B.1.1 Structure Optimizations
The lattice constants computed by DFT compare well, within the
uncertainty of DFT calculations, with the experimental values of cubic
perovskites with similar composition.218, 243 For example, the DFTcomputed 3.910 Å (LSMA1331) is 2.2% larger than the experimental
value 3.825 Å (La0.2Sr0.8MnO3),244 or 2.79% larger than 3.804 Å
(SrMnO3),244 while 3.800 Å (LSMA3113) and 3.947 Å (LSMA3131)
are 2.6% smaller and 1.18% larger than 3.901 Å (La0.75Sr0.25MnO3),245
respectively.
Table B.1: Calculated lattice constants (a) and magnetic moments of Mn (M)
of cubic (space group 221) La0.25Sr0.75Mn0.75Al0.25O3-δ (LSMA1331),
La0.75Sr0.25Mn0.25Al0.75O3-δ (LSMA3113) and La0.75Sr0.25Mn0.75Al0.25O3-δ
(LSMA3131) perovskites.
Perovskites

a (Å)

M (µB)

LSMA1331

3.910

2.875/2.978/2.875

LSMA3113

3.800

2.789

LSMA3131

3.947

3.492/3.491/3.592
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B.1.2 Free Energy Computations
Free energy computations were calculated as described in section
D.1.2.

B.1.3 Scaling Relations
Eq. (3.11) in the main text is based on data for TiO2 in rutile crystal
structure, Ti2O3, Cu2O, ZnO in wurtzite crystal structure, MoO3,
Ag2O, cubic Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.5Fe0.5, and cubic La0.5Sr0.5Co0.5Fe0.5. Data for
cubic ZrO2, cubic Y2Zr6O15, yttria-stabilized ZrO2, CeO2, and
La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 was disregarded due to a large deviation of δ between
the thermochemical data for the bulk metal oxides and the DFT-data
for the oxygen vacancy formation energetics at the metal oxide
surface.145 That is, differences of factor 16-32 for the
nonstoichiometry of ZrO2 (δ = 2 for the ZrO2/Zr bulk couple vs. δ =
0.0625 for the Zr16O32/Zr16O31 surface model couple), Y2Zr6O15 (δ = 2
for the ZrO2/Zr bulk couple vs. δ = 0.0625 for the Y4Zr12O30/Y4Zr12O29
surface model couple), CeO2 (δ = 1 for the CeO2/Ce2O3 bulk couple
vs. δ = 0.0625 for the Ce16O32/Ce16O31 surface model couple), and of
factor 3, which is relatively high when compared to the other
computed perovskite models, for La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 (δ = 1 for the
Mn2O3/MnO bulk couple vs. δ = 0.33 for the
La2SrMn3O9/La2SrMn3O8 surface model couple).
Calculations of ∆g Oo * at 1200 K to 2000 K and -∆g Oo * at 800 K to 1600
K for metal oxides where the underpinning thermochemical data is not
available, namely the perovskites evaluated in this work, were based
on the scaling of these two bulk quantities with ∆hOo * at 298 K and 1
bar across 27 solid metal oxide and six metal/metal oxide pairs.
Thermodynamic properties obtained through scaling relations are
defined per mole of monoatomic oxygen. The data for the derived
linear scaling relations (R2 > 0.83) are shown with Table B.2, where a

and

b

represent the following
kJ
mol -1O
-∆g Oo * = a ⋅
∆hOo * + b kJ mol -1O
kJ mol -1O

factors

in

Eq.

B.4:

(B.1)

Table B.2: DFT-derived linear scaling factors a and b, based on the scaling
of -∆gOo * with at 298 K and 1 bar across 27 solid metal oxide and six
metal/metal oxide pairs.
T (K)

a

b

800

-0.9622

281.04

900

-0.9633

282.80

1000

-0.9647

284.66

1100

-0.9654

286.23

1200

-0.9652

287.54

1300

-0.9625

288.55

1400

-0.9594

289.43

1500

-0.9551

289.96

1600

-0.9514

290.52

Table B.3: DFT-derived linear scaling factors a and b, based on the scaling
of ∆gOo * with at 298 K and 1 bar across 27 solid metal oxide and six
metal/metal oxide pairs.
T (K)

a

b

1200

0.9652

-164.32

1300

0.9625

-178.53

1400

0.9594

-192.58
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1500

0.9551

-206.23

1600

0.9514

-219.89

1700

0.9452

-232.75

1800

0.9337

-242.08

1900

0.9211

-249.61

2000

0.9100

-256.92

The data for the derived linear scaling relations is given with Table
B.4, Table B.5, Table B.6, Table B.7 and Table B.8, while Table B.9,
Table B.10 and Table B.11 give the free energies of the oxide
oxidation and oxide reduction that were computed with Eq. (B.1) (R2
> 0.92) for the three studied perovskite compositions.

B.2 Supporting Data
B.2.1 Experimental Data
The RT-XRD spectra shown with Figure B.1 indicate that all
perovskites have a rhombohedral perovskite structure.

Figure B.1: RT-XRD spectra of sintered LSMA2882, LSMA4664,
LSMA4682, LSMA6446, LSMA6482 and LCMA6482 (peak labels from
Lehnert et al.168).

Figure B.2 and Figure B.3 show the oxygen nonstoichiometry
measurements of LSMA6482, LSMA6446, LSMA4664, LSMA4682
and LCMA6482 for T = 1573 K to 1673 K and oxygen partial pressure
range pO2= 0.206 mbar O2 to 0.900 mbar O2 (cf. Figure B.2) and
LSMA2882 for T = 1573 K to 1773 K and pO2 = 9.48 mbar O2 to 180
mbar O2 (cf. Figure B.3).
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Figure B.2: Percent weight change as a function of time for the temperature
range T = 1573 K to 1673 K and oxygen partial pressure range pO2= 0.206
O2 mbar to 0.900 mbar O2 of LSMA6446, LSMA6482, LSMA4664,
LSMA4682 and LCMA6482.

Figure B.3: Percent weight change as a function of time for the temperature
range T = 1573 K to 1673 K and oxygen partial pressure range pO2 = 9.48
mbar O2 to 180 mbar O2 of LSMA2882.

Experimental determination of the initial oxygen stoichiometry,
δi:
As outlined by Kuo et al.157, the initial molar oxygen content in
perovskites can be determined either at the most or at the least
oxidizing reaction condition, as long as stoichiometric compositions
are formed only.157 Following the procedure outlined by the authors,
LSMA2882 was reduced, the compound with the highest reduction
extent, in 2 vol% H2 in Ar at 1273 K during two hours. XRD showed
formation of MnO, LaMnO3, SrMnO3, Sr2MnO4 and Al2O3. Since
LaMnO3 and SrMnO3 are nonstoichiometric compounds, the reducing
condition cannot serve as reference state. This is analogous to the
discussion of the reference state of Sr-doped LaMnO3 by Kuo et al.157.
However, previously the initial oxygen nonstoichiometry was
successfully determined for simpler binary perovskites.144
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Analysis of the sensitivity of the thermochemical calculations to
the assumption δi = 0:
The defect model requires necessarily knowledge of the actual
perovskite stoichiometry. The initial oxygen stoichiometry δi of the
quaternary perovskites is unknown in this work. Thus, for the
modeling δi = 0 was assumed. To assess the sensitivity of the
thermodynamic calculations on the actual initial oxygen
nonstoichiometry, alternatively δi = 0.055 was assumed and
recalculated the derived thermodynamic quantities. The value δi =
0.055 is the arithmetic average of 0.06 and 0.05, which are the actual
initial oxygen nonstoichiometries measured for BaMnO2.94 and
SrCoO2.95, respectively.144 From the investigated binary
perovskites,144 these two compositions were considered as they
contain elements that are also contained in the quaternary LSMA
compositions investigated here. The computed thermodynamic
quantities are relatively insensitive to this change in the value of the
initial oxygen nonstoichiometry. For example, recomputing the partial
molar Gibbs free energy, shows that oxidation and reduction become
thermodynamically favorable at 3 to 8 K lower equilibrium
temperatures at δi = 0.055, compared to δi = 0 (cf. Fig. 5). This
translates into a negligible relative uncertainty of the computed partial
molar Gibbs free energy of 0.2 to 0.5%.

Figure B.4: Equilibrium constants lnK1 (left) and lnK2 (right) as a function of the inverse temperature for
a) LSMA2882, b) LSMA6482, c) LSMA4682, d) LSMA4664, e) LSMA6446 and f) LCMA6482. Lines
indicate linear dependence of K1 and K2 on 1000/T. Error bars correspond to
(two times standard
deviation) of lnK1 and lnK2.

B.2.2 Defect Modeling
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Using the computed equilibrium constants, as described by Takacs et
al.,95 allows the calculation of δ values using arbitrary pO2 resulting in
the solid black lines and the dashed colored lines shown with Figure
3.2 and Figure B.5. The solid black lines were calculated using the
individual data points while the dashed colored lines were determined
using the inverse linear temperature dependence of lnK1 and lnK2.

Figure B.5: Measured oxygen nonstoichiometry (symbols) of a) LSMA4664, b) LSMA4682 and c) LCMA6482
as a function of pO2 for T = 1573 K to 1773 K. Colored dashed and black solid lines are calculated values based
on the defect model used to describe the experimental results. Black solid lines are calculated based on individual
defect equilibrium constants, while colored dashed lines are calculated by using the inverse temperature
dependence of lnK1 and lnK2. Error bars correspond to mass deviations from zero at the stabilization steps of 873
K.
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Plots showing -ln(pO2/po) as a function of 1/T are displayed in Figure
B.6, allowing for the extraction of enthalpy and entropy as slope and
intercept, respectively.
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Figure B.6: -ln(pO2/po) as a function of T-1 of a) LSMA2882 for δ = 0.1630
– 0.3214, b) LSMA6482 for δ = 0.0163 – 0.0870, c) LSMA4682 for δ =
0.0630 – 0.2082, d) LSMA4664 for δ = 0.0644 – 0.1820, e) LSMA6446 for
δ = 0.0201 – 0.0984 and f) LCMA6482 for δ = 0.0072 – 0.0985 for the
temperature range T = 1573 to 1773 K and oxygen nonstoichiometry range δ
= 0.0198 to 0.0984. Error bars correspond to deviations between measured
and fitted pO2 illustrated in Figure 3.2, while the symbols correspond to the
black lines shown in Figure 3.2.

B.2.3 Thermodynamics
o

o

Figure B.7 and Figure B.8 show ∆hO ( cf. Figure B.7a and b), ∆sO (cf.
Figure B.7c and d) and ∆gOo (cf. Figure B.8) of LSMA4664,
LSMA4682, LSMA646495, LCMA646495 and LCMA6482. In the
case of the LSMA compounds it can be seen that changing the Bcation ratio (LSMA4664 and LSMA4682) does not significantly
affect ∆gOo , while varying the A-cation ratio (LSMA4664 and
LSMA646495) does (cf. Figure B.8a), confirming the thermodynamic
results of the main document. Furthermore, the same trend is observed
when Sr is replaced by Ca. ∆gOo of LCMA646495 and LCMA6482 are
very similar(cf. Figure B.8b).

o

Figure B.7: Standard partial molar enthalpy ∆hO and standard partial molar
o

entropy ∆sO as a function of δ for LSMA4664, LSMA4682 and LSMA646495
(a) and c), respectively); and for LCMA646495 and LCMA6482 (b) and d),
respectively). Symbols represent measured values calculated from δ values
shown by the black solid lines and the dashed lines are modeled values based
on δ values computed from the colored dashed lines of Figure B.4a, Figure
B.4b and Figure B.4c. Data for LSMA6464 and LCMA6464 was extracted
from the publication by Takacs et al.95
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Figure B.8: Standard partial molar Gibbs free energy ∆gOo as a function of T
for a) LSMA6446, LSMA646495, LSMA6482 and CeO279; and b)
LSMA6482, LSMA4682, LSMA2882 and CeO279, for δ = 0.10, relevant for
the reduction, and δ = 0.01, relevant for the oxidation. Dashed grey lines
o
represent the Gibbs free energy change of the CO oxidation reaction, -∆rGCO2

(CO + 0.5O2 = CO2) in 1% CO in CO2 (pCO/pCO2 = 0.01). The metal oxide
reduction reaction is at equilibrium in pO2 = 10-3 bar at δ = 0.10 at
o
1
temperatures where ∆ g O (δ = 0.10) = − RT ln( pO2 / p o ) . Oxidation with
2
CO2 to δ = 0.01 at pCO/pCO2 = 0.01 is thermodynamically favorable at
o

o

temperatures where -∆gO = -∆rGCO2 .

B.2.4 Thermochemical Equilibrium Analysis
Thermochemical data11 was extrapolated for Ce2O3 ≥ 1300 K, Co3O4 ≥ 1300
K, CuO ≥ 1400 K, Fe2O3 ≥ 1800 K, Mn3O4 ≥ 1900 K, Mn2O3 ≥ 1500 K, MoO3
≥ 1500 K, Na2O2 ≥ 1000 K, RhO ≥ 1200 K, Rh2O3 ≥ 1400 K, RuO2 ≥ 1400
K, Sb2O3 ≥ 1800 K, SbO2 ≥ 1300 K, SnO ≥ 1400 K, SnO2 ≥ 1600 K, Tl2O ≥
1100 K, and Tl2O3 ≥ 1200 K using second-order polynomial regressions with
R2 between 0.99932 and 0.99998.
Table B.4: Enthalpies of reduction at 298 K ( ∆hOo * ) of 27 solid metal oxide
and six metal/metal oxide pairs at 1 bar, calculated from experiment-derived
tabulated thermochemical data.153
Product of the oxide
oxidation

Reactant of the
oxide oxidation

-1
∆hOo * ( kJ molO )

Ag2O

Ag

31.1

Au2O3

Au

-26.92

CeO2

Ce2O3

381.16

Co3O4

CoO

196.19

Cu2O

Cu

118.89

CuO

Cu2O

175.81

Fe0.947O

FeO

302.25

Fe2O3

Fe3O4

235.98

Fe3O4

FeO

232.14
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Mn3O4

MnO

101.41

Mn2O3

Mn3O4

156.15

MoO3

MoO2

95.23

Na2O2

Na2O

375.31

NbO2

NbO

309.62

Nb2O5

NbO2

172.51

Rh2O3

RhO

152.51

RuO2

Ru

169.04

SbO2

Sb2O3

295.05

SnO2

SnO

435.55

Ti2O3

TiO

355.64

Ti3O5

Ti2O3

376.98

Ti4O7

Ti3O5

374.47

TiO2

Ti4O7

92.7

Tl2O3

Tl2O

355.22

V2O3

VO

208.36

V2O4

V2O3

123.43

V2O5

V2O4

265.92

WO2.72

WO2

216.17

WO2.9

WO2.72

248.25

WO2.96

WO2.9

198.75

WO3

WO2.96

170.71

ZnO

Zn

350.46

ZrO2

Zr

548.73

Table B.5: Gibbs free energies of the oxide oxidation between 800 K and
1200 K ( -∆gOo * ) of 27 solid metal oxide and six metal/metal oxide pairs at 1
bar, calculated from experiment-derived tabulated thermochemical data.153
-∆g Oo * ( kJ mol -1O )

Product
of
the
oxide
oxidation
Ag2O
Au2O3
CeO2
Co3O4
CuO
Cu2O
Fe0.947O
Fe2O3
Fe3O4
Mn3O4
Mn2O3
MoO3
Na2O2
NbO2
Nb2O5
Rh2O3
RuO2
SbO2
SnO2
Ti2O3
Ti3O5

Reactant
of
the
oxide
oxidation
Ag
Au
Ce2O3
CoO
Cu2O
Cu
FeO
Fe3O4
FeO
MnO
Mn3O4
MoO2
Na2O
NbO
NbO2
RhO
Ru
Sb2O3
SnO
TiO
Ti2O3

800 K

900 K

1000 K 1100 K

1200 K

245.46
288.78
-62.90
143.81
156.86
109.86
19.17
85.58
82.13
176.54
112.49
182.10
-88.47
-37.78
108.09
128.47
110.75
2.17
-150.97
-96.05
-103.40

248.62
291.54
-57.93
152.16
157.86
109.63
21.94
91.82
85.84
175.60
110.34
180.20
-88.56
-39.20
111.63
127.74
114.46
3.08
-151.99
-99.61
-99.46

252.67
294.74
-52.81
160.40
158.71
109.41
24.33
97.85
89.47
174.62
108.15
177.41
-88.79
-40.46
115.23
126.95
122.91
3.89
-153.12
-102.66
-95.91

263.11
302.31
-42.19
176.17
160.04
109.04
28.95
109.41
96.44
172.55
97.84
169.80
-90.05
-41.61
124.32
125.26
143.64
5.36
-155.57
-107.58
-89.50

257.51
298.33
-47.57
168.42
159.44
109.22
26.64
103.63
93.01
173.60
104.77
174.03
-89.20
-41.44
118.86
126.13
133.25
4.65
-154.33
-105.28
-92.63
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Ti4O7
TiO2
Tl2O3
V2O3
V2O4
V2O5
WO2.72
WO2.9
WO2.96
WO3
ZnO
ZrO2

Ti3O5
Ti4O7
Tl2O
VO
V2O3
V2O4
WO2
WO2.72
WO2.9
WO2.96
Zn
Zr

-80.02
180.28
-77.01
69.64
161.63
7.94
55.37
25.30
77.73
102.62
-56.70
-259.32

-78.14
181.76
-77.83
67.60
162.77
6.43
53.54
23.65
77.17
101.04
-54.66
-258.86

-76.08
184.18
-78.62
65.53
159.98
4.89
51.69
21.99
76.49
99.38
-52.60
-258.42

-73.86
186.06
-79.37
63.45
154.16
3.34
49.81
20.30
73.94
97.64
-50.54
-257.99

-71.48
187.48
-80.08
61.37
148.29
1.76
47.94
18.55
70.36
95.83
-46.39
-257.46

Table B.6: Gibbs free energies of the oxide oxidation between 1300 K and
1600 K ( -∆gOo * ) of 27 solid metal oxide and six metal/metal oxide pairs at 1
bar, calculated from experiment-derived tabulated thermochemical data.153
-∆g Oo * ( kJ mol -1O )

Product
of
the
oxide
oxidation
Ag2O
Au2O3
CeO2
Co3O4
CuO
Cu2O
Fe0.947O
Fe2O3
Fe3O4
Mn3O4

Reactant
of
the
oxide
oxidation
Ag
Au
Ce2O3
CoO
Cu2O
Cu
FeO
Fe3O4
FeO
MnO

1300 K

1400 K

1500 K

1600 K

270.64
306.64
-33.67
181.25
160.54
108.89
31.34
115.11
99.76
171.45

279.49
311.70
-25.22
186.16
158.63
108.78
33.84
120.71
102.95
170.31

288.97
317.30
-15.74
189.99
156.93
108.62
36.45
126.18
105.34
161.24

299.05
323.19
-5.18
192.69
157.99
108.47
39.16
131.57
107.08
155.09

Mn2O3
MoO3
Na2O2
NbO2
Nb2O5
Rh2O3
RuO2
SbO2
SnO2
Ti2O3
Ti3O5
Ti4O7
TiO2
Tl2O3
V2O3
V2O4
V2O5
WO2.72
WO2.9
WO2.96
WO3
ZnO
ZrO2

Mn3O4
MoO2
Na2O
NbO
NbO2
RhO
Ru
Sb2O3
SnO
TiO
Ti2O3
Ti3O5
Ti4O7
Tl2O
VO
V2O3
V2O4
WO2
WO2.72
WO2.9
WO2.96
Zn
Zr

90.76
165.14
-91.01
-41.62
129.84
124.36
151.67
6.03
-156.58
-109.64
-86.40
-68.94
189.36
-80.74
59.29
142.39
0.15
46.07
16.80
67.52
93.92
-34.61
-256.88

83.56
159.86
-92.01
-41.56
133.54
122.56
159.83
7.81
-157.15
-111.52
-83.23
-66.25
191.31
-81.35
57.22
136.48
-1.47
44.21
15.03
65.33
92.75
-22.91
-256.32

76.45
156.71
-93.05
-41.44
138.28
120.86
167.21
9.40
-157.68
-113.30
-79.91
-63.40
193.32
-81.91
55.18
130.58
-3.10
42.36
13.24
63.65
92.62
-11.30
-255.82

67.44
152.62
-94.12
-41.28
143.13
118.90
173.72
8.60
-158.14
-115.03
-76.35
-60.41
195.39
-82.42
53.17
124.71
-4.74
40.52
11.44
62.45
88.96
0.24
-255.47

Table B.7: Gibbs free energies of the oxide reduction between 1200 K and
1600 K ( ∆gOo * ) of 27 solid metal oxide and six metal/metal oxide pairs at 1
bar, calculated from experiment-derived tabulated thermochemical data.153
∆gOo * ( kJ mol -1O )

Product Reactant
1200 K
of
the of
the

1300 K

1400 K

1500 K

1600 K

184
oxide
oxide
oxidation oxidation
Ag2O
Au2O3
CeO2
Co3O4
CuO
Cu2O
Fe0.947O
Fe2O3
Fe3O4
Mn3O4
Mn2O3
MoO3
Na2O2
NbO2
Nb2O5
Rh2O3
RuO2
SbO2
SnO2
Ti2O3
Ti3O5
Ti4O7
TiO2
Tl2O3
V2O3
V2O4
V2O5
WO2.72
WO2.9
WO2.96

Ag
Au
Ce2O3
CoO
Cu2O
Cu
FeO
Fe3O4
FeO
MnO
Mn3O4
MoO2
Na2O
NbO
NbO2
RhO
Ru
Sb2O3
SnO
TiO
Ti2O3
Ti3O5
Ti4O7
Tl2O
VO
V2O3
V2O4
WO2
WO2.72
WO2.9

-84.90
-124.09
220.40
2.04
18.17
69.17
149.26
68.80
81.77
5.66
80.37
8.41
268.26
219.82
53.90
52.95
34.57
172.85
333.78
285.79
267.71
249.70
-9.27
258.29
116.85
29.92
176.46
130.27
159.66
107.85

-101.05
-137.04
203.27
-11.66
9.05
60.70
138.25
54.49
69.84
-1.85
78.84
4.46
260.60
211.22
39.75
45.24
17.93
163.57
326.18
279.23
255.99
238.54
-19.76
250.33
110.31
27.21
169.44
123.52
152.80
102.08

-118.47
-150.68
186.24
-25.14
2.39
52.24
127.18
40.31
58.06
-9.29
77.46
1.16
253.03
202.58
27.48
38.45
1.19
153.21
318.17
272.54
244.25
227.27
-30.29
242.36
103.80
24.54
162.49
116.81
145.99
95.69

-136.50
-164.83
168.21
-37.52
-4.46
43.85
116.03
26.29
47.13
-8.77
76.03
-4.23
245.52
193.92
14.19
31.62
-14.74
143.07
310.15
265.77
232.38
215.87
-40.85
234.38
97.30
21.89
155.57
110.12
139.23
88.82

-155.09
-179.23
149.14
-48.74
-14.03
35.49
104.80
12.39
36.88
-11.13
76.52
-8.66
238.08
185.24
0.83
25.06
-29.77
135.36
302.10
258.99
220.31
204.37
-51.43
226.38
90.79
19.25
148.70
103.44
132.52
81.51

WO3
ZnO
ZrO2

WO2.96
Zn
Zr

82.38
224.61
435.67

75.68
204.21
426.48

68.26
183.93
417.34

59.85
163.77
408.29

55.00
143.72
399.43

Table B.8: Gibbs free energies of the oxide reduction between 1700 K and
2000 K ( ∆gOo * ) of 27 solid metal oxide and six metal/metal oxide pairs at 1
bar, calculated from experiment-derived tabulated thermochemical data.153
∆gOo * ( kJ mol -1O )

Product
of
the
oxide
oxidation
Ag2O
Au2O3
CeO2
Co3O4
CuO
Cu2O
Fe0.947O
Fe2O3
Fe3O4
Mn3O4
Mn2O3
MoO3
Na2O2
NbO2
Nb2O5
Rh2O3
RuO2
SbO2
SnO2

Reactant
of
the
oxide
oxidation
Ag
Au
Ce2O3
CoO
Cu2O
Cu
FeO
Fe3O4
FeO
MnO
Mn3O4
MoO2
Na2O
NbO
NbO2
RhO
Ru
Sb2O3
SnO

1700 K

1800 K

1900 K

2000 K

-174.22
-193.88
128.98
-58.72
-23.18
31.64
91.30
-1.40
26.71
-11.24
78.10
-11.88
230.68
176.54
-12.60
18.79
-43.82
126.68
294.02

-193.85
-208.77
107.67
-67.44
-31.52
32.23
75.51
4.15
16.62
-8.97
80.80
-13.85
223.32
168.71
-26.08
12.82
-68.16
118.21
285.87

-213.96
-223.87
85.18
-74.83
-39.03
32.90
61.84
-1.70
12.32
-15.55
84.63
-14.54
215.99
166.05
-39.62
7.15
-87.72
109.95
277.64

-234.52
-239.17
61.48
-80.87
-45.66
33.62
53.28
-15.24
6.41
-16.13
89.62
-13.90
208.68
163.69
-53.21
1.80
-107.76
101.91
269.33
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Ti2O3
Ti3O5
Ti4O7
TiO2
Tl2O3
V2O3
V2O4
V2O5
WO2.72
WO2.9
WO2.96
WO3
ZnO
ZrO2

TiO
Ti2O3
Ti3O5
Ti4O7
Tl2O
VO
V2O3
V2O4
WO2
WO2.72
WO2.9
WO2.96
Zn
Zr

252.25
207.96
192.75
-62.03
218.37
84.28
16.61
141.84
96.78
125.86
73.88
50.61
123.78
390.60

245.59
195.26
181.02
-72.64
210.36
77.76
13.94
134.98
90.13
119.20
124.37
46.33
103.95
381.78

239.06
182.15
169.18
-83.25
202.33
76.33
6.13
128.12
83.49
112.61
224.60
42.15
84.23
372.98

232.69
186.05
151.40
-93.86
194.29
76.16
-3.01
121.23
76.86
106.04
327.36
38.07
64.60
364.18

B.2.5 Electronic Structure Calculations
Table B.9: DFT-calculated free energies of forming oxygen vacancies at 298
K (∆Gv[O]) and enthalpies of the oxide reduction at 298 K ( ∆hOo * ) for
LSMA1331(010), LSMA3131(010) and LSMA3113(010) perovskite facets.
All data is at 1 bar.
Perovskites

∆Gv[O] (eV)

∆hOo * ( kJ mol-1O )

LSMA1331

0.65

163.13

LSMA3131

2.07

321.81

LSMA3113

2.12

327.26

Table B.10: DFT-calculated standard partial molar Gibbs free energies of the
oxide reduction between 1200 K and 2000 K ( ∆gOo * ) for LSMA1331(010),
LSMA3131(010) and LSMA3113(010) perovskite facets. All data is at 1 bar.

∆gOo *
( kJ mol-1O )

T (K)

LSMA1331

LSMA3131

LSMA3113

1200

-6.87

146.28

151.54

1300

-21.52

131.21

136.45

1400

-36.07

116.16

121.39

1500

-50.42

101.14

106.34

1600

-64.69

86.28

91.46

1700

-78.56

71.42

76.57

1800

-89.76

58.40

63.49

1900

-99.35

46.81

51.83

2000

-108.47

35.92

40.87

Table B.11: DFT-calculated standard partial molar Gibbs free energies of the
oxide oxidation between 800 K and 1600 K ( -∆gOo * ) for LSMA1331(010),
LSMA3131(010) and LSMA3113(010) perovskite facets. All data is at 1 bar.

-∆gOo *
( kJ mol-1O )

T (K)

LSMA1331

LSMA3131

LSMA3113

800

124.08

-28.60

-33.84

900

125.66

-27.20

-32.44

1000

127.29

-25.79

-31.04

1100

128.73

-24.46

-29.72

1200

130.08

-23.07

-28.33
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1300

131.53

-21.20

-26.44

1400

132.93

-19.31

-24.53

1500

134.14

-17.41

-22.62

1600

135.31

-15.66

-20.84

Appendix C
C High-redox capacity of Al-doped
La1xSrxMnO3-δ (0 ≤ x ≤ 1) perovskites for
splitting CO2 and H2O at Mn-enriched
surfaces
C.1 Computational Details
C.1.1 Structure Optimizations
Table C.1: Calculated lattice constants (a) and magnetic moments of Mn (M)
of cubic (space group 221) La0.25Sr0.75Mn0.75Al0.25O3-δ (LSMA1331),
La0.75Sr0.25Mn0.25Al0.75O3-δ (LSMA3113) and La0.75Sr0.25Mn0.75Al0.25O3-δ
(LSMA3131) perovskites.
Perovskites

a (Å)

M (µB)

LSMA1331

3.910

2.875/2.978/2.875

LSMA3113

3.800

2.789

LSMA3131

3.947

3.492/3.491/3.592

The DFT-calculated lattice constants compare well, within the
uncertainty of DFT calculations, with the experimental values of cubic
perovskites with similar composition.218, 243 For example, the DFTcomputed 3.910 Å (LSMA1331) is 2.2% larger than the experimental
value 3.825 Å (La0.2Sr0.8MnO3),244 or 2.79% larger than 3.804 Å
(SrMnO3),244 while 3.800 Å (LSMA3113) and 3.947 Å (LSMA3131)
are 2.6% smaller and 1.18% larger than 3.901 Å (La0.75Sr0.25MnO3),245
respectively.
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C.1.2 Free energy computations
Free energy computations were calculated as described in section
D.1.2.

C.2 Supporting data
C.2.1 Experimental data
3.2.1.1

RT-XRD

Figure C.1: RT-XRD scans of sintered LSMA8282, LSMA8264,
LSMA8246, LSMA8228, LSMA6482, LSMA6482, LSMA6464,
LSMA6446, LSMA4682, LSMA4664, LSMA2882 and LCMA6464 (peak
labels from Lehnert et al.168 and Geller et al.246).

3.2.1.2

SEM

Figure C.2: SEM images of a) LSMA6464, b) LSMA2882, c) LSMA8282,
d) LSMA6446, e) LSMA4664, f) LSMA8228, g) LCMA6464, h) LSM40 and
i) LCM40.
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3.2.1.3

TGA

Figure C.3: TGA data showing the reduction at 1623 K at 15 mbar pO2 of
LSMA2882, LSMA4682, LSMA4664, LSMA6464, LCMA6464,
LSMA6446, LSMA6482, LSMA8228, LSMA8246, LSMA8282 and
LSMA8264 (from high to low reduction extent).
Table C.2: δmeasured, measurement errors, which correspond to mass
deviations from zero at the time right before reduction starts, and δbulk, theory.
Perovskite

δmeasured

Measurement error

δbulk, theory

( mol O mol -1ABO3 )

( mol O mol -1ABO3 )

( mol O mol -1ABO3 )

LSMA2882

0.351

0.004

0.4

LSMA4682

0.270

0.017

0.3

LSMA6482

0.116

0.005

0.2

LSMA8282

0.034

0.007

0.1

LSMA8264

0.028

0.004

0.1

LSMA8246

0.035

0.002

0.1

LSMA8228

0.049

-0.017

0.1

LSMA6464

0.171

7.125·10-4

0.2

LSMA4664

0.208

0.001

0.3

LSMA6446

0.134

0.001

0.2

LCMA6464

0.153

0.003

0.2

3.2.1.4

Figure C.4: Sr 3d XPS spectra between 140 and 125 eV of a) LSMA8282, b) LSMA8228, c)
LSMA2882 and d) LCMA6464, in as-prepared (top, δ = 0) and reduced (bottom, δ > 0) forms. Light
orange singlets towards high BE represent SrCO3, while dark orange singlets represent SrO.7
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XPS spectra

/O-)5, 6

(dark blue), hydroxyl (OH-)8 and carbonate (
)4, 9 species (dark orange) and chemisorbed water4, 8, 10
(light orange), from lowest to highest BE, respectively.

peaks are attributed to the lattice oxygen species (O2-)1-4 (light blue), adsorbed oxygen species (

Figure C.5: O 1s XPS spectra between 537 and 525 eV of a) LSMA8282, b) LSMA8228, c) LSMA2882
and d) LCMA6464, in as-prepared (top, δ = 0) and reduced (bottom, δ > 0) forms. The XPS deconvolution

Figure C.6: Mn 2p XPS spectra between 660 and 630 eV of a) LSMA8282, b) LSMA8228, c) LSMA2882
and d) LCMA6464, in as-prepared (top, δ = 0) and reduced (bottom, δ > 0) forms .The peaks are attributed
to Mn4+ (light orange), Mn3+ (dark orange) and Mn2+ (blue).7
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The Al 2p XPS spectra (cf. Figure C.7) of LSMA6446, LSMA6464,
LSMA4664, LSMA2882 and LCMA6464 show an unexpected
feature at around 78 eV attributed to Pt 4f7 (cf. Figure C.7). The
platinum originates from the platinum sheet used to sinter the pellets.
This can be understood from the tendency of platinum when heated
above 1273 K to form volatile platinum oxide.247

Figure C.7: Al 2p XPS spectra between 80 and 70 eV of a) LSMA8282, b)
LSMA8228, c) LSMA6446, d) LSMA6464, e) LSMA4664, f) LSMA2882
and g) LCMA6464, in as-prepared (top, δ = 0) and reduced (bottom, δ > 0)
forms. The orange feature is ascribed to Pt 4f, while the light and dark blue
peaks represent Al0 and Al3+, respectively.7
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Figure C.8: La 3d XPS spectra between 860 and 825 eV of a) LSMA8282,
b) LSMA8228, c) LSMA6446, d) LSMA6464, e) LSMA4664, f) LSMA2882
and g) LCMA6464, in as-prepared (top, δ = 0) and reduced (bottom, δ > 0)
forms.

Figure C.9: C 1s XPS spectra between 276 and 292 eV of a) LSMA8282, b)
LSMA8228, c) LSMA6446, d) LSMA6464, e) LSMA4664, f) LSMA2882
and g) LCMA6464, in as-prepared (top, δ = 0) and reduced (bottom, δ > 0)
forms. The feature towards high BE is attributed to surface carbonates, while
the dark orange peaks represent adventitious carbon.7, 114 The peak at around
278 eV, seen in all LSMA compositions, corresponds to Sr 3p1/2 and was not
considered in this study.

3.2.1.5

XPS deconvolution results

Table C.3: at% of the Sr 3d, La 3d, Mn 2p, Al 2p, O 1s and C 1s XPS spectra
in as-prepared (δ = 0) and reduced (δ > 0) perovskites.
La 3d
(at%)

Sr 3d
(at%)

Mn 2p
(at%)

Al 2p
(at%)

O 1s
(at%)

C 1s
(at%)

200
LCMA6464

δ=0

0.61

2.18

91.98

0

5.23

0

δ>0

0.81

1.83

91.63

1.22

4.51

0

δ=0

1.04

0.47

92.87

0.24

2.07

3.29

δ>0

1.02

0.41

91.19

0.25

3.89

3.23

δ=0

2.52

3.44

73.56

0

15.15

5.35

δ>0

2.03

3.73

63.73

5.02

16.75

8.72

δ=0

1.01

3.96

74.75

3.68

10.9

5.71

δ>0

1.03

3.57

76.54

3.23

10.46

5.18

δ=0

0.78

2.55

83.41

1.48

7.52

4.27

δ>0

0.81

2.15

84.76

1.11

7.08

4.1

δ=0

0.54

2.22

89.82

1.15

3.9

2.41

δ>0

0.45

2.84

89.3

0.99

3.1

3.32

δ=0

0.17

3.1

84.94

0.73

6.06

5

δ>0

0.2

2.57

91.75

0.42

2.74

2.31

LSM40

δ=0

5.32

12.84

4.79

-

51.88

25.17

Commercial
LSM35

δ=0

10.15

6.79

9.74

-

46.42

26.89

LSMA8282

LSMA8228

LSMA6446

LSMA6464

LSMA4664

LSMA2882

Table C.4: at% of the Sr 3d, La 3d, Mn 2p, Al 2p and O 1s XPS spectra in
as-prepared (δ = 0) and reduced (δ > 0) perovskites.

LCMA6464

δ=0

La
3d
(at%)

Sr 3d
(at%)

Mn 2p
(at%)

Al 2p
(at%)

O 1s
(at%)

2.13

0.59

89.88

0

7.4

δ>0

1.77

0.78

88.98

1.19

7.27

δ=0

0.47

1.07

94.23

0.25

3.98

δ>0

0.65

1.56

91.92

0

5.87

δ=0

3.6

3.43

77.1

0

15.87

δ>0

4.06

2.9

69.34

5.46

18.24

δ=0

4.2

1.06

79.28

3.9

11.55

δ>0

3.88

1.11

80.13

3.51

11.37

δ=0

2.66

0.82

87.14

1.54

7.85

δ>0

2.34

0.81

88.13

1.24

7.48

δ =0

2.22

0.54

89.89

1.15

6.23

δ>0

2.81

0.55

88.35

0.98

7.29

δ=0

3.28

0.17

89.4

0.77

6.37

δ>0

2.55

0.2

91.18

0.42

5.65

LSM40

δ=0

7.1

17.15

6.4

-

69.33

Commercial
LSM35

δ=0

13.86

9.29

13.32

-

63.51

LSMA8282

LSMA8228

LSMA6446

LSMA6464

LSMA4664

LSMA2882

Table C.5: at% of the Sr 3d, La 3d, Mn 2p, Al 2p and O 1s XPS spectra in
as-prepared (δ = 0) and reduced (δ > 0) perovskites. Presented values are the
averages of the values in Table C.3 and Table C.4, that is, with and without
C 1s spectra, respectively.

LCMA6464

δ=0

La 3d
(at%)

Sr 3d
(at%)

Mn 2p
(at%)

Al 2p
(at%)

O 1s
(at%)

1.37

1.39

90.93

0

6.32

202
δ>0

1.29

1.31

90.31

1.21

5.89

δ=0

0.76

0.77

93.55

0.25

3.03

δ>0

0.84

0.99

91.56

0.13

4.88

δ=0

3.1

3.44

75.33

0

15.51

δ>0

3.05

3.32

66.54

5.24

17.50

δ=0

2.61

2.51

77.02

3.80

11.23

δ>0

2.46

2.34

78.34

3.37

10.92

δ=0

1.72

1.69

85.28

1.51

7.69

δ>0

1.58

1.48

86.45

1.18

7.28

δ =0

1.38

1.38

89.86

1.15

5.07

δ>0

1.63

1.70

88.83

0.99

5.20

δ=0

1.73

1.64

87.17

0.75

6.22

δ>0

1.38

1.39

91.47

0.42

4.20

LSM40

δ=0

6.21

15.00

5.60

0

60.61

Commercial
LSM35

δ=0

12.01

8.04

11.53

0

54.97

LSMA8282

LSMA8228

LSMA6446

LSMA6464

LSMA4664

LSMA2882

Table C.6: Sr 3d-, Mn 2p- and Al 2p-XPS peak deconvolution results in at%.
Sr 3d (at%)

LCMA646
4

Mn 2p (at%)

Al 2p (at%)

δ

SrCO3/
CaCO3

SrO/
CaO

4+

3+

2+

3+

0

0

35.34

64.66

52

48

-

52.77

47.23

>
0

45.88

54.12

35.35

41.87

22.7
8

100

0

LSMA8282

LSMA8228

LSMA6446

LSMA6464

LSMA4664

LSMA2882

0

32.25

67.75

39.71

60.29

-

100

-

>
0

35.35

64.66

41.86

58.14

-

0

50.34

49.66

100

-

-

100

>
0

54.79

45.21

100

-

-

100

0

66.7

33.3

88.34

11.66

-

45.28

54.72

>
0

68.57

33.43

42.82

48.09

9.1

43.31

56.69

0

45.83

54.17

49.01

50.99

-

24.91

75.09

>
0

63.88

36.12

26.44

50.29

23.2
7

100

0

0

46.73

53.27

80.69

19.31

-

51.39

48.61

>
0

65.9

34.1

55.61

23.96

20.4
3

100

-

0

46.63

53.38

93.71

6.29

-

50.06

49.94

>
0

68.15

31.85

55.1

35.63

9.27

100

-

0

Table C.7: O 1s and C1s-XPS peak deconvolution results in at%.
O 1s (at%)
δ

LCMA646
4
LSMA828
2

H2O

C 1s (at%)

OH-,
CO32-

O-,
O22-

O2-

Adventitious

CO32-

Carbon

0

4.17

30.98

30.01

34.84

91.19

8.81

>0

1.32

46.98

33.71

17.99

77.99

22.01

0

1.75

47.13

3.87

47.25

94.13

5.87

>0

1.75

46.11

4.59

47.56

90.19

9.84
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LSMA822
8
LSMA644
6
LSMA646
4
LSMA466
4
LSMA288
2

0

0.31

29.77

10.15

59.78

93.19

6.81

>0

2.81

48.4

10.11

38.68

79.59

20.41

0

8.52

28.54

19.37

43.58

78.87

21.13

>0

0.51

63.15

11.69

24.65

76.66

23.34

0

5.59

27.64

15.14

51.63

87.6

12.4

>0

3.39

39.41

10.47

46.73

81.35

18.65

0

7.02

37.38

7.51

48.08

83.54

16.46

>0

1.35

57.91

12.06

28.67

79.78

20.22

0

1.38

51.40

1.88

45.34

90.22

9.78

>0

0.08

56.07

22.48

21.37

70.22

29.78

Table C.8: Binding energies (eV) of La 3d5/ and Sr 3d5/2 XPS peak
deconvolution results.
La 3d5/2 (eV)

LCMA6464

LSMA8282

LSMA8228

LSMA6446

Sr 3d5/2 (eV)

Main

Satellite

Gap

SrCO3

SrO

δ=0

833.2

837.6

4.4

347.1

346.2

δ>0

833.3

837.3

4.0

346.9

345.9

δ=0

834.0

838.3

4.3

133.5

132.7

δ>0

834.1

838.4

4.3

133.6

132.8

δ=0

833.9

838.1

4.2

133.5

132.2

δ>0

833.5

837.2

4.1

132.8

131.8

δ=0

833.2

837.6

4.4

133.5

131.8

δ>0

833.2

837.3

4.1

133.1

131.3

LSMA6464

LSMA4664

LSMA2882

δ=0

833.3

837.7

4.4

133.0

132.0

δ>0

833.6

837.7

4.1

133.0

132.1

δ =0

833.0

837.5

4.5

132.8

131.7

δ>0

833.3

837.4

4.1

132.6

131.7

δ=0

832.9

837.3

4.4

133.2

131.5

δ>0

833.2

837.3

4.1

132.5

131.5

Table C.9: Binding energies (eV) of Mn 2p3/2 and Al 2p, XPS peak
deconvolution results.
Mn 2p3/2 (eV)

LCMA6464

LSMA8282

LSMA8228

LSMA6446

LSMA6464

LSMA4664

Al 2p (eV)

4+

3+

2+

3+

0

δ=0

643.2

641.9

74.1

73.0

δ>0

643.2

641.7

δ=0

643.5

641.5

73.6

δ>0

643.9

641.7

73.6

δ=0

642.4

73.0

δ>0

642.3

72.8

δ=0

642.5

641.6

δ>0

642.9

642.0

δ=0

643.0

641.5

δ>0

643.7

641.9

δ =0

642.3

641.1

δ>0

642.7

641.6

640.4

640.7

72.9

74.1

72.8

74.1

72.3

74.1

73.0

640.6

73.0
74.1

640.3

72.7
73.0
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LSMA2882

δ=0

642.1

641.1

δ>0

642.8

641.4

74.0
640.0

72.7
73.3

Table C.10: Binding energies (eV) of O 1s and C 1s XPS peak deconvolution
results.
O 1s (eV)

LCMA6464

LSMA8282

LSMA8228

LSMA6446

LSMA6464

LSMA4664

LSMA2882

C 1s (eV)

H2O

OH/CO32-

O22/O-

O2-

Adv.

CO32-

δ=0

532.9

531.2

529.6

529.0

284.8

288.4

δ>0

533.8

531.1

529.3

528.4

284.8

288.6

δ=0

532.9

530.8

529.8

529.4

284.8

288.2

δ>0

532.8

530.9

530.0

529.5

284.8

288.3

δ=0

533.0

531.0

529.8

529.2

284.8

289.7

δ>0

533.0

530.7

529.6

528.7

284.8

288.7

δ=0

533.1

531.2

530.3

528.8

284.8

287.9

δ>0

533.1

530.8

529.3

528.3

284.8

288.4

δ=0

532.8

531.1

530.2

528.9

284.8

288.2

δ>0

532.8

531.0

529.8

528.9

284.8

288.6

δ =0

533.1

530.8

529.5

528.6

284.8

288.4

δ>0

533.9

531.4

529.9

529.0

284.8

288.5

δ=0

533.4

530.8

529.5

528.5

284.8

288.4

δ>0

531.5

530.8

529.1

528.2

284.8

288.4

Table C.11: Binding energies (eV) of Mn 2p3/2-O 1s XPS peak
deconvolution results.
Mn 2p3/2 - O 1s (eV)
LCMA6464

LSMA8282

LSMA8228

LSMA6446

LSMA6464

LSMA4664

LSMA2882

δ=0

112.8

δ>0

112.3

δ=0

112.3

δ>0

112.4

δ=0

113.1

δ>0

113.0

δ=0

113.2

δ>0

112.9

δ=0

113.0

δ>0

112.4

δ =0

112.6

δ>0

111.8

δ=0

113.3

δ>0

112.5

1.593

1.541

LSMA1331v

1.657

1.772

Mn

Sr

LSMA1331

1.531

1.621

LSMA3113v

1.688

2.056

Mn

La

LSMA3113

2.439

1.429

LSMA3131v

2.499

1.592

Al

LSMA3131

Sr

-1.393

-1.296

O

-1.365

-1.334

O

-1.598

-1.517

O

-1.259

-1.204

O

-1.278

-1.228

O

-1.563

-1.536

O

-1.298

-1.229

O

-1.495

-1.398

O

-1.434

O

1.967

2.057

La

1.741

2.049

La

1.734

2.052

La

1.434

1.779

Mn

2.500

2.517

Al

1.56

1.707

Mn

-1.37

-1.303

O

-1.574

-1.418

O

-1.372

-1.331

O

-1.279

-1.221

O

-1.471

-1.543

O

-1.317

-1.270

O

-1.197

O

-1.386

O

-1.575

-1.366

O

Table C.12: Calculated ionic charges (e) of La, Sr, Mn, Al and O on the surfaces of oxidized and reduced
(indicated by -v) LSMA3131, LSMA3113 and LSMA1331.
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C.2.2 Electronic structure calculations

Appendix D
D Design Principles of Perovskites
Thermochemical Oxygen Separation

for

D.1 Computational Details
D.1.1 Structure Optimizations
Table D.1: Calculated lattice constants (a) and magnetic moments of the
transition metals (M) of cubic (space group 221) ABO3 perovskites.
Perovskites

a (Å)

M (µB)

SrMnO3

3.920

2.884

SrCoO3

3.917

2.398

SrNiO3

3.956

1.201

SrCuO3

4.010

-

BaMnO3

4.036

2.983

BaCoO3

4.055

2.573

BaNiO3

4.067

1.209

BaCuO3

4.126

-

LaMnO3

4.001

3.848

LaCoO3

3.911

1.848

LaNiO3

3.920

0.882

LaCuO3

3.950

-
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The lattice constants computed by DFT compare well, within the
uncertainty of DFT calculations,218, 243 with the experimental values
for cubic perovskites of similar composition, such as a difference of
0.36-3.89% when comparing the DFT-computed 3.917 Å (SrCoO3)
and 4.055 Å (BaCoO3) to an experimental value of 3.903 Å
(Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3),248 or 2.20% when comparing the DFTcomputed 4.001 Å (LaMnO3) to an experimental value of 3.915 Å
(La0.67Sr0.33MnO3).219

D.1.2 Free Energy Computations
Free energies of the chemical species i (Gi) were calculated via:218
Gi ( T , P ) = N i µi ( T , P ) = Ei + U ZPE ,i − TS i (T , P )

(D.1)

where T and P are the absolute temperature (298.15 K) and pressure
(1.013 bar), Ni is the number of atoms, µi is the chemical potential, Ei
is the total electronic energy determined from DFT-based structure
optimization, UZPE,i is the zero-point vibrational energy, and Si is the
entropy. Gases are assumed to be ideal, while liberated lattice oxygen
is treated using the harmonic approximation where all degrees of
freedom are treated as frustrated harmonic vibrations and pressurevolume contributions are neglected. Thermodynamic properties were
calculated from vibrational frequencies and standard statistical
mechanical equations evaluated through ASE. Free energy corrections
of the solids are neglected.249
Analogously, the enthalpy of forming oxygen vacancies (∆Hv[O]) at
the surface is defined as:
∆H v [ O ] = ∆G v [ O ] + T∆S v [ O ]

(D.2)

where ∆Sv[O] is the entropy of forming oxygen vacancies.
Throughout this work (except for deriving Eqs. (D.12) and (D.13)),
free energies and enthalpies are given relative to the chemical potential
of stable H2O and H2 in the gas phase, that is,
is given with:218

EOr = E [ H 2 O ] − E [ H 2 ]

(D.3)

where E[H2O] and E[H2] are the total electronic energy of reference
H2O and H2 molecules in the gas phase. To compare the effect of this
reference gas phase reaction on the correlation of ∆Gv[O] and ∆Hv[O]
with qO, Eqs. (D.12) and (D.13) are based on the reference energy of
stable O2 in the gas phase ( EOr * ):
EOr* = E [ O 2 ] / 2

(D.4)

where E[O2] is the total electronic energy of O2. This definition of the
reference potential for oxygen was otherwise avoided due to the
difficulty of DFT to describe the triplet ground state of O2 correctly.223

D.1.3 Scaling Relations
The design principle for metal oxide redox materials that is introduced
with this work employs the enthalpy of the metal oxide bulk reduction
at 298 K and 1 bar ( ∆hO°2* ) as a descriptor for the free energy of the
metal oxide bulk reduction ( ∆gO° 2* ) and oxidation ( −∆gO° 2* ), as shown
with Figure 5.1a and Figure 5.1b, which in turn determine the oxygen
exchange capacity of these materials, which is shown with Figure 5.4.
For a limited number of metal oxides, ∆hO°2* can be computed from
tabulated thermochemical data.153 To estimate ∆hO°2* for complex metal
oxides where such data is not available, the previously established
scaling relations were employed between ∆hO°2* and ∆Gv[O].145 This
circumvents the need for computationally demanding phonon
calculations for estimating thermochemical properties of solid
materials. The linear scaling relation (R2 > 0.83) utilized in this work
is:
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∆GV [O]= 4.49069 ⋅ 10 −3

eV
∆hOo2* − 8.16401 ⋅ 10 −1 eV (D.5)
-1
kJ mol O2

This correlation is based on data for TiO2 in rutile crystal structure,
Ti2O3, Cu2O, ZnO in wurtzite crystal structure, MoO3, Ag2O, cubic
Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.5Fe0.5, and cubic La0.5Sr0.5Co0.5Fe0.5. Data for cubic ZrO2,
cubic Y2Zr6O15, yttria-stabilized ZrO2, CeO2, and La0.67Sr0.33MnO3
was disregarded due to a large deviation of the oxygen
nonstoichiometry (δ) between the thermochemical data for the bulk
metal oxides and the DFT-data for the oxygen vacancy formation
energetics at the metal oxide surface.145 That is, differences of factor
16-32 for the nonstoichiometry of ZrO2 (δ = 2 for the ZrO2/Zr bulk
couple vs. δ = 0.0625 for the Zr16O32/Zr16O31 surface model couple),
Y2Zr6O15 (δ = 2 for the ZrO2/Zr bulk couple vs. δ = 0.0625 for the
Y4Zr12O30/Y4Zr12O29 surface model couple), CeO2 (δ = 1 for the
CeO2/Ce2O3 bulk couple vs. δ = 0.0625 for the Ce16O32/Ce16O31
surface model couple), and of factor 3, which is relatively high when
compared to the other computed perovskite models, for
La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 (δ = 1 for the Mn2O3/MnO bulk couple vs. δ = 0.33
for the La2SrMn3O9/La2SrMn3O8 surface model couple).
Calculations of ∆gO° 2* at 900 K and −∆gO° 2* at 600 K for metal oxides
where the underpinning thermochemical data is not available, namely
the perovskites evaluated in this work, were based on the scaling of
these two bulk quantities with ∆hO°2* at 298 K and 1 bar (Figure 5.1a
and Figure 5.1b) across 32 solid metal oxide and six metal/metal oxide
pairs. The data for the derived linear scaling relations:

-∆g Oo 2* = -9.40727 ⋅ 10 −1

∆g Oo 2* = 9.29487 ⋅ 10 −1

kJ mol -1O2
kJ mol -O12

kJ mol -1O2
kJ mol -1O2

∆hOo2* + 7.49414 ⋅ 101 kJ mol O-12 (D.6)

∆hOo2* − 1.25783 ⋅ 102 kJ mol -1O2 (D.7)

is given with Table D.2 and Table D.3, while Table D.4 gives the free
energies of the oxide oxidation and oxide reduction that were
computed with Eq. (D.6) (R2 > 0.98) and (D.7) (R2 > 0.96) for the
twelve studied perovskite compositions. As an example, the
theoretically estimated ∆gO° 2* of -29 kJ/mol O2 for SrCoO3 compares
well to the experimentally determined -17 kJ mol -1O2 for SrCoO3-δ,250
which validates our descriptor-based approach to the design of oxygen
exchange materials.

D.2 Experimental Details
The thermal expansion coefficients of the three perovskites (13×10-6
K-1 and 24×10-6 K-1 for SrCoO3 and BaCoO3, respectively251, 252; the
value for BaMnO3 is not available in the literature to the best of our
knowledge) were used to compute the change of the lattice constants
solely due to the formation of oxygen vacancies.
The lattice constants were computed via:
1 h2 + k 2 + l 2
(for cubic structures, i.e. SrCoO2.95)
=
d2
a2

(D.8)

1
4  h 2 + hk + k 2  l 2
= 
 + 2 (for hexagonal structures, i.e. BaCoO2.58
2
d
3
a2
 c
and BaMnO2.94)
(D.9)

where d (in Å) is the lattice spacing, h, k and l are the Miller indices
and a and c (in Å) are the lattice constants.
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Though a cubic crystal structure is assumed for all of the computed
perovskites and a hexagonal crystal structure is obtained
experimentally for BaCoO2.58 and BaMnO2.94, it is apparent that this
difference does not cause for large discrepancies between predicted
and demonstrated oxygen exchange performance of these compounds.

D.3 Supporting Data
D.3.1 Thermochemical Equilibrium Analysis
Table D.2: Enthalpies of reduction at 298 K ( ∆hO°2* ) and Gibbs free energies
of the oxide reduction at 298 K ( ∆g O° 2* ) and oxide oxidation at 298 K ( −∆g O° 2*
) of 32 solid metal oxide and six metal/metal oxide pairs at 1 bar, calculated
from experiment-derived tabulated thermochemical data.153
Production
oxidation

Reactant
oxidation

∆hOo2*

∆gOo 2*
-1

-∆gOo 2*
-1

-1

( kJ molO2

( kJ molO2

( kJ molO2

)

)

)

Ag2O

Ag

62.20

21.63

-21.63

Au2O3

Au

-53.84

-51.86

51.86

BaO2

BaO

161.50

113.86

-113.86

CeO2

Ce2O3

762.33

685.67

-685.67

Co3O4

CoO

392.38

304.62

-304.62

CuO

Cu2O

237.77

217.06

-217.06

Cu2O

Cu

341.41

295.35

-295.35

Fe0.947O

FeO

351.62

295.25

-295.25

Fe2O3

Fe3O4

471.96

392.85

-392.85

Fe3O4

FeO

604.50

521.81

-521.81

Mn2O3

Mn3O4

202.82

153.75

-153.75

Mn3O4

MnO

464.27

389.07

-389.07

MoO3

MoO2

312.29

269.89

-269.89

Na2O2

Na2O

190.45

141.08

-141.08

NbO2

NbO

750.61

694.51

-694.51

Nb2O5

NbO2

619.23

574.94

-574.94

OsO4

OsO2

42.23

63.32

-63.32

PbO2

Pb3O4

54.91

44.58

-44.58

Pb3O4

PbO

103.92

70.14

-70.14

RhO

Rh2O

120.73

108.12

-108.12

Rh2O3

RhO

345.02

331.81

-331.81

RuO2

Ru

305.01

253.02

-253.02

SbO2

Sb2O3

338.09

319.70

-319.70

SnO2

SnO

590.11

526.30

-526.30

TiO2

Ti4O7

748.93

689.21

-689.21

Ti2O3

TiO

871.11

814.54

-814.54

Ti3O5

Ti2O3

711.28

666.23

-666.23

Ti4O7

Ti3O5

753.96

739.75

-739.75

Tl2O3

Tl2O

185.40

162.72

-162.72

V2O3

VO

710.44

661.25

-661.25

V2O4

V2O3

416.73

358.81

-358.81

V2O5

V2O4

246.86

201.81

-201.81
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WO2.72

WO2

531.83

485.47

-485.47

WO2.9

WO2.72

432.34

387.67

-387.67

WO2.96

WO2.9

496.50

450.34

-450.34

WO3

WO2.96

397.50

351.29

-351.29

ZnO

Zn

700.92

640.95

-640.95

ZrO2

Zr

1097.46

1039.72

-1039.72

Table D.3: Partial molar Gibbs free energy changes of the oxide reduction
o*
o*
900 K ( ∆gO2 ) and oxide oxidation at 600 K ( -∆gO2 ) of 32 solid metal oxide
and six metal/metal oxide pairs at 1 bar, calculated from experiment-derived
tabulated thermochemical data.153
Oxidation
product

Oxidation
reactant

∆gOo 2*

-∆gOo 2*
-1

( kJ molO2 )

-1

( kJ molO2
)

Ag2O

Ag

-88.70

22.89

Au2O3

Au

-174.54

108.17

BaO2

BaO

22.27

-66.89

CeO2

Ce2O3

524.40

-606.11

Co3O4

CoO

104.22

-206.92

CuO

Cu2O

92.83

-152.63

Cu2O

Cu

206.47

-250.09

Fe0.947O

FeO

189.29

-240.70

Fe2O3

Fe3O4

224.91

-311.08

Fe3O4

FeO

364.67

-438.64

Mn2O3

Mn3O4

57.34

-104.72

Mn3O4

MnO

236.86

-312.30

MoO3

MoO2

187.87

-227.99

Na2O2

Na2O

48.14

-92.53

NbO2

NbO

585.67

-638.66

Nb2O5

NbO2

486.94

-530.67

OsO4

OsO2

71.88

-62.54

PbO2

Pb3O4

-76.86

16.35

Pb3O4

PbO

-23.55

-20.99

RhO

Rh2O

-15.59

-44.29

Rh2O3

RhO

185.29

-258.96

RuO2

Ru

153.06

-201.82

SbO2

Sb2O3

179.62

-251.77

SnO2

SnO

402.39

-462.19

TiO2

Ti4O7

564.82

-627.91

Ti2O3

TiO

712.52

-760.26

Ti3O5

Ti2O3

607.76

-635.16

Ti4O7

Ti3O5

607.46

-687.18

Tl2O3

Tl2O

45.02

-103.43

V2O3

VO

564.21

-612.00

V2O4

V2O3

273.35

-314.14

V2O5

V2O4

83.00

-142.81
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WO2.72

WO2

395.68

-439.59

WO2.9

WO2.72

301.47

-343.50

WO2.96

WO2.9

361.24

-404.57

WO3

WO2.96

254.20

-303.67

ZnO

Zn

517.86

-580.90

ZrO2

Zr

926.27

-982.03

Figure D.1 plots the volcano-like correlation shown with Figure 5.1a
and Figure 5.1b employing free energy data at 298 K and 1 bar (Table
D.1). The plot shows that decreasing the temperature of the oxide
oxidation and decreasing the temperature the oxide reduction both
shift the intercept of both correlations to lower enthalpy values.
Conducting the redox cycle between 600 K (oxide oxidation) and 900
K (oxide reduction) requires ideally metal oxide redox materials for a
solar-driven thermochemical separation of O2 from gas mixtures –
located at the top of the volcano curve – with ∆hO°2* of about 107.33
kJ/mol O2. At the limit of conducting the redox cycle at room
temperature, materials compositions that facilitate the redox trade-off
are identified with ∆hO°2* of about 25.45 kJ/mol O2. This decreasing
value that is expected to tend towards zero when temperature
approaches 0 K, suggests that the location of the volcano top is given
by the amount of heat required to break the bonds formed between
lattice oxygen and metals in the solid state.

Figure D.1: Standard partial molar Gibbs free energy change of oxide
oxidation at 298 K and oxide reduction at 298 K ( ∆g O° 2* ) vs. the standard
partial molar enthalpy change of the oxide reduction at 298 K ( ∆hO°2* ). All
data is at 1 bar. Dashed lines are linear regressions.

D.3.2 Electronic Structure Calculations
Table D.4: DFT-calculated free energies of forming oxygen vacancies at 298
o*
K (∆Gv[O]), enthalpies of the oxide reduction at 298 K ( ∆hO2 ) and free
o*

energies of the oxide reduction at 900 K ( ∆gO2 ) and oxide oxidation at 600
o*

K ( -∆gO2 ) for the ABO3(010) perovskite facets with A = Sr, Ba, or La and B
= Mn, Co, Ni, or Cu. All data is at 1 bar.

Perovskites

∆Gv[O]
(eV)

∆hOo2*

∆gOo 2*
-1

-∆gOo 2*
-1

-1

( kJ molO2 )

( kJ molO2 )

( kJ molO2 )

SrMnO3

0.38

266.29

121.73

-175.56

SrCoO3

-0.35

103.92

-29.19

-22.82

SrNiO3

-1.29

-104.71

-223.11

173.44

SrCuO3

-1.83

-225.84

-335.70

287.39

220
BaMnO3

0.04

189.80

50.64

-103.61

BaCoO3

-0.61

45.02

-83.93

32.59

BaNiO3

-1.51

-153.74

-268.68

219.57

BaCuO3

-2.04

-271.86

-378.47

330.68

LaMnO3

1.89

602.19

433.95

-491.56

LaCoO3

1.32

476.52

317.14

-373.33

LaNiO3

0.93

389.20

235.97

-291.18

LaCuO3

0.48

288.91

142.75

-196.84

Table D.5: Length of the bond that is formed between the transition metal at
the B-site and the nearest oxygen atom at ABO2.5(010) (dB-O) and the partial
charges in ABO3(010) of the oxygen atom that yields the oxygen vacancy at
ABO2.5(010) (qO), of the metal at the A-site that is terminating the surface
(qA), and of the transition metal at the B-site which bonds to the oxygen atom
that forms the oxygen vacancy at ABO2.5(010) (qB).
Perovskites

dB-O (Å)

qO (e)

qA (e)

qB (e)

SrMnO3

2.008

-1.211

1.584

1.788

SrCoO3

1.998

-1.166

1.589

1.533

SrNiO3

2.017

-1.104

1.591

1.305

SrCuO3

2.039

-1.061

1.603

1.271

BaMnO3

2.061

-1.169

1.525

1.774

BaCoO3

2.078

-1.111

1.533

1.539

BaNiO3

2.076

-1.054

1.544

1.361

BaCuO3

2.107

-1.062

1.554

1.281

LaMnO3

2.011

-1.360

2.036

1.620

LaCoO3

1.958

-1.296

2.034

1.341

LaNiO3

1.968

-1.296

2.058

1.270

LaCuO3

2.033

-1.259

2.066

1.166

Figure D.2: Correlation of the energetics of the oxygen vacancy formation
at perovskite surfaces with the partial charge of the lattice oxygen at the
surface (qO): A) Free energy of the oxygen vacancy formation (∆Gv[O]) and
B) enthalpy of the oxygen vacancy formation (∆Hv[O]), both at 298 K and 1
bar vs. qO. The perovskite surfaces are ABO3(010) with A = Sr (empty
symbols), Ba (dark gray symbols), and La (light gray symbols), and B = Mn
(triangles), Co (diamonds), Ni (squares), Cu (circles). The lines are linear
regressions.

Figure D.2 shows the correlations of ∆Gv[O] and ∆Hv[O] with qO. The
constant offset (i.e., ∆Gv[O] = ∆Hv[O] – 0.20 eV) indicates that
entropic effects (∆Gv[O] = ∆Hv[O] - T∆Sv[O]) do not contribute to the
trend in the oxygen vacancy formation energetics across the twelve
computed perovskite compositions, i.e., the slope of the correlations
for ∆Gv[O] and ∆Hv[O] are the same. The intercept, on the other hand,
accounts for entropic effects as well as the choice of the reference
potential (Eqs. (D.3) and (D.4)). This can be seen when comparing the
correlation of ∆Gv[O] and ∆Hv[O] with qO based on the chemical
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potential of oxygen derived from stable H2O and H2 in the phase (Eq.
(D.3)), given with Eqs. (D.10) and (D.11) (Figure D.2a and Figure
D.2b), or stable O2 gas (Eq. (D.4)), given with Eqs. (D.12) and (D.13)
:
∆GV [O]= -11.91

eV
qo -14.25 eV
e

(D.10)

eV
qo -14.06 eV
e

(D.11)

eV
qo -11.97 eV
e

(D.12)

eV
qo -14.71 eV
e

(D.13)

∆H V [O]= -11.91

∆GV [O] = -11.91
∆H V [O]= -11.91

The difference of the intercepts of Eqs. (D.10) and (D.12) is 2.28 eV,
which is approximately equal to a difference of 2.37 eV between the
free energy of the reaction (∆Grxn) of O(g) ↔ H2O(g) - H2(g) and the
∆Grxn of O(g) ↔ ½O2(g), as computed from tabulated thermochemical
data.153 This suggests the intercept represents the conversion of the
lattice oxygen into the oxygen reference gas at the limit of zero-charge
transfer.

Figure D.3: Charge density differences (CDD) of the indicated perovskite
surface after the oxygen vacancy formation relative to the stoichiometric

surface and the reference gas-phase oxygen (given at the height of the oxygen
atom that forms the oxygen vacancy).

Figure D.3 shows that the formation of the oxygen vacancy results in
a relative small transfer of electric charge from the oxygen ion to the
alkaline earth metal cation at the A-site, relative to the transfer of
charge to the cation at the B-site, as discussed above. While the charge
is transferred to the highest-energy bonding 5s Sr and 6s Ba states, the
apparent difference in the CDD around the A-site cation is presumably
due to the geometric reorganization of the metal cations. The CDD is
given at the height of the oxygen atom that forms the oxygen vacancy
which is 0.170 Å above the nucleus of Sr at SrCoO3(010) and 0.003 Å
below the nucleus of Ba at BaMnO3(010).

D.3.3 Experimental Data
The composition and surface morphology of all solids were
characterized via RT-XRD, HT-XRD and SEM. The RT-XRD spectra
shown with Figure D.4 indicate that all perovskites were
thermochemically stable and did not undergo a change of phase or
crystal structure during the TGA measurements, whereas Cu2O and
Ag2O were fully oxidized and reduced to CuO and Ag, respectively.
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Figure D.4: RT-XRD spectra before and after thermogravimetric cycling of
a) BaMnO2.94 (peak labels from Negas et al. and Adkin et al.236, 253), b)

SrCoO2.95 (peak labels from Wang et al. and Zeng et al.227, 228, 254), c)
BaCoO2.58 (peak labels from Jacobson et al.233), d) Ag2O/Ag (peak labels
from Hanawalt et al., Park et al. and Werner et al.230, 255, 256), and e)
Cu2O/CuO (peak labels from Tunell et al., Hanawalt et al. and Werner et
al.230, 256, 257). Unlabeled peaks before the TGA correspond to the labeled
peaks after the TGA.

The SEM figures shown in Figure D.5 display the morphology of the
perovskites, Cu2O and Ag2O before and after TGA measurements.
Average particle diameters and particle surface areas (assuming
spherical particles) are given with Table D.6. The largest difference in
the surface properties is found for the average particle diameter of
Ag2O that is about 3.5 times larger than that of Cu2O. These minor
differences in the surface morphologies of the five metal oxide
powders are not suffice to explain the differences in the materials’
oxygen exchange capacities, which vary in a range of three orders of
magnitude.

Figure D.5: SEM images a) before and b) after thermogravimetric cycling of BaMnO2.94, SrCoO2.95, BaCoO2.58,
Ag2O/Ag, and Cu2O/CuO.
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Table D.6: Average particle diameters (dparticle) and average particle surface
areas (Aparticle) (assuming spherical particles) estimated from the SEM
analyses.
Metal oxides

dparticle (µm)

Aparticle (µm2)

BaMnO2.94

11.2 ± 4.7

373.3

SrCoO2.95

6.9 ± 3.2

141.0

BaCoO2.58

15.3 ± 14.3

764.5

Ag2O

25.7 ± 9.6

2091.2

Cu2O

7.0 ± 2.7

153.9
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Appendix E
E High redox performance of Y0.5Ba0.5CoO3-δ
for thermochemical redox processes
E.1 Computational Details
E.1.1 Structure Optimizations
The lattice constants computed by DFT compare well, within the
uncertainty of DFT calculations, with the experimental values of cubic
perovskites with similar composition.218, 243 For example, the DFTcomputed 3.920 Å (YBCO) is 1.6% smaller than the experimental
value 3.98 Å (Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3)258, while 3.976 Å (LBCO) is
2.9% larger than 3.862 Å (LBCO)259, respectively.

E.1.2 Free energy computations
Free energy computations were calculated as described in section
D.1.2.

E.1.3 Scaling relations
Eq. (6.2) in the paper is based on data for TiO2 in rutile crystal
structure, Ti2O3, Cu2O, ZnO in wurtzite crystal structure, MoO3,
Ag2O, cubic Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.5Fe0.5O3, and cubic La0.5Sr0.5Co0.5Fe0.5O3.
Data for cubic ZrO2, cubic Y2Zr6O15, yttria-stabilized ZrO2, CeO2, and
La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 was disregarded due to a large deviation of the
oxygen nonstoichiometry (δ) between the thermochemical data for the
bulk metal oxides and the DFT-data for the oxygen vacancy formation
energetics at the metal oxide surface.145 That is, differences of factor
16-32 for the nonstoichiometry of ZrO2 (δ = 2 for the ZrO2/Zr bulk
couple vs. δ = 0.0625 for the Zr16O32/Zr16O31 surface model couple),
Y2Zr6O15 (δ = 2 for the ZrO2/Zr bulk couple vs. δ = 0.0625 for the
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Y4Zr12O30/Y4Zr12O29 surface model couple), CeO2 (δ = 1 for the
CeO2/Ce2O3 bulk couple vs. δ = 0.0625 for the Ce16O32/Ce16O31
surface model couple), and of factor 3, which is relatively high when
compared to the other computed perovskite models, for
La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 (δ = 1 for the Mn2O3/MnO bulk couple vs. δ = 0.33
for the La2SrMn3O9/La2SrMn3O8 surface model couple).
Calculations of ∆gOo 2* at 773 K, respresentative for reduction, and
-∆g Oo 2* at 563 K, representative for oxidation, for metal oxides where

the underpinning thermochemical data is not available, namely the
perovskites evaluated in this work, were based on the scaling of these
two bulk quantities with ∆hOo2* at 298 K and 1 bar across 38 solid metal
oxide and six metal/metal oxide pairs. Thermodynamic properties
obtained through scaling relations are defined per mole of
monoatomic oxygen. The data for the derived linear scaling relations
(R2 > 0.83) are shown with Table E.1, where a and b represent the
following factors in Eq. (E.1):
∆gOo 2* = a ⋅

kJ mol -1O2
kJ mol -1O2

∆hOo2* + b kJ mol-1O2

(E.1)

Table E.1: DFT-derived linear scaling factors a and b, based on the scaling
of ∆g Oo * with at 298 K and 1 bar across 27 solid metal oxide and six
metal/metal oxide pairs.

∆g

o*
O2

-∆g

o*
O2

T (K)
773

pO2 (bar O2)
0.2

a

b

0.934

-114.366

563

0.01

0.942

-90.342

The data for the derived linear scaling relations is given with Table
E.2 and Table E.3 give the free energies of the oxide oxidation and
oxide reduction that were computed with Eq. (E.1) (R2 > 0.92) for the
three studied perovskite compositions.
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E.2 Supporting data
E.2.1 XRD scans

Figure E.1: RT-XRD spectra between 20 and 80° of LBCO, PBCO and
YBCO pellets. XRD peak labels for LBCO obtained from Nakajima et al.205,
for PBCO obtained from Seikh et al.206 and for YBCO obtained from Vogt et
al.207
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Figure E.2: RT-XRD spectrum between 20 and 80° of YBCO granules.
Symbols (*) indicate additional peaks compared to the one of the YBCO
pellet (cf. Figure E.1).
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Figure E.3: HT-XRD scans between 20 and 80° of YBCO between 308 and
923 K, in 0.2 bar O2 during heating (green scans) and 0.01 bar O2 during
cooling (blue scans).
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E.2.2 SEM data

Figure E.4: SEM images of as-prepared a ) YBCO-pellet, b) LBCO-pellet
and c) PBCO-pellet, all with a magnification of 2000x.

Figure E.5: SEM images of an as-prepared YBCO granule at a magnification
of a) 1000x and b) 5000x.
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E.2.3 BET
The specific surface area determined for the produced YBCO granules
is 0.25 ± 0.012 m2 g-1.

E.2.4 TGA data

Figure E.6: Percent weight change vs. temperature showing exemplary the
derivation of Tnet,eq of LBCO.
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Figure E.7: -ln(pO2/po) as a function of T-1 of YBCO for δ = 0.0401-0.1400.
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Figure E.8: Percent weight change vs. time at 563 and 0.01 bar O2 during
oxidation and 773 K and 0.2 bar O2 during reduction of YBCO.

Figure E.9: Percent weight change vs. time at 600 K and 0.01 bar O2 during
oxidation and 900 K and 0.2 bar O2 during reduction of SrCoO3-δ.
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E.2.5 Molar heat capacity
The molar heat capacity at constant pressure p is defined as
 ∂h 
cp = 

 ∂T  p

(E.2)

where h is the molar enthalpy and T is the temperature.260 The cp
measurement of YBCO, shown with Figure E.10, was described using
Eq. (E.3) (R2 = 0.988), according to Pankratz et al.203, Satoh et al.261
and Matsuda et al.262, who all measured the molar heat capacities of
metal oxides.
c p = 78.75 + 96.49 ⋅ 10−3 ⋅ T − 5.63 ⋅ 106 ⋅ T −2

(E.3)

Figure E.10: Molar heat capacity, cp, of YBCO as a function of temperature
between 500 and 900 K. The orange line shows the measured data, while the
dashed black line shows the result of the least squares fitting (R2 = 0.988).
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Figure E.11: cp of CeO2 as a function of temperature between 500 and 900
K. The orange line shows the measured data, while the dashed black line
shows the result of the least squares fitting (R2 = 0.998). The solid black line
represents the fitting curve of CeO2 conducted by Pankratz et al.203, revealing
on average a deviation to the dashed black line of only 1.94%.

E.2.6 PBR data
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Figure E.12: PBR experiments with YBCO for TSSOS showing pO2 at the
outlet (orange) and inlet (grey) of the packed bed reactor at 773 K and 0.2 bar
O2 during reduction and at 0.01 bar O2 and a) 523 K, b) 603 K and c) 643 K
during oxidation.
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Figure E.13: PBR experiment for TSSOS showing pO2 at the outlet of the
packed bed reactor (orange) vs. time using YBCO granule at 563 K and 0.01
bar O2 for oxidation and 773 K and 0.2 bar O2 for reduction. Oxidation cycles
1, 2, 3 and 4 were performed using 10, 20, 40 and 80 mL min-1, respectively.

E.2.7 Energy balance equations
Eqs. (E.4) to (E.11) show how the different components of the energy
balances of TSSOS and TSSOP are calculated.
∆hha = nair ⋅ cp,air ⋅ ∆T

(E.4)

∆hca = (nair ⋅ cp,air + nO2 ⋅ cp,O2 ) ⋅ ∆T

(E.5)

∆hhg = ( nar ⋅ cp,ar + nO2 ⋅ cp,O2 ) ⋅ ∆T

(E.6)

∆hcg = nar ⋅ cp,ar ⋅ ∆T

(E.7)
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δf

∆hred

∫δ
=

i

∆hO°2 (δ )

δf − δi

dδ

(E.8)

∆hox = −∆hred

(E.9)

∆hhs = nYBCO ⋅ cp,YBCO ⋅ ∆T

(E.10)

∆hcs = − nYBCO ⋅ cp,YBCO ⋅ ∆T

(E.11)

E.2.8 Thermochemical equilibrium analysis
Table E.2: Enthalpies of reduction at 298 K ( ∆hOo2* ) and Gibbs free energies
of the oxide reduction at 773 K and 0.2 bar O2 ( ∆gOo 2* ) and oxide oxidation at
563 K and 0.01 bar O2 ( -∆gOo 2* ) of 32 solid metal oxide and six metal/metal
oxide pairs at 1 bar, calculated from experiment-derived tabulated
thermochemical data.153
Product of
the oxide
oxidation

∆hOo2*

∆gOo 2*

-∆g Oo 2*

( kJ mol -1
O2 )

( kJ mol -1
O2 )

( kJ mol -1
O2 )

Ag2O

Reactant
of
the
oxide
oxidation
Ag

62.200

-69.258

37.670

Au2O3

Au

-53.835

-155.857

122.180

BaO2

BaO

161.502

30.586

-50.999

CeO2

Ce2O3

762.326

548.879

-594.433

Co3O4

CoO

392.376

137.377

-197.789

CuO

Cu2O

341.414

214.406

-234.032

Cu2O

Cu

237.773

107.388

-138.780

Fe0.947O

FeO

351.621

200.617

-225.642

Fe2O3

Fe3O4

604.502

384.080

-427.092

Fe3O4

FeO

471.956

252.252

-299.649

Mn2O3

Mn3O4

464.272

258.260

-300.160
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Mn3O4

MnO

202.816

66.904

-89.115

MoO3

MoO2

312.294

194.360

-211.498

Na2O2

Na2O

190.454

55.601

-76.819

NbO2

NbO

750.610

597.440

-623.860

Nb2O5

NbO2

619.232

495.216

-514.498

OsO4

OsO2

42.229

57.767

-39.843

PbO2

Pb3O4

103.923

-14.802

-5.156

Pb3O4

PbO

54.907

-61.592

30.437

RhO

Rh2O

120.729

-0.946

-30.394

Rh2O3

RhO

345.017

206.184

-246.407

RuO2

Ru

305.014

163.159

-186.445

SbO2

Sb2O3

338.086

200.645

-238.726

SnO2

SnO

590.106

416.749

-448.407

TiO2

Ti4O7

871.108

721.944

-744.989

Ti2O3

TiO

711.280

610.297

-615.919

Ti3O5

Ti2O3

753.958

629.671

-676.400

Ti4O7

Ti3O5

748.934

581.439

-613.943

Tl2O3

Tl2O

185.400

60.261

-89.005

V2O3

VO

710.442

574.038

-596.414

V2O4

V2O3

416.726

280.121

-297.735

V2O5

V2O4

246.856

97.848

-128.720

WO2.72

WO2

531.833

403.787

-423.569

WO2.9

WO2.72

432.344

308.756

-327.262

WO2.96

WO2.9

496.500

369.029

-388.529

WO3

WO2.96

397.500

264.730

-288.098

ZnO

Zn

700.920

534.972

-566.650

ZrO2

Zr

1097.463

939.385

-967.471
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E.2.9 Electronic structure calculations
Table E.3: DFT-calculated free energies of forming oxygen vacancies at 298
K (∆Gv[O]), enthalpies of the oxide reduction at 298 K ( ∆hOo2* ) and Gibbs
free energies of oxide reduction at 773K and 0.2 bar O2 ( ∆g Oo 2* ) and oxidation
at 563K and 0.01 bar O2 ( -∆g Oo 2* ) for

LaCoO3-LBCO(010), BaCoO3-

LBCO(010),
PrCoO3-PBCO(010),
BaCoO3-PBCO(010),
YCoO3YBCO(010) and BaCoO3-YBCO(010) perovskite facets. All data is at 1 bar.
∆Gv[O]
(eV)
LaCoO3-LBCO(010)
BaCoO3-LBCO(010)
PrCoO3-PBCO(010)
BaCoO3-PBCO(010)
YCoO3-YBCO(010)
BaCoO3YBCO(010)

0.15
0.53
-0.21
0.54
-0.59
0.93

∆hOo2*

∆g Oo 2*
-1

-∆gOo 2*
-1

-1

( kJ mol O2 )

( kJ mol O2 )

( kJ mol O2 )

215.44
299.97
134.01
302.95
49.43
389.19

86.80
165.72
10.77
168.51
-68.21
249.03

-112.69
-192.35
-35.95
-195.16
43.76
-276.43
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